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Abstract

The Semantic Web provides a framework for semantically annotating data on the web,
and the Resource Description Framework (RDF) supports the integration of structured
data represented in heterogeneous formats. Traditionally, the Semantic Web has focused
primarily on more or less static data, but information on the web today is becoming in-
creasingly dynamic. RDF Stream Processing (RSP) systems address this issue by adding
support for streaming data and continuous query processing. To some extent, RSP sys-
tems can be used to perform complex event processing (CEP), where meaningful high-level
events are generated based on low-level events from multiple sources; however, there are
several challenges with respect to using RSP in this context. Event models designed to
represent static event information lack several features required for CEP, and are typically
not well suited for stream reasoning. The dynamic nature of streaming data also greatly
complicates the development and validation of RSP queries. Therefore, reusing queries that
have been prepared ahead of time is important to be able to support real-time decision-
making. Additionally, there are limitations in existing RSP implementations in terms of
both scalability and expressiveness, where some features required in CEP are not supported
by any of the current systems. The goal of this thesis work has been to address some of
these challenges and the main contributions of the thesis are: (1) an event model ontology
targeted at supporting CEP; (2) a model for representing parameterized RSP queries as
reusable templates; and (3) an architecture that allows RSP systems to be integrated for
use in CEP. The proposed event model tackles issues specifically related to event modeling
in CEP that have not been sufficiently covered by other event models, includes support for
event encapsulation and event payloads, and can easily be extended to fit specific use-cases.
The model for representing RSP query templates was designed as an extension to SPIN,
a vocabulary that supports modeling of SPARQL queries as RDF. The extended model
supports the current version of the RSP Query Language (RSP-QL) developed by the RDF
Stream Processing Community Group, along with some of the most popular RSP query lan-
guages. Finally, the proposed architecture views RSP queries as individual event processing
agents in a more general CEP framework. Additional event processing components can be
integrated to provide support for operations that are not supported in RSP, or to provide
more efficient processing for specific tasks. We demonstrate the architecture in implementa-
tions for scenarios related to traffic-incident monitoring, criminal-activity monitoring, and
electronic healthcare monitoring.
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1 Introduction

The Semantic Web was designed as an extension of the web to enable sharing
and reuse of information across applications as Linked Data. The basic prin-
ciples are similar to those of the traditional web, but the Semantic Web pro-
motes standards and formats that allow structured information to be shared
in a machine-readable format. One of the cornerstones of this model is the
Resource Description Framework (RDF). RDF was originally intended as a
model for expressing metadata on the web, but today it is recognized as a
more general model for representing data. Statements are expressed in the
form of subject-predicate-object, which are referred to as triples. Triples can
provide paths between resources and sets of triples are used to create directed
labeled graphs. Applications can traverse graphs across multiple datasets by
following these links.

Ontologies are used to define schemas and vocabularies for data, which
provides a common language for communicating data between applications,
but they are also used as a way of aligning data represented in different for-
mats. Additionally, ontologies can be used as a way of defining rules and
constraints over the data, which can be used to implement automated infer-
encing and reasoning. The flexibility of Semantic Web technologies, along
with the standards promoted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)1,
has made these technologies attractive from the perspective of managing in-
formation, in particular when the information is heterogeneous in structure.

1https://www.w3.org/
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Traditional Semantic Web technologies have been designed to efficiently pro-
cess static (or slowly changing) data, and as a result they tend to scale poorly
for dynamic data. In recent years, there have been several attempts to com-
bine Semantic Web technologies with stream processing and complex event
processing with the goal of leveraging Semantic Web standards to facilitate
management of heterogeneous data and to support inferencing.

When querying streaming data there is typically no single correct answer,
rather there is a continuous flow of responses. These answers may be generated
continuously as new data become available. In most scenarios, relevance in a
stream is tightly coupled with temporal proximity, since the most up-to-date
data is usually a better representation of the current state. For example, if
we were monitoring the location of a moving vehicle we could use previous
observations to predict where the vehicle was headed; however, our predictions
would rapidly lose their predictive power unless we took into account new
observations as they became available.

A number of RDF Stream Processing (RSP) systems have been proposed
and implemented to process streams of RDF data. These systems differ with
respect to expressiveness, scalability, reasoning support, underlying semantics,
and the query languages supported. For example, EP-SPARQL [6] supports
temporal operators as part of the query language, whereas C-SPARQL [12]
and CQELS [43] support time-based and count-based windows over streams.
These differences make it very difficult to assess the practical limitations of
current state-of-art RSP systems.

While RSP systems that address the issue of streaming RDF data already
exist, the goal of this research is to show how these capabilities and other
Semantic Web technologies can be leveraged to support semantically enabled
complex event processing. The purpose of this work is ultimately to help
develop, both theoretically and practically, a framework for highly expressive
event processing that can assist domain experts that need to make decisions
under time constraints in a streaming context.

There are several challenges associated with using current Semantic Web
technologies for event processing. From an event modeling perspective, on-
tology languages provide powerful constructs for defining event types, and
describing the semantic relationships between them. Schemas and vocabular-
ies provide a system independent representation for events, and automated
reasoning can be used to leverage information that exists implicitly in the
data. For example, rather than asserting all event types explicitly, event
classifications can often be inferred from class restrictions and property con-
straints. However, current event models on the Semantic Web have not been
designed with event processing applications in mind.

With respect to querying, it is often assumed that users interact with RSP
systems by issuing string-based queries that are registered in some execution
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1.2. Research Questions

environment. This implicitly assumes that the users have sufficient knowledge
about the relevant query language, the data stream representations, the back-
ground data, and the underlying ontologies. This type of detailed knowledge
cannot typically be expected of all the users of these tools. Additionally, in a
streaming context the data is constantly shifting, making it difficult to vali-
date the correctness of a particular query with respect to the intention of the
user. In real-time scenarios, users may not be able to spend any significant
amount of time on formulating these queries, therefore supporting efficient
reuse of queries that can be prepared ahead of time is a necessity.

Using available Semantic Web technologies for event processing also poses
a range of technical challenges. While SPARQL is a very expressive query
language, certain operations are difficult to accomplish in any scalable way.
For example, the arithmetic operations supported in standard SPARQL are
very limited, making it difficult to do any advanced statistical data analysis.
However, one should recognize that Semantic Web technologies do not exist
in isolation, and leveraging external tools and systems is a requirement for
some types of semantic complex event processing to be realized using current
RSP systems.

1.2 Research Questions

This thesis work has been guided mainly by three research questions. The
first question relates to how current technologies can be used to support com-
plex event processing, with particular focus on how event abstractions can be
generated and represented, and how events can be queried.

RQ1 How can events be modeled to support event abstraction and querying
in RSP systems to assist in semantic complex event processing?

The focus is primarily on the underlying event model and how it can be
used to support representation and generation of complex events using cur-
rently available RSP technology. The question is viewed from the perspective
of some of the most popular RSP models and the current work of the RDF
Stream Processing Community Group (RSP Group)2. The question is pri-
marily explored as part of Chapter 4, but the event model is also practically
used in the implementations presented in Chapter 6.

The second research question relates to how RSP queries can be abstracted
in a way that lets them be made reusable and easier to maintain in RSP
systems.

RQ2 How can RSP queries be abstracted to support reuse and maintenance
of queries?

2https://www.w3.org/community/rsp/
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1. Introduction

The task of writing and validating the correctness of any non-trivial query
in a streaming context is both complex and time consuming. Using prepared
queries would allow optimization and validation to be done beforehand, which
would reduce the time required to issue the necessary queries when applied to
recurring tasks that have only minor variations. While there are several ways
of supporting such parameterization, an explicit goal is to also support sharing
and reuse based on some (preferably) standardized Semantic Web technology,
rather than on some arbitrary string-based template format. The question
is primarily answered and evaluated in Chapter 5, but the query abstraction
model is also used to represent the RSP queries used in Chapter 6.

Finally, the third question, RQ3, relates to how current RSP technologies
can support semantic complex event processing and the tasks faced by decision
makers who need to process continuous streams of information on the fly.

RQ3 What are the limitations of current RSP technologies with respect to
recurring decision-making tasks in the context of semantic complex
event processing?

The focus here is on how structured information can be queried and mod-
eled, rather than on how the information is presented visually to the users.
The specific tasks considered here include information filtering, data aggre-
gation, and pattern matching through the execution of recurring continuous
queries. This question is primarily answered as part of Chapter 6, which
considers the problem from an implementation standpoint, based on existing
RSP technologies.

1.3 Contributions

Chapter 4 presents a new event model based on a set of requirements identified
for complex event processing using Semantic Technologies. Unlike previous
event models, the Event Processing ODP was developed specifically to support
the representation and querying of event objects in complex event processing.
The ontology provides a small set of classes and properties that, among other
things, allow one event object to encapsulate another. Different approaches
to representing event object boundaries are also discussed, both in general
terms and with respect to existing RSP models.

Chapter 5 presents an extension to the SPIN syntax. SPIN lets SPARQL
queries be represented as RDF and supports meta modeling on top of these
queries to create parameterized query templates. The extension, called
RSP-SPIN, can be used to represent RSP queries. By leveraging RSP-SPIN
and the provided RSP-SPIN API, applications can transition between the
string representation of queries and RDF. The RDF representation also serves
as a query language agnostic layer, which allows a query to be serialized into
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1.4. Thesis Outline

different RSP dialects. The API presently provides serializers for RSP-QL,
CQELS-QL, C-SPARQL, and SPARQLstream.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents a conceptual architecture for semantic com-
plex event processing, where RSP queries can be viewed as individual event
processing agents (EPAs) in an event processing network. This very general
view allows application-specific functionality to be supported by simply incor-
porating it as an EPA. This is quite different from other event processing ap-
proaches in the RSP domain, which have tended to regard the RSP execution
environments as standalone systems. The proposed architecture was imple-
mented in three different scenarios. The first demonstrates a minimal setup,
where the building blocks communicate directly with each other. The second
and third implementations are more use-case specific, with frameworks that
are considerably more scalable since they use specialized message-oriented
middleware to manage the communication in the event processing networks.
These implementations serve to illustrate that current RSP systems, if used
appropriately, can be used to support complex event processing under realistic
stream velocities.

1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents the relevant concepts within stream processing, complex
event processing, and the Semantic Web. RDF stream processing (RSP) is
introduced as a way of combining stream processing with Semantic Web tech-
nologies, and an overview of the most prominent RSP models and implemen-
tations is provided. This is followed by a brief description of the standardiza-
tion efforts of the RSP Group and an overview of the RSP Query Language
(RSP-QL) is provided. Finally, query parameterization is discussed briefly
and SPIN is presented as a way of representing query templates as RDF.

Chapter 3 presents an overview of the scientific method viewed from a
technology research perspective. The chapter then describes the research
process of thesis work, and describes the way in which the work has been
evaluated in the two research projects VALCRI and E-care@home.

Chapter 4 presents a set of requirements for complex event processing
using Semantic Web technologies, and introduces a new event model. The
model are evaluated against the requirements, and the querying ability of
the model is demonstrated using standard SPARQL. The problem of event
object boundaries is then discussed and possible workarounds for existing RSP
systems are illustrated. Finally, the chapter discusses the impact the RSP-QL
model with respect to event processing.

Chapter 5 presents an extension to the SPIN vocabulary (RSP-SPIN) to
represent RSP queries as RDF. The result is a query language agnostic RDF
representation that supports RSP-QL and most of the constructs of other RSP
language extensions, while remaining compatible with standard SPIN. The
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1. Introduction

expressiveness of the model is demonstrated using the set of RSP-QL sample
queries provided by the RSP Group. Additionally, RSP-SPIN is shown to
support serialization into RSP languages that can be modeled by RSP-QL
using a set of RSP benchmark queries as a reference.

Chapter 6 introduces a conceptual architecture for semantic complex event
processing based on existing Semantic Web technologies. It presents three
different implementations of the architecture, covering three separate use-
cases: traffic-incident monitoring, criminal-activity monitoring, and electronic
healthcare monitoring. The scenarios leverage the event model presented
in Chapter 4 and model the queries using the SPIN extension presented in
Chapter 5.

Chapter 7 discusses the results of the thesis, some of the ongoing work
in the RSP domain, and presents ideas for future work. Finally, Chapter 8
draws conclusions based on the results of the thesis work and how these help
answer the research questions.

1.5 Publications

• Robin Keskisärkkä. “Representing RDF Stream Processing Queries in
RSP-SPIN”. In: Proceedings of the ISWC 2016 Posters Demonstra-
tions Track co-located with 15th International Semantic Web Confer-
ence (ISWC 2016) Kobe, Japan, October 19, 2016. Vol. 1690. Aachen,
Germany: CEUR-WS.org, Oct. 2016.
The paper demonstrates how RSP queries can be formulated as
RSP-QL, parsed into RSP-SPIN, and then serialized into multiple RSP
languages. The paper writing, coding, and evaluation were performed
by the author.

• Robin Keskisärkkä. “Query Templates for RDF Stream Processing”.
In: Joint Proceedings of the 3rd Stream Reasoning (SR 2016) and the
1st Semantic Web Technologies for the Internet of Things (SWIT 2016)
workshops co-located with 15th International Semantic Web Conference
(ISWC 2016) Kobe, Japan, October 17th to 18th, 2016. Vol. 1783.
Aachen, Germany: CEUR-WS.org, Oct. 2016, pp. 25–36.
The paper presents RSP-SPIN as a way of representing RSP query tem-
plates as RDF. The paper writing, coding, and evaluation were per-
formed by the author.

• Robin Keskisärkkä and Eva Blomqvist. “Supporting Real-Time Moni-
toring in Criminal Investigations”. In: The Semantic Web: ESWC 2015
Satellite Events ESWC 2015 Satellite Events, Portorož, Slovenia, May
31 – June 4, 2015, Revised Selected Papers. Vol. 9341. Computer Com-
munication Networks and Telecommunications. Springer International
Publishing, June 2015, pp. 82–86.
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1.5. Publications

The paper demonstrates the use of RSP technology for real-time mon-
itoring in criminal intelligence. The paper presents an approach for
creating a decoupled system using the actor model that allows different
technologies to be incorporated into the same workflow. The coding and
evaluation were performed by the author. The paper was written by the
author and reviewed together with the co-author.

• Robin Keskisärkkä and Eva Blomqvist. “Sharing and Reusing Contin-
uous Queries – Expression of Interest”. In: RDF Stream Processing
Workshop in conjunction with the 12th Extended Semantic Web Confer-
ence (ESWC 2015) May 31st, 2015 in Portorož, Slovenia. May 2015.
The paper presents first ideas towards an extension of the SPIN syntax
to support the upcoming RSP-QL semantics. The paper was written by
the author and reviewed together with the co-author.

• Robin Keskisärkkä and Eva Blomqvist. “Towards the Use of RDF
Stream Processing Engines for Event Enrichment from Social Media
Streams”. In: Workshop on Semantics and Analytics for Emergency
Response (SAFE2015) Collocated with the The 12th International Con-
ference on Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management
(ISCRAM2015). May 2015.
The paper demonstrates the feasibility of using existing RSP systems for
event enrichment from social media streams. The coding and evaluation
were performed by the author. The paper was written by the author
and reviewed together with the co-author.

• Robin Keskisärkkä. “Semantic Complex Event Processing for Decision
Support”. In: The Semantic Web – ISWC 2014 13th International
Semantic Web Conference, Riva del Garda, Italy, October 19-23, 2014.
Proceedings, Part II. Vol. 8797. Lecture Notes in Computer Science.
Springer International Publishing, Oct. 2014, pp. 529–536.
The paper discusses different RSP systems for use in complex event
processing from the perspective of monitoring social media streams, and
emphasizes the value of being able to utilize external tools for specific
processing tasks. The paper was written and planned together with Eva
Blomqvist.

• Robin Keskisärkkä and Eva Blomqvist. “Semantic Complex Event Pro-
cessing for Social Media Monitoring – A Survey”. In: SMILE 2013
Social Media and Linked Data for Emergency Response Proceedings of
the Workshop on Social Media and Linked Data for Emergency Response
co-located with 10th Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC 2013)
Montpellier, France, May 26, 2013. Vol. 1191. Aachen, Germany:
CEUR-WS.org, 2013.
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The paper describes the ongoing PhD work towards developing and
evaluating techniques for creating aggregated and layered event abstrac-
tions. The paper was planned and written by the author.

• Robin Keskisärkkä and Eva Blomqvist. “Event Object Boundaries in
RDF Streams: A Position Paper”. In: Proceedings of the 2nd Interna-
tional Workshop on Ordering and Reasoning Co-located with the 12th In-
ternational Semantic Web Conference (ISWC 2013) Sydney, Australia,
October 22nd, 2013. Vol. 1059. Aachen, Germany: CEUR-WS.org,
Oct. 2013, pp. 37–42.
The paper presents the problem of maintaining event object boundaries
in streams under different assumptions of RDF streams, and proposes a
few general approaches to tackle this problem. The paper was written
by the author and reviewed together with the co-author.

• Mikko Rinne, Eva Blomqvist, Robin Keskisärkkä, and Esko Nuutila.
“Event Processing in RDF”. In: WOP 2013 Workshop on Ontology and
Semantic Web Patterns Proceedings of the 4th Workshop on Ontology
and Semantic Web Patterns co-located with 12th International Semantic
Web Conference (ISWC 2013) Sydney, Australia, October 21, 2013. Vol.
1188. Aachen, Germany: CEUR-WS.org, Oct. 2013.
The paper presents a new event model for representing event objects in
RDF. The author contributed mainly with input regarding the model,
query generalization, proofreading, and planning. The paper and pat-
tern were prepared primarily by Mikko Rinne and Eva Blomqvist.
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2 Background and
Related Work

The last decade has seen an increased need for models that enable process-
ing of streaming data [18]. The existing stream processing systems can be
broadly divided into two classes: data stream management systems (DSMSs)
and complex event processing (CEP) systems. Both provide ways of deal-
ing with high-velocity input data, while maintaining low processing latency;
however, they differ with respect their approaches and have largely different
origins [18].

DSMSs have been developed from traditional relational database man-
agement systems (DBMSs). The typical DBMS allows consumers to issue
one-time queries to retrieve individual results, whereas a DSMS continuously
evaluates rules (or queries) as new data becomes available and makes the re-
sults available to the consumer [52]. These systems often extend the relational
model by supporting queries that can express limits over potentially infinite
streams. A stream-to-relation operator can be used to define a subsequence
(or scope) over a stream, resulting in a finite set of elements referred to as a
window (Definition 1) [10, 52].

Definition 1. A window defines a subsequence over a stream.

A count-based window (or tuple-based window) is defined based on the
number of elements that are included in the subsequence (Definition 2). Time-
based windows are instead defined based on the timestamps associated with
the elements in the stream (Definition 3). A window slides over a stream
as new data becomes available, and the step size (or interval) by which it

9
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… 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 …

… 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 …

… 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 …
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5 6 7 8

t0

t1

t2

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a sliding window at three different points in time.
Only the elements within the window’s boundaries are considered during pro-
cessing.

slides determines if two consecutive windows are disjoint or overlapping [52].
Figure 2.1 illustrates the idea of a sliding window.

Definition 2. A count-based window defines a subsequence over a stream
based on an integer representing (at most) the number of elements in the
window.

Definition 3. A time-based window defines a subsequence over a stream
based on an upper and a lower time bound.

When a portion of a stream has been isolated, any relational operator can
be used to process the data, and the results can be converted back into a
stream using a relation-to-stream operator. The operator determines whether
the results should contain everything from the current evaluation (i.e., snap-
shot semantics), or only the differences with respect to the previous evaluation
(i.e., incremental semantics) [10, 18]. The three types of relation-to-stream
operators that are typically supported can be defined as:

RStream(ωt) = {x ∣ x ∈ ωt}
IStream(ωt, ωt−δ) = {x ∣ x ∈ ωt, x ∉ ωt−δ}

DStream(ωt, ωt−δ) = {x ∣ x ∉ ωt, x ∈ ωt−δ}

where ωt represents the mappings from the current evaluation, ωt−δ rep-
resents the mappings from the previous evaluation, and x is an element in
the stream. The relation stream (RStream) outputs all mappings that are in
the current evaluation (ωt). The insert stream (IStream) returns only new
mappings, which includes only those that are in the current evaluation (ωt)
but were not present in the previous one (ωt−δ). Finally, the delete stream
(DStream) returns mappings that are not in the current evaluation (ωt) but
were present in the previous one (ωt−δ). The RStream operator can lead to
result duplication if the step of a window is less than its size, which causes
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two consecutive windows to overlap. The other two operators avoid result du-
plication but require that the results from the previous evaluation are kept in
memory. The Stanford Stream Data Manager (STREAM) [9] and Aurora [1]
were among the first DSMSs to be implemented with support for these types
of stream processing operators, but implementations that are more recent still
primarily follow the same general design principles [18].

CEP systems focus on identifying meaningful events or detecting event
patterns from multiple streaming sources. In this context, determining if a
streamed element can be ignored is not always possible using stream windows.
For example, a complex event generated from an event pattern can reference
historical data in the stream that would not necessarily be captured in a fixed
window. An event is here regarded as anything that represents something
that can be thought of as “happening” (Definition 4), and a complex event
is an event that in some way summarizes, represents, or denotes other events
(Definition 5) [37].

Definition 4. An event is anything that happens, or is regarded as happening.

Definition 5. A complex event is an event that summarizes, represents,
or denotes a set of other events.

Event abstractions are formed when a number of low-level events are ag-
gregated to form high-level events, possibly in multiple steps. Due to the
importance of temporal patterns, such as event co-occurrence and event se-
quences, CEP systems will often contain explicit support for operators that
express temporal relations. The operators that can be defined between two
intervals using Allen’s interval algebra [5] are illustrated in Table 2.1. The
temporal operators can also be implemented as logical comparisons between
the start and end times of events. If the event model uses a single timestamp
per event only three of these relations are defined: before, after, and equals.

Both DSMSs and CEP systems build on models that require data streams
of fixed structures [38]. This assumption is, however, generally not applicable
in a web setting. Streams on the web are heterogeneous in terms of structure,
format, and semantics, and implementing services that can integrate such
streams in these applications is far from trivial.

The Semantic Web is an extension of the web that provides a frame-
work in which information can be shared and reused, based primarily on the
standards and recommendations promoted by the World Wide Web Consor-
tium (W3C)1. At the core of the Semantic Web is the Resource Description
Framework (RDF), which is a data model where the basic building block is
a subject–property–object triple (or RDF triple) [8, pp. 67–70]. A subject is
either a URI or a blank node (anonymous resource), a property is a URI, and
an object is either a URI, a blank node, or a data-typed literal (Definition 6).

1https://www.w3.org/
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Table 2.1: Illustration of the 13 temporal operators supported by Allen’s
temporal algebra [5].

Operator Illustration
x before y
y after x

X Y

x equals y
y equals x

X

Y

x meets y
y metBy x

X Y

x overlaps y
y overlappedBy x

X

Y

x during y
y contains x

X

Y

x starts y
y startedBy x

X

Y

x finishes y
y finishedBy x

X

Y

Definition 6. An RDF triple consists of a subject, a property, and an object.
A subject is a URI or a blank node, a property is a URI, and an object is a
URI, a blank node, or a literal.

The RDF abstract syntax defines an RDF graph as a set of triples, where
the property represents the links between nodes (Definition 7). RDF graphs
can be ordered into collections as RDF datasets, which are comprised of a
single default graph and zero or more named graphs identified by URIs or
blank nodes (Definition 8).

Definition 7. An RDF graph is a directed labeled graph consisting of a set
of RDF triples.

Definition 8. An RDF dataset is comprised of a default graph and zero or
more named graphs.

Although RDF was originally developed as a way of expressing metadata
on the web, it has been adopted as a general-purpose format for expressing
structured information. The RDF data model allows data to be semantically
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enriched based on a small set of standards. Ontologies (e.g., expressed using
OWL2 or RDFS3) are used to provide information about concepts and rela-
tions, which in turn can be used to infer implicit information from existing
data through a process that is referred to as reasoning. Ontologies are also
used to model constraints, define vocabularies and schemas, and to provide
concept definitions. Figure 2.2 shows an informal representation of a simple
RDF graph, with the resources and properties prefixed for readability. The
lines represent the properties that link the nodes in the graph, and the dotted
line represents an inferred relation. The FOAF vocabulary4 allows the type
of ex:Mary to be deduced based on a domain restriction, which states that
the subject of foaf:knows is a foaf:Person. The first name of ex:John is a
literal and cannot link to other resources.

Figure 2.2: Example of data represented as an RDF graph. The dotted line
denotes the inferred type for ex:Mary based on the domain restriction of the
property foaf:knows in the FOAF vocabulary.

Many different text formats can be used to express RDF. Two syntaxes,
Turtle5 and TriG6, will be used to represent RDF throughout the coming
chapters. Listing 2.1 shows the data from Figure 2.2 expressed formally in
Turtle. The prefixes are defined at the top of the document. Triples are termi-
nated with a period, but the subject can be reused if the triple is terminated
with a semicolon7. Blank nodes are represented as brackets or a label prefixed
with an underscore. TriG is an extension of Turtle that supports grouping
sets of triples into named graphs.

2https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-overview/
3https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
4http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
5https://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
6https://www.w3.org/TR/trig/
7Turtle supports other forms of syntactic sugar that has been designed to make RDF

easier to both read and express for humans.
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@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# >
@prefix foaf: <http :// xmlns .com/foaf /0.1/ >

ex:John a foaf: Person ; # John is a person
foaf: firstName "John" . # John has first name "John"

ex:Mary foaf: knows ex:John . # Mary knows John

Listing 2.1: The data in Figure 2.2 expressed in Turtle format.

There are a number of ways in which RDF data can be queried but
SPARQL8 has been proposed as the standard query language by the W3C.
SPARQL is inspired by SQL-like languages and it supports traversal of RDF
data based on graph patterns. A basic graph pattern in SPARQL is similar
to Turtle in structure but any part of a triple can be replaced by a variable,
and bindings are produced for the variables by mapping the pattern to the
target graph. Depending on the query type, the output of a query can be an
RDF graph, a table, or a Boolean value. Listing 2.2 shows an example of a
select query that returns all persons who know someone with the first name
John.

PREFIX ex: <http :// example .org# >
PREFIX foaf: <http :// xmlns .com/foaf /0.1/ >

SELECT ? person1
WHERE {

? person1 foaf: knows ? person2 .
? person2 foaf: firstName "John" .

}

Listing 2.2: A SPARQL query returning persons who know someone with the
first name John.

On the web, information is rarely complete and we usually need to con-
sider the open-world assumption. The open-world assumption states that the
absence of a statement alone cannot be used to infer that the statement is
false. For example, in Figure 2.2 it would not be possible to infer that ex:Mary
has no first name, since it is possible (and very likely) that we simply do not
have any information about it.

The traditional Semantic Web technologies have been developed for sce-
narios that deal with large amounts of data, but have assumed that changes
to data are infrequent and involve relatively small data volumes. As a result,
the current reasoning approaches are often unsuitable for the dynamic nature
of streaming data [38]. Stream reasoning is attempting to bridge this gap
by unifying reasoning and stream processing [54]; however, stream reasoning
is still largely unexplored, with few tools available that support any actual
reasoning over streams and temporal data [38].

8https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
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2.1 RDF Stores

RDF stores (often referred to as triple stores) are databases designed to man-
age RDF data. Most modern RDF stores are in fact quad stores that support
named RDF graphs. An RDF quad refers to a triple associated with a specific
named graph (or context) (Definition 9).

Definition 9. An RDF quad is an RDF triple associated with a specific
named graph (or context).

High-performance RDF stores are typically optimized for performance
on large datasets, sacrificing memory to improve query-processing perfor-
mance. The underlying storage technology of RDF stores has historically
been DBMSs, such as OpenLink Virtuoso9, but native implementations now
offer competitive (or superior) performance in most scenarios. A few well-
known examples of RDF stores are Apache Jena TDB10, Stardog11, Blaze-
Graph12, and RDF4J13. There have also been some attempts at using other
graph databases as the underlying storage, but the performance of these sys-
tems varies greatly depending on the use-case and structure of the underlying
model. In terms of reasoning, most RDF stores support at least a subset
of RDFS reasoning, and many support various fragments of OWL and/or
user-defined rules.

The RDF store is responsible for evaluating the SPARQL queries issued
by the user. This places the bulk of the work on the server, but another alter-
native is to have the client retrieve the data and process it locally. However,
both of these approaches polarize the distribution of the workload. Linked
Data Fragments [55] recognizes that there is a large gap between these two
extremes, and that several approaches in this space have yet to be explored.
Triple Pattern Fragments [56] is one such approach that supports only a sub-
set of SPARQL on the server side, and relies on the client to do the remainder
of the processing. The idea is to find a balance between the amount of work
that has to be done by the server and the client respectively.

Despite the high performance and scalability of current state-of-the-art
RDF stores, there is no solution that offers similar performance with respect
to querying and reasoning over data that arrives in continuous streams.

2.2 RDF Stream Processing

A number of models and languages for RDF Stream Processing (RSP) have
been proposed throughout the last decade, with the aim of combining the Se-

9http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
10https://jena.apache.org/
11http://docs.stardog.com/
12https://www.blazegraph.com/
13http://rdf4j.org/
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mantic Web principles with processing of streaming data. The most common
way of processing streaming RDF data has been to base it on RDF triple
streams (Definition 10). An RDF triple stream is a potentially unbounded
sequence of time-annotated RDF triples [12, 43]. The stream is assumed to be
ordered with respect to the associated timestamps, or implicitly ordered with
respect to the time of arrival. Triple streams that also provide an expiration
time as part of the time annotation denote the valid intervals of the streamed
triples [6].

Definition 10. An RDF triple stream is a potentially infinite ordered
sequence of time-annotated RDF triples.

Triples with the same timestamp are interpreted as having occurred at the
same time instant. This approach is similar to how time is often managed in
DSMSs [9]. Table 2.2 shows an example of a data stream from a social event,
where persons entering and exiting rooms are registered by door sensors.

Table 2.2: Example of an RDF triple stream from a social event indicating
persons entering or exiting rooms.

RDF triple Timestamp
:John :enters :Room1 2017-01-01 10:00:01
:Mary :enters :Room2 2017-01-01 10:01:10
:Paul :enters :Room3 2017-01-01 10:01:11
:John :exits :Room1 2017-01-01 10:03:01
:John :enters :Room2 2017-01-01 10:03:01
:Paul :exits :Room3 2017-01-01 10:03:02
:Paul :enters :Room2 2017-01-01 10:03:02

The data elements in a stream can also be RDF graphs, with time an-
notations potentially represented as part of the streamed data. This will be
referred to as an RDF graph stream (Definition 11).

Definition 11. An RDF graph stream is a potentially infinite ordered
sequence of time-annotated RDF graphs.

Stream joins (i.e., instances where multiple streams are queried simultane-
ously) typically cannot be supported reliably using implicit stream order alone
due to, for example, network latencies. Similarly, any approach that relies on
timestamps generated in a distributed system needs to consider strategies for
coping with time synchronization, which is an issue that has been studied
extensively [36, 42].

As mentioned earlier in the chapter, one of the most useful constructs in
DSMSs is the window operator. In RSP a window defines either a count-
based or time-based subsequence over an RDF stream (see Definitions 2 and
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3). Data within the window is assumed relevant, whereas data outside the
window is ignored and can potentially be discarded. The range (or size) of a
count-based window is defined in terms of the number of streamed elements,
whereas a time-based window is defined in terms of a duration or a time
interval [12]. A window in the past can be specified by offsetting the upper
bound of the window to an earlier point in time.

2.2.1 RSP Implementations
A number of RSP models and languages have been proposed throughout the
last decade, aiming at combining the principles of the Semantic Web with
stream processing and CEP.

Streaming SPARQL [15] was one of the first language extensions to
SPARQL for processing RDF data streams. The contribution of the model
in the RSP field can be regarded as primarily theoretical. The first work on
defining an algebra for a streaming version of SPARQL [29] was also primarily
theoretical, although it did provide an initial comparison with a purely static
approach. Both approaches have been used as inspiration in later approaches.

C-SPARQL [12] is a query language that extends SPARQL to support
processing of RDF triple streams. The language is defined as an extension
to SPARQL 1.1 and supports both time-based and count-based windows over
the most recent portions of a stream. The rate at which windows slide over
streams is defined declaratively as part of the window definitions in the dataset
clause. Queries are executed periodically and the model implicitly supports
snapshot semantics (RStream). The execution interval can be specified as
part of the query, or it can be based on the rate at which the windows’ con-
tent changes. This separation of query execution from data arrival has been
criticized as a major limitation of C-SPARQL [38], and the query repetition
rate can be a limiting factor in terms of query response latency [50]. The cur-
rent implementation of the C-SPARQL execution engine has some additional
limitations compared with the language definition and model14. An impor-
tant restriction is that named streams are not supported, meaning that there
is no way of tracking the provenance of triples arriving in different streams,
and the execution interval cannot be set explicitly. C-SPARQL also provides
a special timestamp function that lets the associated timestamp of a triple
be retrieved, which allows temporal comparisons between triples to be made.
Listing 2.3 shows an example query formulated using C-SPARQL over the ex-
ample stream in Table 2.2 that reports meet-ups between individuals if they
enter the same room within two seconds of each other.

SPARQLstream [16] is a language that is similar to both C-SPARQL and
Streaming SPARQL. The main difference is that SPARQLstream only sup-
ports time-based windows, which are defined using an upper and a lower

14At the time of writing the latest version of the engine was version 0.9.7.
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REGISTER QUERY meetups COMPUTED EVERY 1 s AS

PREFIX : <http :// example .org# >

SELECT ? person1 ? person2 ?room
FROM STREAM : social [ RANGE 2 s STEP 1 s]
WHERE {

? person1 : enters ?room .
? person2 : enters ?room .
FILTER (? person1 != ? person2 )

}

Listing 2.3: Example of a C-SPARQL query registering meet-ups between
persons that enter the same room within a two second interval.

time bound. The relation-to-stream operator can also be defined as part of
the query, which makes it the only implemented RSP language that explic-
itly supports both snapshot and incremental semantics. The use of time
bounds to specify windows over streams also provides a way of defining
windows in the past (i.e., windows do not necessarily bind to the most re-
cent portions of streams). Morph-Streams [16], the execution environment
for SPARQLstream, is implemented on top of the sensor network platform
SNEE [24]. Listing 2.4 shows the query that was expressed for C-SPARQL
above using SPARQLstream.

PREFIX : <http :// example .org# >

SELECT RSTREAM ? person1 ? person2 ?room
FROM STREAM : social [FROM NOW-1 S SLIDE 1 S]
WHERE {

? person1 : enters ?room .
? person2 : enters ?room .
FILTER (? person1 != ? person2 )

}

Listing 2.4: Example of a SPARQLstream query registering meet-ups between
persons that enter the same room within a two second interval.

CQELS-QL [43] also extends SPARQL to manage streaming data but
differs from the previous approaches in a number of ways. In CQELS, the
query execution rates are synchronized with the rate of the streams (i.e.,
execution is data driven), and it only reports the additions to the current
evaluation, which means that it implicitly supports incremental semantics
(IStream). Multiple windows can be defined over the same stream within a
single query, a feature that is not supported by any other RSP implementation
to date. Defining the step size of a time-based window is optional, and leaving
it empty will trigger query execution every time a new triple is processed.
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CQELS-QL supports two additional keywords to define the range of windows.
Using the ALL keyword means that the entire stream will be included in the
window (i.e., the subsequence represented by the window will be a snapshot
of the entire stream up to that time). The NOW keyword only maintains the
most recent timestamp in the window, and the exact meaning depends on
the temporal granularity of the stream. Listing 2.5 shows the query used
in the two previous examples expressed using CQELS-QL. A new version
of CQELS has also been proposed that introduces a temporal operator and
path navigation to the model, with the goal of supporting more expressive
CEP [19]; however, this work is still in progress and no implementation has
yet been released that supports the updated syntax.

PREFIX : <http :// example .org# >

SELECT ? person1 ? person2 ?room
WHERE {

STREAM : social [ RANGE 2s] {
? person1 : enters ?room .
? person2 : enters ?room .

}
FILTER (? person1 != ? person2 )

}

Listing 2.5: Example of a CQELS-QL query registering meet-ups between
persons that enter the same room within a two second interval.

Sparkwave [35] is an RSP implementation that supports continuous rea-
soning over RDF data streams and time-based windows. According to the
authors, preliminary evaluations of the execution engine have shown that it
can provide higher throughput than both C-SPARQL and CQELS under cer-
tain conditions, even with reasoning enabled [35]. However, the experiments
were based on an adaptation of the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark [13], which is
designed to evaluate the performance of RDF stores, and contained no queries
that required more than a single data stream. Sparkwave has some known
limitations with respect to the size of the background knowledge that can
be supported efficiently, and it provides only limited reasoning functional-
ity [38]. Sparkwave includes no declarative query language and the available
implementation is not actively maintained.

EP-SPARQL [6] is a SPARQL 1.0 extension designed for event process-
ing, and it explicitly supports temporal operators as part of the language.
EP-SPARQL supports RDF triple streams but assumes that all triples are
annotated with a time interval representing the valid time. The execution en-
gine for EP-SPARQL translates queries into the ETALIS Language for Events
(ELE), which are then executed on the ETALIS engine [6, 7]. ETALIS is based
on declarative semantics and implemented in Prolog, and to support the RDF
representation all event streams and background data are converted into the
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internal ETALIS format. Background data is assumed to be static and is
converted offline, whereas the streams are translated on the fly. Functions
exist to access start time, end time, and duration of a matched graph pat-
tern. Furthermore, construct queries allow recursive production rules to be
defined. EP-SPARQL is data driven and results are returned continuously,
but unlike the approaches discussed so far EP-SPARQL provides no way of
defining windows over streams. There is also no way of referencing streams on
a query level. Listing 2.6 shows the same query as in the previous examples
expressed using EP-SPARQL.

PREFIX : <http :// example .org# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >

SELECT ? person1 ? person2 ?room
WHERE {

{ ? person1 : enters ?room }
SEQ
{ ? person2 : enters ?room }
FILTER (? person1 != ? person2 &&

getDuration () <= "PT2S"^^ xsd: duration )
}

Listing 2.6: Example of an EP-SPARQL query registering meet-ups between
persons that enter the same room within a two second interval.

Finally, INSTANS [48] is a platform for executing continuous queries us-
ing standard SPARQL and SPARQL Update. The focus of INSTANS is to
support CEP and incremental processing of queries. Continuous evaluation
of incoming data is performed against the compiled set of registered queries
using a data driven approach, and intermediate results are kept in cache.
Streams are modeled by inserting data into graphs using SPARQL Update
queries, which means that streamed elements in INSTANS can be both RDF
triples and RDF graphs, and time annotations can be provided as part of the
streamed elements. When query conditions are matched, the new results are
immediately made available (IStream). INSTANS does not support windows
over streams but indirect mechanisms can, in principle, be used to manu-
ally define similar behavior in queries. Additionally, support for reasoning
has been demonstrated in INSTANS for materialization-based reasoning us-
ing collections of rules coded in SPARQL [49]. The example query used in the
previous examples expressed as standard SPARQL can be seen in Listing 2.7.
In the query, we assume that an RDF graph stream is used, and leverage the
datetime functions included with INSTANS to calculate the time difference
between the events.
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PREFIX : <http :// example .org# >
PREFIX datetime : <http :// instans .org/ extensions / datetime# >

SELECT ? person1 ? person2 ?room
WHERE {

GRAPH ?g1 { ? person1 : enters ?room }
GRAPH ?g2 { ? person2 : enters ?room }
FILTER (? person1 != ? person2 )
?g1 : observationTime ?ts1 .
?g2 : observationTime ?ts2 .
BIND( datetime : datetime_in_seconds (?ts1) AS ?t1)
BIND( datetime : datetime_in_seconds (?ts2) AS ?t2)
FILTER (ABS(?t1 - ?t2) <= 2)

}

Listing 2.7: Example of a SPARQL query in INSTANS registering meet-ups
between persons that enter the same room within a two second interval.

2.3 Limitations of Current RSP Approaches

Many of the query patterns of interest in RSP involve joining a continuous
data stream with some background knowledge. The background data is often
maintained externally, and RSP systems therefore usually maintain a local
(or cached) version of the relevant parts for efficiency; however, current RSP
models do not provide any means for refreshing this data. There has been
some work on updating parts of the cached data automatically to maximize
the freshness of the results [26], but current RSP implementations tend to treat
background knowledge as completely static during the lifetime of a query.

With respect to streaming data, the situation is quite the opposite; stream-
ing data is regarded as transient and persisting any part of the data is usually
not possible. Most of the systems mentioned above support stateful process-
ing in the form of aggregation (e.g., sum, average, max, and min) but only
INSTANS [48] can persist, delete, and update data to maintain a local state.
As an example, assume that we need to maintain a list of all people currently
inside a building based on the door sensor stream used in the previous sec-
tions. Without storing any part of the data, this would not be possible using
C-SPARQL, CQELS, or SPARQLstream. EP-SPARQL supports windowless
recursive production rules, which can be used to persist but not delete or
change data during the query runtime.

The models discussed above primarily represent time using an explicit (or
implicit) time annotation on the streamed elements; however, time can also be
represented directly as RDF. Temporal labeling of the streaming data could
be accomplished using, for example, the OWL Time Ontology15, which also
supports the elementary relations between intervals described in Allen’s tem-
poral algebra (see Table 2.1). Incorporating temporality into standard RDF

15https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/
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is also possible, and it would not necessarily introduce any severe impact on
query complexity, whether introduced as point-based or interval-based label-
ing [30]. However, this deviates from the RDF standard since it introduces
an extra field to the RDF model.

The RSP systems discussed are generally very limited in terms of reason-
ing, although some can be extended using manually defined rules. The naive
approach to reasoning would be to re-materialize the inferences from scratch
every time some data changes, which would be computationally costly, and
reasoning over streams generally requires incremental processing mechanisms.
Strategies exist that allow a system to maintain a materialized graph by up-
dating only those parts that are affected by a change. For example, the
Delete/Rederive (DRed) algorithm can be used to maintain materializations
by storing expiration times for new triples [11]. A maintenance program could
monitor the inserted triples and keep track of the entailments, discarding the
derived triples for which no justification exists. Compared to the naive ap-
proach this has been shown to scale well as long as the amount of information
subject to change does not increases beyond a certain threshold, where main-
taining the materialization would eventually become more expensive than
simply starting from scratch [11].

Reasoning can also partially be modeled directly as a part of SPARQL
queries. For example, SPARQL path expressions could be used to model the
behavior of transitive and symmetric properties. ETALIS explicitly supports
recursive production rules, and can be extended with more reasoning-specific
rules. Furthermore, materialization-based stream reasoning covering RDFS
and OWL2 RL using networks of SPARQL Update rules has been demon-
strated in INSTANS [49].

Table 2.3 summarizes the features offered by the state-of-the-art RSP im-
plementations. The table refers to the support offered by the respective im-
plementation, as opposed to the underlying models or languages. None of the
engines supports all of the listed features.
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2.3.1 Scalability
Evaluating RSP system performance is important when comparing different
approaches, and several RSP benchmarks have been proposed, including SR-
Bench [57], LSBench [44], CSRBench [20], CityBench [2], and YABench [34].
SRBench focuses mainly on the functional coverage of the query languages,
LSBench targets throughput correctness by comparing and quantifying the
mismatch between RSP systems, and CSRBench evaluates correctness based
on the operational semantics of RSP systems. CityBench provides a config-
urable infrastructure and a set of queries to capture the performance metrics
using smart-city datasets. Finally, YABench is a framework that attempts to
unify the characteristics of existing benchmarks to measure precision, recall,
performance, and scalability characteristics while varying query complexity
and stream throughput.

Despite all of these benchmarks, comparing the performance of RSP sys-
tems is still difficult, due to the differences that exist both on the syntactic
and semantic levels. For example, CQELS, Sparkwave, EP-SPARQL, and
INSTANS use a reactive execution strategy, where queries are matched as
soon as new data becomes available, while SPARQLstream and C-SPARQL
execute queries periodically. The reactive strategy reduces latencies in real-
time applications and minimizes unnecessary query execution (i.e., when no
data is being processed), whereas the latter can potentially be used to adjust
execution rates to help optimize performance. For example, when process-
ing high-velocity or bursty streams the data driven query evaluation strategy
may not have time to return all results before the next execution is triggered,
whereas the periodic strategy would always have a fixed time period reserved
for each execution.

The performance of CQELS, ETALIS (i.e., the underlying engine of
EP-SPARQL), and C-SPARQL has been evaluated with respect to execution
times, performance for parallel queries, and amount of background data [43].
The results indicated that C-SPARQL had low throughput compared with
the other two engines, and that the average latency for a single query was at
least an order of magnitude faster for CQELS than for C-SPARQL, whereas
ETALIS only performed better than CQELS for the most simple query. The
size of the background data had only a marginal effect on the query re-
sponse time for CQELS when tested with up to 10 million triples, whereas
EP-SPARQL and C-SPARQL failed to produce any results at all when the
dataset exceeded 2 million triples. Both CQELS and C-SPARQL managed
to scale up to 1,000 parallel queries, but at this point the C-SPARQL execu-
tion times exceeded 100 seconds. The number of parallel queries handled by
ETALIS in the same scenario was typically less than 10.

Another study compared INSTANS with C-SPARQL [50]. INSTANS was
superior in terms of performance, and the difference between the two increased
as a function of the window repetition rate. In these tests, the dominant factor
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for response latency in C-SPARQL was typically the window repetition rates.
While latency is an important factor it does not necessarily measure the overall
throughput of a system, but it illustrates a potential performance bottleneck
of the periodical strategy when high execution rates are required.

The maximum stream rates supported by different RSP systems are diffi-
cult to estimate, since it depends greatly on, for example, query complexity,
number of parallel queries, reasoning support, size of background data, and
the execution strategy of the underlying engine. However, scalable stream
rates have been reported in the range of 100–1000 triples/second for CQELS
and C-SPARQL with up to 1,000 parallel queries [45].

Scaling beyond the centralized approach has so far received relatively lit-
tle attention. CQELS Cloud [46], an adaptation of the CQELS engine, can
execute parallel queries in the cloud. While it has not been made available for
download, and the performance has not been compared with other implemen-
tations under similar conditions, the authors reported that it could manage
throughputs of up to 100,000 triples/second while running 10,000 parallel
queries [46]. C-SPARQL has also been run on top of S416, but although
the overall performance in terms of stream processing increased considerably
and it managed to process more than 100,000 triples/second, it provided no
support for background data, which severely limits its potential application
areas.

2.4 RDF Stream Processing Query Language

The RSP Group is currently working on defining a common model for trans-
mitting and querying streaming RDF data. The goal of the group has been
defined as:

The goal of the RDF Stream Processing Community Group (RSP) is
to define a common model for producing, transmitting and
continuously querying RDF Streams. This includes extensions to both
RDF and SPARQL for representing streaming data, as well as their
semantics.

RDF Stream Processing Community Group

The standardization efforts are still in progress and we will use the existing
work [22, 21], along with the ongoing discussions in the RSP Group17, as a
reference for discussing RSP-QL. First, a key difference in the model com-
pared with previous RSP approaches is that it assumes RDF graph streams,
where the streamed graphs are explicitly annotated with metadata. The use
of RDF graph streams has considerable impact on the way in which complex

16http://incubator.apache.org/projects/s4.html
17https://www.w3.org/community/rsp/
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events can be communicated in streams. For example, RDF triple streams re-
quire any non-atomic event (i.e., an event described using more than a single
triple) to be re-assembled on the consumer side, where event-level punctua-
tion (see Section 2.5.2) becomes a concern. With the new model, the complex
objects can be described in their entirety and transported as a single element
in the stream. Second, time annotations about streamed graphs are provided
as part of the associated metadata, and the temporal information can be ac-
cessed directly as RDF. Third, as in most event processing systems, events are
considered immutable. This means that any derived event should generate a
new unique graph, allowing other objects to link back to events without the
risk of them changing over time. Finally, the draft provides guidelines to the
syntax of the new query language.

Listing 2.8 shows considerably more complex query against the door sen-
sor stream used in the previous sections, which detects a pattern where two
persons appear to meet up at approximately the same time three days in a
row. The language has inherited the register from C-SPARQL clause but with
only slight variation. The prefixes are defined at the very top of the query
and the output stream is identified using an IRI, allowing queries to generate
new streams declaratively. Construct queries have been extended to support
the GRAPH keyword, which lets the produced results match the proposed RDF
stream model. From SPARQLstream the query language inherits the way in
which the relation-to-stream operator can be set explicitly. The definition of
a window has been made analogous to the FROM NAMED syntax that applies to
named graphs in the background data. A window over a stream is associated
with an IRI, allowing it to be referenced in the body of the query. The window
definitions are inspired by the formats used in C-SPARQL, CQELS-QL, and
SPARQLstream but use a standardized format to express durations (ISO 8601).
Finally, windows are referenced inside queries in a way that corresponds to
how named graphs are referenced in standard SPARQL.

2.5 Event Processing Using RSP

Event processing systems typically make a distinction between components
that introduce events into the event processing system (event producers), soft-
ware modules that process events (event processing agents), and the entities
that receive the events after processing (event consumers) [23]. These com-
ponents are interconnected to form what is referred to as event processing
networks. The event producer has only output sources, and no part of the
event processing network provides any input to the producer. The event
consumer has only input sources, and generates no new data for other compo-
nents to process. The event processing agents (EPAs) are the core processing
component that both consume and produce data.
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PREFIX : <http :// example .org# >
REGISTER STREAM : regular-meetup AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM {
GRAPH ?g { ?p1 : meetup ?p2 }
?g : observationTime ?time .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :win1 ON : social [ RANGE PT1H]
FROM NAMED WINDOW :win2 ON : social [FROM NOW-P T24H TO NOW-P T23H]
FROM NAMED WINDOW :win3 ON : social [FROM NOW-P T48H TO NOW-P T47H]
WHERE {

WINDOW :win1 { # 1 hour window
GRAPH ?g1 { ?p1 : enters ? room1 }
GRAPH ?g2 { ?p2 : enters ? room1 }

}
WINDOW :win2 { # 1 hour window yesterday

GRAPH ?g3 { ?p1 : enters ? room2 }
GRAPH ?g4 { ?p2 : enters ? room2 }

}
WINDOW :win3 { # 1 hour window two days ago

GRAPH ?g5 { ?p1 : enters ? room3 }
GRAPH ?g6 { ?p2 : enters ? room3 }

}
FILTER ( ?p1 != ?p2 ) # Not the same person
BIND(NOW () AS ?time) # Get current time
BIND(IRI( STRUUID ()) AS ?g) # Create unique graph URI

}

Listing 2.8: Example of an RSP-QL query generating a new stream consisting
of people who appear to meet up during the same hour of the day three days
in a row.

Using an RSP system to model an entire event processing network re-
quires that the event streams generated by one query can be used as input to
another, since it must be possible to process events in multiple steps. Only
EP-SPARQL and INSTANS support the creation of such networks declara-
tively, but all systems mentioned in the previous section could support this,
to some extent, by simply creating a wrapper for the execution environment
that allows a generated stream to be fed back into the same engine instance.
However, this would have to be hard coded rather than managed declaratively
in queries.

2.5.1 Event Objects
In event processing, it is often useful to distinguish between the events that
occur in the real world, and event objects that are representations of these
events. In practice, the two terms are often used interchangeably [37] and we
will make this distinction only when required for clarity. For example, a single
event may have more than one event object representation, where the one used
internally for processing can be very different from one that is intended for
a human user. Event objects can also represent hypothetical events, such as
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false-positives in fraud detection, which may not have a corresponding real-
world event [23].

The building blocks typically used to describe event objects are header,
payload, and open content [23]. The event header represents the attributes
that are required by the event processing system, and the attributes defined
here are sometimes considered to be event-type independent. The event
header usually contains an event id, an event type, and at least one time-
stamp. The event payload may not be required for the actual processing by
the system and the payload attributes are often event-type specific. Finally,
open content is considered as the part of the event object that supports free-
format data, where no strict restrictions apply.

Complex events represent or denote sets of other events. What constitutes
a simple or complex event is context dependent, but as a rule all derived
events are considered to be complex events. Complex events may contain
references to the triggering events, which forms a hierarchy in which the higher
levels are often on a more abstract level. An event object can reference other
event objects either via links or by encapsulating them, thus creating and
independent copy of the referenced event object.

In the Semantic Web domain there are several ontologies that can be used
to model events. The DOLCE+DnS Ultralite (DUL) ontology18 can be used
to model either physical or social contexts, and various extensions let it be
used to represent many types of information objects. One such extension, tar-
geted specifically at representing events in the real world, is Event-Model-F.
Event-Model-F provides support for representing, for example, object partic-
ipation, and causal/correlative relationships between events [51]. The ontol-
ogy follows a pattern-based approach that allows it to be extended easily for
a particular domain. The Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN)19, on
the other hand, is an ontology designed for describing sensors, observations,
procedures, features of interest, observed properties, and actuators. In many
ways the modeling of sensors is related to representing events but in a nar-
rower context. The full SSN ontology is quite large but the most recent W3C
proposal includes a self-contained core ontology (SOSA) that supports only
the elementary classes and properties20. However, none of these ontologies
have been designed specifically for processing in a CEP context.

2.5.2 Stream Punctuation
In order for CEP to be possible using RSP technology the boundaries of the
event objects being transferred in an event stream somehow need to be punc-
tuated. Punctuations can be used to explicitly communicate the boundaries
of a subsequence in the stream, allowing an infinite stream to be viewed as

18http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl
19https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
20https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
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a mixture of finite sequences [53], and the same principles apply on the level
of event objects in RDF streams [33]. The problem is most prominent in the
case of RDF triple streams, which is the dominant approach in current RSP
models. RDF triple streams only support atomic events, consisting of a single
triple, and when a more complex event object is decomposed into triples it
can cause partial events to be used in event pattern matching. In RDF graph
streams, an event object can be captured and streamed in its entirety, making
this issue manageable in most scenarios.

2.6 Query Parameterization

Query parameterization is a process in which fixed values in queries are de-
fined as arguments that can be set during query instantiation, which can make
queries reusable. In relational databases, stored procedures are often used to
create such reusable queries, and some implementations support the enforce-
ment of parameter constraints on individual arguments. This not only helps
prevent query injections but also lets users with little to no query writing
experience access the information.

Similarly, many RDF stores and frameworks (e.g., OpenLink Virtuoso21,
Apache Jena22, RDF4J23, and Stardog24) support some type of parameteriza-
tion of queries, typically using some vendor-specific approach. The SPARQL
Inferencing Notation (SPIN)25, however, provides mechanisms to capture
reusable SPARQL queries as RDF, enabling queries to be represented and
shared using standard Semantic Web formats.

2.6.1 SPIN
SPIN consists of two main components: the SPIN SPARQL Syntax and
the SPIN Modeling Vocabulary. The SPIN SPARQL Syntax provides a
lightweight vocabulary that lets SPARQL queries be represented as RDF, and
lets queries be stored, annotated, and shared using standard Semantic Web
technologies. Queries can be represented either as text or as RDF triples. The
latter is a machine-readable notation of SPARQL queries. The RDF represen-
tation, for example, allows a query to reference another as a nested subquery.
The RDF representation also lets queries be accessed directly as data, for ex-
ample, to retrieve the query type, list the projected variables, or query for an
annotated part of a query. SPIN compliant software can transition between
the RDF representation and the string-based format seamlessly. Listing 2.9

21https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
22https://jena.apache.org/
23http://rdf4j.org/
24http://www.stardog.com/
25https://www.w3.org/Submission/spin-overview/
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shows the query from Listing 2.2 represented as RDF with the target name
John replaced with a variable.

The SPIN Modeling Vocabulary builds on top of the SPIN SPARQL Syn-
tax and provides additional mechanisms to model reusable templates on top
of queries, where the templates support parameter constraints and default
values. Listing 2.10 shows a SPIN template defined based on the query in
Listing 2.9. The vocabulary can also be used to define SPARQL functions
and rules, which are the core mechanisms of the inferencing engine provided
with the TopBraid SPIN API26. Hereafter we will refer to these vocabularies
collectively simply as the SPIN vocabulary.

@prefix sp: <http :// spinrdf .org/sp# > .
@prefix foaf: <http :// xmlns .com/foaf /0.1/ > .

: query a sp: Select ;
sp: resultVariables ( _:b0 ) ;
sp: where ( _:b1 _:b2 ) .

_:b0 sp: varName " person1 " .

_:b1 sp: subject [ sp: varName " person1 " ]
sp: predicate foaf: knows ;
sp: object [ sp: varName " person2 " ] .

_:b2 sp: subject [ sp: varName " person2 " ] ;
sp: predicate foaf: firstName ;
sp: object [ sp: varName "name" ] .

Listing 2.9: The query from Listing 2.2 represented using the SPIN
vocabulary, with the target name John replaced by the variable name.

@prefix spl: <http :// spinrdf .org/spl# > .
@prefix spin: <http :// spinrdf .org/ spin# > .
@prefix arg : <http :// spinrdf .org/arg# > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .

_:b0 a spin: SelectTemplate ;
spin:body : query ;
spin: constraint [ a spl: Argument ;

spl: predicate arg:name ;
spl: valueType xsd: string ;
spl: optional true ;
spl: defaultValue "John" ] .

Listing 2.10: A SPIN template defined on top of the query in Listing 2.9
providing John as the default value for the variable name.

26http://topbraid.org/spin/api/
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The goal of science is to find out the basic laws, structures, and mechanisms
of nature, society, and man [40, p. 4]. Scientific methods provide the means to
test hypotheses and theories in ways that are repeatable and open to criticism.
Science should therefore be viewed as a critical enterprise, where theories and
claims are exposed to scrutiny, and theories can be abandoned in the light of
new evidence. This is what many claim differentiates scientific research from
other enterprises that claim to offer truths about the world.

In simple terms, the scientific research methods involve two primary ap-
proaches: deductive methods and inductive methods [41]. Deductive methods
rely on logical reasoning to derive new facts from basic axioms and premises.
Given the existence of a theory we can infer conclusions from a set of premises.
Inductive methods instead rely on observations to generate principles that can
be generalized into rules, with the goal of forming theories that allow us to
make accurate predictions. Induction therefore requires our theories to be
tested against something that is observable or measurable in the real world,
and cannot be based solely on a priori reasoning and formal proofs.

The aim of scientific research has remained relatively unchanged through-
out history, but the methods that are used have changed drastically. With
the scientific revolution in the 17th century, empirical methods became the
primary means of testing theories and inspiring new ones [40, p. 5]. However,
any theory can be “saved” by using ad hoc hypotheses, and in the 20th century
Popper introduced the concept of falsifiability [41]. Falsifiability is based on
the idea that all scientific theories may eventually turn out to be wrong, and
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that a theory can never be proven correct irrespective of how much it has been
corroborated in the past. To be empirically testable a theory must be open
to the possibility that the result of an experiment or observation might falsify
it, which results in a balance between the descriptive power of a theory and
how theoretically difficult it is to falsify. By exposing theories to falsifiability,
theories can progressively be found that have greater explanatory power.

Research in computer science and software engineering primarily expect
to produce new “things”, such as processes, methods, algorithms, or prod-
ucts [27]. Technology research is an applied science where theories and models
are put in real-world contexts, typically involving humans. However, while
technology research strives to produce new knowledge, it follows a more prag-
matic approach than traditional scientific research. For example, outside of
the exploration phase, only following up on a single working method may be
both sufficient and rational, which would probably not be acceptable in pure
science. Due to the relativistic nature of technology, the falsification of a
product (e.g., a procedure or technique) is rarely possible, since whether it
works or not is dependent on the context within which it is applied or used.
In a sense, any technology that has been shown to work at some point in time
cannot be disproved. This idea of functionality as a measure of success or
corroboration seems to defy the very essence of the the paradigm of falsifica-
tion. However, the quality of technology can be assessed across a wide range
of dimensions, and it is often possible to establish some set of performance
attributes that can be used to compare products designed for similar tasks.
The goal of this type of research is therefore not necessarily universal truths,
but rather models and theories that are sufficiently accurate to allow us to
make predictions and improve the technology beyond its current state.

The research performed in this thesis has been performed primarily in the
context of two research projects. Both projects were focused on improving and
developing existing technology beyond its current state to handle existing and
emerging challenges.

3.1 Research Projects

VALCRI and E-care@home are two large inter-disciplinary research-focused
projects, and they provide different challenges with respect to the analysis
of streaming data. For the sake of brevity, the descriptions below will only
provide a high-level overview of the two projects.

3.1.1 VALCRI
VALCRI (Visual Analytics for Sense-making in Criminal Intelligence Analy-
sis)1 is a project funded through the European Commission’s 7th Framework

1http://valcri.org/
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Programme. It focuses on developing methods and technologies for criminal
intelligence analysis. Crime analysts working at law enforcement agencies en-
gage with large volumes of data that are represented in heterogeneous formats
(e.g., text documents, tabular data, images, and videos). Based on this data,
the crime analysts are expected to identify important data, and to be able to
detect patterns with very low frequencies. Sifting through this information
manually is a monumental task and hosts of tools are employed to support
this work. VALCRI targets analysis of the data by enabling police analysts
to visually find and explore connections. Semantic Web technologies are ap-
plied here for organizing, integrating, and querying the data. The system
and methods developed in VALCRI need to comply with the legal, ethical,
security, and privacy policies of different law enforcement agencies, to protect
both sensitive data and the rights of individuals.

The anonymized datasets available in VALCRI are based on data from the
West Midlands Police, and are made available under a non-disclosure agree-
ment (NDA). The NDA prevents certain details of the data from being shared
publicly. An increasing amount of the information that is accessible to the
police is made available in a continuous fashion. For example, bank transac-
tions, phone records, security camera footage, and email communication all
generate data continuously. The purpose of the Event Detection work package
in VALCRI is to:

[…] provide methods and implemented components for accurate and
timely detection of highly significant, but potentially infrequent, events
within large datasets or streams of data.

— VALCRI, Annex I: Description of Work

The main source of streaming structured data in the VALCRI dataset is
a recording of anonymized Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
camera records (i.e., a recorded stream of vehicles observed by sensors). At
the time of writing, this data had not yet been aligned with the background
information about crimes and suspects available in the project. For example,
there is no vehicle ownership information that maps registration plate num-
bers to individuals, even though such data is at the disposal of the police in
practice.

3.1.2 Ecare@home
E-care@home2 is a Swedish interdisciplinary distributed research project. The
project focuses on the vision of supporting the independent living of the elderly
in their homes through information and communication technology (ICT).
Connected electronic devices in the home, including sensors and actuators, are

2https://ecareathome.se/
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envisioned to support the independent living of elderly persons in the future.
The research pulls in competencies from, for example, artificial intelligence,
Semantic Web, and Internet of Things (IoT). One of the main challenges that
the project addresses is interoperability between devices and information at
different levels, where information ranges from personal health records, to
procedures and policies, to expert knowledge, and IoT resources (e.g., sen-
sors in the home). The goal is to be accomplished by performing research
on selected fundamental issues in semantic interoperability, and testing the
research results on a technical platform with respect to personas and scenarios
derived from the real world.

The IoT devices, such as sensors and cameras, that are envisioned in ICT-
assisted living, generate large volumes of data. A lot of the data is generated
from physical sensors, which means that there is a high degree of uncertainty
and variance, and in order to make sense of this low-level data there is a need
to provide some type of pattern detection or reasoning over the data. One of
the challenges with respect to time series patterns and reasoning is the need
to deal with contradictory information. For example, a person may appear to
be present in two separate rooms at the same time for a brief moment due to
variances in the sensors.

E-care@home differs considerably from VALCRI in three main respects.
Firstly, the goal is not necessarily to build a single coherent system. Secondly,
data is generated continuously from deployed sensors. Finally, data can be
generated through scenarios reenacted in prepared locations with deployed
sensor networks. This can be used to provide “gold standards” against which
the predictions of the system can be compared.

3.2 Research Process

The research process of this thesis work is outlined in Figure 3.1. Starting
from a set of broadly defined research questions (RQs), a literature overview
was initiated. The papers and articles included publications stretching back
approximately a decade, and were collected from the most reputable Semantic
Web focused conferences, including the International Semantic Web Confer-
ence and the Extended Semantic Web Conference, and journals, including the
Journal on Data Semantics, the Journal of Web Semantics, the Semantic
Web Journal, and the International Journal on Semantic Web and Informa-
tion Systems. The keywords used were based on the initial RQs but were
expanded to include the different terminologies used in literature. The litera-
ture overview excluded certain related areas such as robotics, video and image
analysis, and general rule engines. Traditional approaches that do not deal
with stream processing were considered as part of the background, since they
describe where and why the old paradigms fall short in the context of stream-
ing data. Based on the increased understanding of the research domain, the
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RQs were refined and condensed over several iterations, and a subset of the
reviewed material was used to frame the RQs in Chapter 2 (Background and
Related Work).

Each of the RQs maps roughly to a single chapter in the thesis. Chapter 4
focuses on RQ1 (How can events be modeled to support event abstraction and
querying in RSP systems to assist in semantic complex event processing?)
and defines a set of requirements for representing complex events as RDF.
The proposed event ontology, or event model, was evaluated by demonstrating
that it covered the list of identified requirements, and by showing that it could
be used to support generalization of some recurring event patterns in standard
SPARQL queries. The issue of event object boundaries in RDF streams and
RSP queries were presented and discussed as a related issue, and instances
where workarounds can be employed for current RSP implementations were
demonstrated using basic examples.

Chapter 5 focuses on RQ2 (How can RSP queries be abstracted to support
reuse and maintenance of queries?) and on how RSP queries can be abstracted
and parameterized. Integration with existing Semantic Web technologies was
considered to be a priority, and RSP-SPIN was developed as a SPIN extension
for representing RSP-QL queries. The model was evaluated by using it to
represent the RSP Group sample queries as RDF. Compatibility with existing
RSP systems is demonstrated by showing that RSP-QL queries represented as
RDF can be used to generate queries for RSP languages that can be modeled
using RSP-QL.

In Chapter 6 RQ3 (What are the limitations of current RSP technologies
with respect to recurring decision-making tasks in the context of semantic
complex event processing?) was approached by proposing a general event
processing architecture. In this architecture, RSP systems are not viewed
as being solely responsible for CEP, but rather as generators of semantically
enabled event processing agents (EPAs). The architecture was implemented
in three different scenarios. In the first implementation, a single RSP engine
was used and the components were connected to each other directly within
the same application. The implementation was applied in traffic-incident
monitoring scenario, which was inspired from work on event enrichment from
social media in the VALCRI project.

In the second implementation, data and queries were based directly on
a VALCRI use-case. The implementation leveraged a dedicated messaging
layer, which supported the enforcement of the security constraints that apply
in VALCRI (e.g., context-based access control and auditing). The data in the
ANPR stream was delivered at fixed intervals, with all observations collected
in the past minute streamed in a single batch. This produced a stream of high-
velocity bursts followed by periods of no activity. The background knowledge
in VALCRI, at the time of writing, was not yet aligned with the ANPR
data. This meant that there was no way of connecting vehicle observations
to individuals. A vehicle ownership dataset was constructed manually after
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consulting the VALCRI partner responsible for the crime data anonymization
process3. The ownership registry was then aligned with a synthetic ANPR
stream generated based on the structure of the original data.

The third and final implementation was based on a use-case from
E-care@home. A messaging layer was employed, but unlike the previous im-
plementation, the requirements of E-care@home aim primarily at scalability,
expressiveness, and reasoning support. Here, the task of RSP was primarily
to limit, partition, and clean the sensor event data to support reasoning that
would be performed using an Answer Set Programming (ASP) temporal rea-
soner. The data streams were collected from deployed sensors. This work is
still ongoing and we describe only the main infrastructure and some initial
conclusions, with formal evaluations planned as part of future work.

Chapter 7 discusses results of the thesis and presents some plans for future
work. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the results of the thesis.

3Personal communication with Rick Adderley from A E Solutions on November 9, 2016.
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4 Event Modeling for
Semantic Complex
Event Processing

The event models currently in use on the Semantic Web have not been devel-
oped with complex event processing (CEP) as the primary objective. While
some of the available models (e.g., this mentioned in Section 2.5.1) can be
adapted for use in CEP scenarios, they tend to be relatively large and include
many axioms that can make the models difficult to understand, learn, and
extend.

In this chapter, we begin by outlining some requirements that we believe
are necessary for semantic complex event processing, but which have not re-
ceived sufficient attention in current event models. Based on this list, we
propose a lightweight ontology that addresses the requirements and that is
aligned with some of the most relevant ontologies. We then demonstrate how
the new model can be used in practice.

The often-overlooked problem of event object boundaries, which is closely
related to the more general issue of stream punctuation, is also discussed, and
we propose a set of approaches and workarounds that could be employed to
(partly) overcome this issue, using the proposed event model as a starting
point. The approaches are discussed in relation to some of the current RSP
implementations, as well as from the perspective of the current state of the
RSP Group’s standardization efforts.
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4. Event Modeling for SCEP

4.1 Event Model Requirements

There are a number of generic functional requirements of event models, such
as support for object participation, temporal duration, spatial extension, and
relationships between events [51]. However, in many ways the relevant non-
functional requirements are equally important and relate to such things as
modularity, separation of concerns, re-usability, extensibility, formal precision,
understandability, and usability. These requirements are covered to some
extent by existing event models; however, none of them cover all the aspects
necessary to fully represent events in the context of CEP, and in most cases
the implementation of the non-functional requirements could be improved
greatly. Additionally, these models are not aligned with the terminology and
definitions typically used in the CEP domain, which could potentially help
provide a bridge between it and the RSP domain. The list below presents an
extension to a set of requirements for working with complex events identified in
our previous work [47]. The list is not exhaustive in terms of event modeling
requirements, but constitutes the items that we believe have not received
sufficient attention in existing event models.

Req.1 Events and event objects: It should be possible to differentiate be-
tween events, which occur in the real world, and event objects, which
are representations of such events [37]. It can be argued that all models
are only representations of the events that they denote, but this sepa-
ration allows us to use two parallel modeling structures for describing
events. The event representations intended for a human user can be
very different from the one actually present in the system.

Req.2 Encapsulation of event objects: The event model needs to support
composite events that are composed of several lower-level events. Lower-
level events need to be separable, and could consist of any number of
additional layers of events; however, there should be a partonomy (or
meronomy) relation between the composite event and its parts, where
the parts are dependent on the composite event (i.e., they are encapsu-
lated by it)1.

Req.3 References to triggering events: This requirement is similar to Req.2
but refers to complex events in general. Complex events can be related
to lower-level events through something that is closer to association than
partonomy. This allows the triggers for each complex event to be traced
back to the source, without including the referenced data in the event
object structure.

1Lower-level events can exist in their own right, but a composite event fully encapsulates
its own copy of the referenced events.
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4.2. Event Processing ODP

Req.4 Multiple timestamps: A single event can be associated with multiple
timestamps, such as sensor sampling time, time of arrival in the stream,
application processing time, etc. In addition, the event can be associated
with time intervals denoting event validity. The event model needs to
be able to support these different types of timestamps.

Req.5 Payload support: Event representations in CEP are often split into two
parts; a header and a payload [23]. The header contains the information
that is necessary for processing the event object, whereas the payload
is associated with the event object without necessarily being required
in the event processing. The payload structure is encapsulated and
processed as part of the event object, even if no part of it is used in the
actual event processing. For example, the metadata associated with a
particular image file could be part of the event object header, whereas
the binary file could be part of the event object payload.

Req.6 Compatibility: The event model should be aligned and/or compatible
with the relevant ontologies that are in use today.

Req.7 Querying ability: The event model needs to support querying, and
should not require overly long and complicated expressions to perform
simple tasks, such as copying an event object.

Req.8 Reasoning support: The model needs to support stream reasoning.
The time constraints that apply to event processing scenarios means
that commitment to ontology constructs that are expensive in terms of
processing should be avoided. For example, class restrictions that are
computationally costly that are not strictly used for event processing
should be avoided.

Req.9 Understandability: The model should be easily understood and
learned by users.

Req.10 Usability: The usability aspects of ontologies and event modeling are
multifaceted, but here we refer specifically to the ease with which users
can apply and extend the model for a particular use-case.

4.2 Event Processing ODP

The requirements from the previous section were used to establish the desired
features of a new event model. The intention was to create an autonomous
ontology in the form of a Content Ontology Design Pattern (Content ODP).
A Content ODP can be viewed as a small reusable ontology that solves a
domain-oriented problem, and is directly reusable as a component or module
in another ontology [25]. While this does not prevent the model from being
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4. Event Modeling for SCEP

used in its own right, most scenarios are expected to extend it to fit their
particular domain or use-case.

The model is based on the DOLCE+DnS Ultralite (DUL) ontology2, with
alignments provided for the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [17]
and the Event-Model-F ontology [51]. The SSN ontology focuses on describ-
ing the capabilities of sensors and sensor networks, and since it imports DUL
it includes a total of 127 classes, 163 object properties, and approximately
2100 axioms3. The Event-Model-F ontology instead aims at describing events
in complex socio-technical systems. It also imports DUL, making it almost
as large as SSN, and includes 114 classes, 130 object properties, and approxi-
mately 1700 axioms. Both models have substantial learning curves new users.

The most important properties and classes of the proposed ontology (here-
after referred to as the Event ODP) are illustrated in Figure 4.14. An
event object (EventObject) is a subclass of dul:InformationObject, and
the real-world event (dul:Event) to which it refers is referenced by the prop-
erty informationAboutEvent (Req.1). The alignment with Event-Model-F
is provided through a set of class restrictions on the EventObject. The
SensorOutput class is defined as a subclass of EventObject and is equiv-
alent to the ssn:SensorOutput class.

An event object (EventObject) is either a simple (SimpleEventObject)
or a complex event object (ComplexEventObject). The latter refers to
lower-level events using the properties hasSubEventObject (transitive) and
hasDirectSubEventObject (non-transitive) (Req.3). A composite event ob-
ject (CompositeEventObject) is a complex event capable of encapsulating
its sub events through the properties hasEventObjectPart (transitive) and
hasEventObjectComponent (non-transitive), which express partonomy rela-
tions (Req.2).

Multiple timestamps for event objects are represented by subproperties
of hasEventObjectTime. Sampling time (hasEventObjectSamplingTime)
describes the recorded time of an event in terms of the sensor’s inter-
nal clock, application time (hasEventObjectApplicationTime) represents
the timestamp assigned by the source of the data when it was trans-
mitted, system time (hasEventObjectSystemTime) represents the inter-
nal clock time when the event object was received, and expiration time
(hasEventObjectExpirationTime) expresses the time limit on the validity
of the event object (Req.4).

2http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/ont/dul/DUL.owl
3The latest version of the SSN ontology (https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/) modu-

larizes the ontology further, and introduces a lightweight but self-contained core ontology
called SOSA (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator) that explicitly aims at simpli-
fying the core of the model, broadening the target audience, and increasing the potential
application areas.

4A more detailed description of the alignments can be found in the original pa-
per [47], the annotations of the ODP model (http://www.ontologydesignpatterns.org/
cp/owl/eventprocessing.owl), and the pattern abstract [14]
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4.2. Event Processing ODP

The model supports event modeling using a header-body structure that
uses separate classes for representing the header (EventObjectHeader) and
the body (EventObjectBody) of an event object. This makes it possible to dis-
tinguish between the known parts of the event and the body, where the latter
can include payloads for which the vocabulary may not be known (Req.5).
The event header and body are referenced using hasEventObjectHeader
and hasEventObjectBody. The header refers to other events using ded-
icated properties, and a direct sub-event is referenced using the property
refersToEventObjectConsitutent. For event objects modeled using the
header-body structure no distinction is made on the property level between
references to and encapsulation of events. While this alternative way of mo-
deling events is in line with traditional event processing systems, it may not
be ideal in the context of RSP, and it was therefore designed as an optional
feature. Event objects can thus be modeled directly, without explicitly dis-
tinguishing between the header and body parts.

The model was designed to support processing of event objects through
standard SPARQL queries (Req.7). The model lets many query patterns be
expressed in a generic manner, which facilitates query reuse and simplifies the
description of event processing queries. For example, the entire RDF structure
related to an event object can be matched regardless of its exact structure.

The reasoning supported by the model has been designed to be optional,
and the features are not required for efficient use of the model. The alignment
with DUL, SSN, and Event-Model-F was done without importing either of
the ontologies to avoid the additional complexity described above. Reasoning
simplifies the expression of more general patterns in queries. For example,
transitive and inverse properties in the model can be used to greatly simplify
the structure of queries that need to match series of connected events (Req.7
and Req.8).

The two final requirements, understandability (Req.9) and usability
(Req.10), are more difficult to capture as a direct part of the design process.
The use of property domain and range restrictions and high class/property
ratios have been shown to make ontology patterns easier to understand and
learn, while a high number of class restrictions in a model tends to have the
opposite effect [31]. The external ontologies are only referenced in the model,
which means that much of the quite heavy axiomatization that exists in these
models is avoided. If users wish to leverage this functionality, however, they
can still do so by simply importing the ontologies in question.

The ontology is around 80% smaller than the SSN or the Event-Model-F
ontologies, and defines almost 90% fewer axioms. This helps make the model
more understandable and easier to extend due to less semantic interaction
in the model. This also has a positive effect on usability (Req.10) as well
as reasoning scalability (Req.8). The Event ODP also provides examples,
illustrations, and documentations as supplementary materials.
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Figure 4.1: The figure shows a partial illustration of the Event ODP. It in-
cludes the topology of the classes introduced in the model and the main re-
lationships between them. A more detailed description can be found in the
original paper [47] and the pattern abstract [14].

4.2.1 Querying the Event Model
We will base the examples below on a hypothetical scenario, where a social me-
dia application is used to report traffic incidents to emergency services. Each
message in the stream contains the time the event was generated (createdAt),
a text message (hasText), and a location. Each message optionally contains
one or more images to complement the incident report (hasImage). The event
ontology extension for the scenario is shown in Listing 4.1, and two example
messages expressed using the header-body structure are shown in Listing 4.2.

We will express the example queries using standard SPARQL 1.1. The
assumption is that the streamed event objects are added to the default graph
and that no reasoning is applied in any of the examples. It will be assumed
that there are functions for calculating the distance between two sets of coor-
dinates, and for calculating the duration between two timestamps5.

In Listing 4.3, we show how all the event objects in the stream can be
matched and (potentially) “copied” to a different stream. The message event
is identified along with its header and body, after which the entire content of

5Calculations of geographic distance and datetime arithmetic is not part of standard
SPARQL but are provided by several extensions.
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@prefix : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
@prefix event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >

: Message
rdfs: subClassOf e: SimpleEvent .

: createdAt
rdfs: subPropertyOf e: hasEventObjectTime ;
rdfs: range xsd: dateTime .

: hasText
rdfs: subPropertyOf e: hasEventObjectAttributeDataValue ;
rdfs: range xsd: string .

: hasImage
rdfs: subPropertyOf e: hasEventObjectAttributeDataValue ;
rdfs: range xsd: base64Binary .

Listing 4.1: Extension of the Event ODP for representing the social media
messages.

@prefix : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# >
@prefix e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
@prefix geo: <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# >
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
@prefix rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf - schema# >

ex: message1 a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader [ # event header

: createdAt "2017 -07 -01 T04 :30:10 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
: hasText "A car is burning outside my house ." ;
e: hasEventLocation [

geo:lat " 52.11 "^^ xsd: float ;
geo:lon " -1.02"^^ xsd: float ]

] ;
e: hasEventObjectBody [ # event body

: hasImage " iVBORw0KGgoAAAANS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary ,
" icBAsfw0KoikoAssS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary ,
" iTTAKfw0oMiARbssT ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary

] .

ex: message2 a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader [ # event header

: createdAt "2017 -07 -01 T04 :30:10 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
: hasText "A vehicle is on fire next to the Montpelier Park." ;
e: hasEventLocation [

geo:lat " 52.10 "^^ xsd: float ;
geo:lon " -1.01"^^ xsd: float ]

] ;
e: hasEventObjectBody [ # event body

: hasImage "C67D+ PAAAABGdBT ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary
] .

Listing 4.2: Example messages from the social media stream represented using
a header-body structure.
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PREFIX : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
PREFIX e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >

CONSTRUCT {
? messageId a : Message ;

e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ?body .

? headerSubject ? headerProperty ? headerObject .
? bodySubject ? bodyProperty ? bodyObject .

}
WHERE {

? messageId a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ?body .

# match everything in the message header
? header (!<>)* ? headerSubject .
? headerSubject ? headerProperty ? headerObject .

# match everything in the message body
?body (!<>)* ? bodySubject .
? bodySubject ? bodyProperty ? bodyObject .

}

Listing 4.3: Example query that matches all message events from the stream.
The header and body are matched via the message id, and the content of each
component is traversed using property path expressions.

the header and body is matched using property path expressions6. This type
of query pattern is very general and can match both complex and composite
events, as long as the property path only requires traversal in one direction,
but reasoning could make these patterns much more expressive. For example,
by inferring inverse properties in the event model a query could traverse paths
that are not explicitly asserted. However, there is generally no “safe” way of
traversing a property path of unknown length. If no restrictions apply, such
as a depth limit or a graph context, the query could traverse and return all
the available data.

In the following examples, we assume that an emergency responder wants
to cluster all social media events that occur within a given radius of some
location within a given time span. Listing 4.4 shows a query that generates a
complex event object that groups all of the social media events that have been
reported within a 1 km radius around a given location within the last hour.
The generated event id and header id need to be created in a way that allows
the solutions of the query to bind to the same identifiers. For example, if we
generate the eventId in the query as a blank node in the main part of the
body, each result binding could potentially return a different set of identifiers.

6Wild card path expressions are not supported in SPARQL, but using a negated prop-
erty as shown in this query is a well known workaround.
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PREFIX : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
PREFIX e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX geo: <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX fn: <http :// example .org/ functions# >

CONSTRUCT {
? eventId a e: ComplexEventObject ;

e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header .

? header e: hasEventObjectTime ?time ;
e: refersToEventObjectConstituent ? messageId

}
WHERE {

? messageId a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? msgHeader .

? msgHeader : createdAt ? datetime ;
e: hasEventLocation ?loc .

?loc geo:lat ?lat ;
geo:lon ?lon .

# df: distance returns the distance between two coordinates in meters
FILTER (fn: distance (?lat , ?lon , 52.10 , 1.00) < 1000)
# df: duration returns the duration between two datetimes
FILTER (fn: duration (NOW () , ? datetime ) < "PT1H"^^ xsd: duration )

{ BIND( BNODE () AS ? header )
BIND( BNODE () AS ? eventId )
BIND(NOW () AS ?time) }

}

Listing 4.4: Generate a complex event with references to all message events
that have been reported in the last hour within a 1 km radius of a predefined
location.

This issue can be circumvented by simply grouping this part of the query,
which pushes the join to the last step of the query evaluation.

Finally, in Listing 4.5 we instead construct a composite event object. The
difference between this query and the former is that the new query encapsu-
lates the matched message events, and returns them as part of the results.
Like the previous query, it begins by identifying the relevant event messages,
but it then also matches and returns the structure of the referenced event
objects in the generic way shown in Listing 4.3.
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PREFIX : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
PREFIX e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX geo: <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX fn: <http :// example .org/ functions# >

CONSTRUCT {
? eventId a e: CompositeEventObject ;

e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header .

? header e: hasEventObjectTime ?time ;
e: refersToEventObjectConstituent ? messageId .

? messageId a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? msgHeader ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ? msgBody .

? msgHeaderSubject ? msgHeaderProperty ? msgHeaderObject .
? msgBodySubject ? msgBodyProperty ? msgBodyObject .

}
WHERE {

? messageId a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? msgHeader ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ? msgBody .

? msgHeader : createdAt ? datetime ;
e: hasEventLocation ?loc .

?loc geo:lat ?lat ;
geo:lon ?lon .

# df: distance returns the distance between two coordinates in meters
FILTER (fn: distance (?lat , ?lon , 52.10 , 1.00) < 1000)
# df: duration returns the duration between two datetimes
FILTER (fn: duration (NOW () , ? datetime ) < "PT1H"^^ xsd: duration )

# match everything in the message header
? msgHeader (!<>)* ? msgHeaderSubject .
? msgHeaderSubject ? msgHeaderProperty ? msgHeaderObject .

# match everything in the message body
? msgBody (!<>)* ? msgBodySubject .
? msgBodySubject ? msgBodyProperty ? msgBodyObject .

{ BIND( BNODE () AS ? header )
BIND( BNODE () AS ? eventId )
BIND(NOW () AS ?time) }

}

Listing 4.5: Generate a composite event with references to all message events
that have been reported in the last hour within a 1 km radius of a predefined
location. The generated event includes its own “copy” of the referenced events.
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4.3 Event Object Boundaries

An aspect of RSP systems that is often overlooked is how boundaries of
non-atomic events can be represented and respected in queries and streams.
Querying a partial event object, for example, can result in erroneous, missed,
or duplicated results [33]. The problem is not limited to how events are
produced and consumed, but also occurs if event objects are split due to slid-
ing windows. In the following section, we will discuss a number of general
approaches to representing event object boundaries and discuss how these
(partial) solutions can be applied in the context of semantic complex event
processing. Finally, some potential workarounds that can be used when prac-
tically employing existing RSP systems for event processing will be discussed.

4.3.1 Approaches
The RSP models and implementations described in in Section 2.2.1 all as-
sume that streamed elements are either explicitly ordered by timestamps or
implicitly ordered with respect to time of arrival. Elements associated with
the same timestamp should be interpreted as having occurred at the same
time, whereas a difference in timestamp values can be used to determine the
order of event occurrence. Interval-based semantics are necessary to cover the
full set of operators in Allen’s interval algebra (see Table 2.1); however, here
we will limit our inquiries to time-point based semantics. The social media
stream event from the previous section will be used to illustrate the different
approaches. The solutions discussed here are by no means exhaustive, nor
should they be viewed as mutually exclusive.

Punctuation

The first solution that is likely to come to mind is to directly leverage the
timestamps of the streaming items to ensure that no partial event object is
processed (i.e., time-based punctuation). In a sense, this would make this a
task of the stream consumer (i.e., the event processing engine), which would
have to ensure that all the event data with a given timestamp has been pro-
cessed prior to executing a query over that event. However, there is no way of
guaranteeing that all event data with a given timestamp has been processed
until a triple with a higher timestamp value has been processed. Buffering
the stream in this fashion is typically undesirable since processing is delayed
and we could end up waiting indefinitely for the next item in the stream.

Therefore, an alternative is explicit stream punctuation [53], which is a
technique that could be employed regardless of the exact structure of the
streamed events. From an implementation standpoint there are many possible
approaches, but the basic idea is to have the source of the stream explicitly
denote when the event has been streamed in its entirety. Punctuation could
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1 ex: message1 a : Message
2 ex: message1 e: hasEventObjectHeader _:b0
3 _:b0 : createdAt "2017 -07 -01 T04 :30:10 "^^ xsd: dateTime
4 _:b0 : hasText "My vehicle broke down on the M4 ... Help ?!"
5 _:b0 e: hasEventLocation _:b1
6 _:b1 geo:lat " 52.11 "^^ xsd: float
7 _:b1 geo:lon " -1.02"^^ xsd: float
8 : message1 e: hasEventObjectBody _:b2
9 _:b2 : hasImage " iVBORw0KGgoAAAANS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary

10 _:b2 : hasImage " icBAsfw0KoikoAssS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary
11 _:b2 : hasImage " iTTAKfw0oMiARbssT ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary
12 [] : punctuates ex: message1

Listing 4.6: An event from the social media stream in Listing 4.2 represented
as a stream of triples (1–12). The final triple has been injected to mark the
end of the streamed event object.

be communicated as part of the event object structure itself. For example,
if an event is referenced based on some unique resource identifier it could
be punctuated by providing a trailing statement about that resource when
all other event information has been processed. Punctuation could also be
handled on a data protocol level. However, in the case of the former approach
the information can be queried just like any other data and it requires no
modification on the part of the query processor. Listing 4.6 illustrates one
way of implementing punctuation by passing a triple in the stream that binds a
blank node to the event identifier (i.e., the event object root) via the property
punctuates.

Headers

Another possible approach is to take advantage of the fact that the structure
of an event is known to the stream producer before any events are actually
streamed. This means that it would be possible to associate each event with
some metadata about the event (e.g., size, format, or underlying model),
allowing the consumer to deduce when an event object has been processed
completely. If no event objects are streamed in parallel7, the size of the event
object could be used by simply counting the number of streamed triples.
Listing 4.7 illustrates the use of a header triple to indicate the number of
items belonging to the next event object in the stream using the property
hasEventObjectSize. The header information could also be communicated
on a protocol level.

7This assumption is not dictated by the ordering requirement of RDF streams.
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1 : message1 : hasEventObjectSize 12
2 : message1 a : Message
3 : message1 e: hasEventObjectHeader _:b0
4 _:b0 : createdAt "2017 -07 -01 T04 :30:10 "^^ xsd: dateTime
5 _:b0 : hasText "A car is burning outside my house ."
6 _:b0 e: hasEventLocation _:b1
7 _:b1 geo:lat " 52.11 "^^ xsd: float
8 _:b1 geo:lon " -1.02"^^ xsd: float
9 : message1 e: hasEventObjectBody _:b2

10 _:b2 : hasImage " iVBORw0KGgoAAAANS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary
11 _:b2 : hasImage " icBAsfw0KoikoAssS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary
12 _:b2 : hasImage " iTTAKfw0oMiARbssT ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary

Listing 4.7: An event from the social media stream in Listing 4.2 represented
as a list of triples (1–12). The size of the event object is injected as the first
triple before the event object is streamed.

Streaming graphs

The two previous approaches have assumed that event objects are streamed
as RDF triples, and the issues of event object boundaries are largely a result
of the fragmentation of the event when it is transported and consumed in this
format. Streaming an event object as a single item in the stream, however,
allows the event to be processed directly. This approach can be extended
further by supporting streaming of named graphs, which would also group
the event on the consumer side and let it freely describe its own context
without causing interference with other event data. Listing 4.8 illustrates the
structure of an event object represented as a time-annotated named graph, as
described in the current RSP-QL draft, using the TriG syntax8.

4.3.2 Event Object Boundaries in RSP
Existing RSP systems vary in expressiveness and this greatly affects the ways
in which event object boundaries can be supported, both implicitly and ex-
plicitly. We will here briefly describe the approaches from the previous section
in relation to existing RSP models.

Punctuation: Time-based punctuation is only possible if the event object
timestamps can be accessed from within queries. C-SPARQL, CQELS, and
EP-SPARQL use timestamped triples internally, but only C-SPARQL lets
them be accessed in queries. Timestamps could also be provided as an explicit
part of the data on the triple level, but this would essentially require the
use of reification, unless the RDF representation is extended for temporal
information [30]. Reification is a strategy that allows statements about a
triples to be made by binding the parts to a new resource, which can then be
annotated. With reification, associating a single RDF triple with an explicit

8https://www.w3.org/TR/trig/
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@prefix : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# >
@prefix e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
@prefix geo: <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# >
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
@prefix prov: <https :// www.w3.org/TR/prov -o/#>
ex: message1Graph {

ex: message1
a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader [

: createdAt "2017 -07 -01 T04 :30:10 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
: hasText "A car is burning outside my house ." ;
e: hasEventLocation [ geo:lat " 52.11 "^^ xsd: float ;

geo:lon " -1.02"^^ xsd: float ]
] ;
e: hasEventObjectBody [

: hasImage " iVBORw0KGgoAAAANS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary ,
" icBAsfw0KoikoAssS ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary ,
" iTTAKfw0oMiARbssT ..."^^ xsd: base64Binary

]
}
ex: message1Graph prov: generatedAtTime "2017 -07 -01 T04 :30:10 "^^ xsd: dateTime

Listing 4.8: An event from the social media stream in Listing 4.2 represented
as a timestamped graph, where the entire event is processed as a single item
in the stream. The time annotation on the graph uses a property from the
PROV-O ontology (https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/).

timestamp would require (at least) four additional statements per triple in
the stream. This makes the approach infeasible in a streaming context, and
still does not provide an efficient way of determining whether or not the entire
event object has been streamed. All the current RSP implementations could
take advantage of explicit stream punctuation, provided that each event object
is identified using a single identifier.

Header: The simple header approach would not be a scalable approach in
any of the current RSP models. For example, while the size of an event object
could be calculated using aggregates and compared with the given reference
value, it would not only complicate queries greatly but would also take a heavy
toll on performance. Taken as a preprocessing step, however, the approach
could be used to transfer events from the producer and the RSP engine could
apply another strategy for the internal ingestion of the event.

Streaming graphs: Streaming graphs would not solve the internal event
object boundary issue of the RSP models that support only streams of RDF
triples. If graphs are streamed the event objects still need to be decomposed
into triples on the consumer side. INSTANS, which supports SPARQL 1.1
Update, is currently the only approach that could potentially leverage this
type of event object punctuation.
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4.3.3 Examples
Using existing RSP systems for complex event processing is not very stream-
lined, and many operations cannot be supported by all RSP implementations.
INSTANS has been shown to support expressive complex event processing [48],
and is the only system that allows data to be persisted to support stateful
operations. However, INSTANS does not support windows over streams na-
tively, and removing outdated events to reduce the volume of data to be
processed is not a trivial task.

Throughout the rest of this section, we will illustrate how the queries from
Section 4.2 can be expressed in C-SPARQL, which is one of the RSP languages
that currently has the best support for SPARQL 1.1. Modeling the queries
using CQELS would be similar, but in the current CQELS implementation
it would not be generalizable to the same extent due to how the stream-to-
relation operator is implemented. A query result in CQELS is returned as soon
as a match is made, meaning that either additional post-processing would be
required, or that the entire event object structure would have to be specified
in the query (i.e., the queries would not be generalizable to unknown parts
of the event). Expressing any general-purpose pattern using EP-SPARQL,
on the other hand, would be even more difficult since it is limited to the
constructs available in SPARQL 1.0. Explicit punctuation intuitively seems
to be the most efficient solution, and in the triple-based approach we simply
need to match an extra triple in the query’s where clause. We will use this
approach in the following examples, and we will assume that we have at our
disposal a function for calculating the distance between two locations9.

Copying the event objects from the social media stream can be done in
much the same way as for standard SPARQL, and the query (see Listing 4.9)
only requires a small modification to fit the syntax of C-SPARQL. With
a fixed window step size, there needs to be some overlap between any two
consecutive windows to ensure that no event is accidentally split when the
content of a window changes.

Creating complex events referencing the messages in the social media
stream is also very similar to the way it is done in standard SPARQL, as
seen in Listing 4.10. It is not necessary to reference the punctuation triple in
the query since we are only interested in getting the references to the event
objects (i.e., there are no unspecified parts of the event to consider). The size
of the stream window is indirectly specified in the original query, which limits
the events of interest to the past hour.

Finally, the composite event object query uses the same general pattern as
the SPARQL query in Listing 4.5. For encapsulation, we need to make sure
that the punctuation triple is present for each matched message event.

9While the author is unaware of any similar C-SPARQL extension, the C-SPARQL
engine provides several extensions that have been implemented in this way.
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REGISTER STREAM copy AS
PREFIX : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
PREFIX e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
CONSTRUCT {

? messageId a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ?body .

? headerSubject ? headerProperty ? headerObject .
? bodySubject ? bodyProperty ? bodyObject .

}
FROM STREAM <http :// example . org#stream > [ RANGE 2s STEP 1s]
WHERE {

[] : punctuates ? messageId . # check for punctuation
? messageId a : Message ;

e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ?body .

? header (!<>)* ? headerSubject .
? headerSubject ? headerProperty ? headerObject .
?body (!<>)* ? bodySubject .
? bodySubject ? bodyProperty ? bodyObject .

}

Listing 4.9: Copy all message events in the stream using C-SPARQL. The
query is almost identical to the SPARQL query shown in Listing 4.3 but
ensures that each message event is punctuated.

REGISTER STREAM complex AS
PREFIX : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
PREFIX e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
CONSTRUCT {

? eventId a e: ComplexEventObject ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header .

? header e: hasEventObjectTime ?time ;
e: refersToEventObjectConstituent ? messageId .

}
FROM STREAM <http :// example . org#stream > [ RANGE 60m STEP 10s]
WHERE {

? messageId a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? msgHeader .

? msgHeader e: hasEventLocation ?loc .
?loc geo:lat ?lat ;

geo:lon ?lon .

# df: distance returns the distance between two coordinates in meters
FILTER (fn: distance (?lat , ?lon , 52.10 , 1.00) < 1000)

{ BIND( BNODE () AS ? header )
BIND( BNODE () AS ? eventId )
BIND(NOW () AS ?time) }

}

Listing 4.10: Generate a complex event with references to all message events
that have been reported in the past hour within a 1 km radius of a predefined
location using a C-SPARQL query. The query is very similar to the query in
Listing 4.4.
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REGISTER STREAM composite AS
PREFIX : <http :// example .org/ ontology# >
PREFIX e: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
REGISTER STREAM composite AS
CONSTRUCT {

? eventId a e: CompositeEventObject ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? header .

? header e: hasEventObjectTime ?time ;
e: refersToEventObjectConstituent ? messageId .

? messageId a : Message ;
e: hasEventObjectHeader ? msgHeader ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ? msgBody .

? msgHeaderSubject ? msgHeaderProperty ? msgHeaderObject .
? msgBodySubject ? msgBodyProperty ? msgBodyObject .

}
FROM STREAM <http :// example . org#stream > [ RANGE 60m STEP 10s]
WHERE {

[] : punctuates ? messageId . # check for punctuation
? messageId a : Message ;

e: hasEventObjectHeader ? msgHeader ;
e: hasEventObjectBody ? msgBody .

? msgHeader e: hasEventLocation ?loc .
?loc geo:lat ?lat ;

geo:lon ?lon .

# df: distance returns the distance between two coordinates in meters
FILTER (fn: distance (?lat , ?lon , 52.10 , 1.00) < 1000)

# match everything in the message header
? msgHeader (!<>)* ? msgHeaderSubject .
? msgHeaderSubject ? msgHeaderProperty ? msgHeaderObject .

# match everything in the message body
? msgBody (!<>)* ? msgBodySubject .
? msgBodySubject ? msgBodyProperty ? msgBodyObject .

{ BIND( BNODE () AS ? header )
BIND( BNODE () AS ? eventId )
BIND(NOW () AS ?time) }

}

Listing 4.11: Generate a composite event with references to all messages that
have been reported in the past hour within a 1 km radius of a predefined
location using a C-SPARQL query. The generated event object includes its
own “copy” of the referenced events. The query is very similar to the query
in Listing 4.5 but ensures that each message event is punctuated.
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4.3.4 Event Object Boundaries in RSP-QL
The RSP Group has defined the current version of RSP-QL with the event
object boundary issue taken into consideration. In RSP-QL, RDF streams are
ordered sequences of time-annotated graphs, and the query language itself can
be used to declaratively generate new RDF streams.

From the perspective of CEP, this new model has four major implications.
Firstly, an event object can constitute a single item in the stream, which
solves most of the issues related to event object boundaries, if an appropri-
ate event model is used (e.g., one that supports event object encapsulation).
Secondly, the stream model lets time annotations be defined for sets of RDF
statements, rather than requiring costly reification. The relevant time prop-
erties for time-window processing can thereby be accessed without relying on
knowledge about the underlying event model. Thirdly, events can define their
own contexts. This means that the events can provide assumptions about the
world, and be used to support certain types of abductive reasoning, where
the hypotheses used to explain the observations in the event do not need to
interfere with other events objects. For example, we could generate a derived
event where we explain the similarity between two messages by hypothesizing
that they have been written by the same person. Finally, the ability to declar-
atively create event streams can support event processing that takes place in
multiple steps, which is one of the requirements of CEP.

4.4 Summary and Discussion

We have presented an event model that covers a range of requirements that
we believe have not received sufficient attention in previous work. The Event
ODP has been designed as a pattern that can be extended to support dif-
ferent use-cases, but was created with querying ability in mind. The event
queries can often be generalized and reused in different contexts with little
modification to the overall query.

The features of the model were partly illustrated by showing how it could
be used to generate both complex and composite event objects using standard
SPARQL. The queries demonstrate that event patterns can be generalized over
the more complex event header-body pattern, and that even composite event
objects that encapsulate lower-level events can be formulated in a general way
that does not require the entire event object structure to be specified in the
query.

Examples were provided showing how, by injecting a punctuation triple,
event object boundaries can be represented in existing triple-based RSP sys-
tems, even when the queries become quite complex. The method used in the
examples connected the punctuation triple to the event object root. Without
a similar handle on the event object the punctuation triple approach is only
reliable if there is no parallel processing of events in the stream.
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Reliably processing complex event objects using existing RSP technology
is not trivial. The strategies proposed above offer some suggestions on how
the issue of event object boundaries can be approached; however, not all RSP
engines and event models are subject to the same issues. There are some
additional potential problems with systems that support only triple streams.
For example, it is not clear how triple streams support anonymous resources
(i.e., blank nodes). Internally, this is naturally an implementation issue, but
it is not clear how (or if) the identity of blank nodes is supported in stream.
The approach currently proposed as part of the RSP Abstract Syntax and
Semantics Document10 is that each RDF stream defines an RDF surface,
where blank node mappings are shared between all graphs in the stream.
This seems to be an implicit assumption in most RSP implementations.

Although some details about RSP-QL have yet to be fully defined, the
model extends the existing RSP models in terms of expressiveness. In the
RSP Group discussions and the RSP Requirements Design Document11 the
concept of event immutability has been partially explored, and adopting this
general assumption allows a system to be made more predictable. This is an
implicit assumption in the event model presented here, since complex events
only provide references to the related events.

Two of the requirements that were defined could not fully be captured
in the design process alone; namely, understandability (Req.9) and usability
(Req.10). Several design choices of the model were made with these require-
ments in mind, and the examples demonstrate how the event model can be
both extended and queried. However, real-world use-cases and actual end-
users are required for a more detailed evaluation. In Chapter 6, we provide
some work in this direction by extending the model to represent events in
traffic-incident monitoring and criminal-activity monitoring.

10https://github.com/streamreasoning/RSP-QL
11Ibid.
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Generalizing queries through the use of parameterization, where some fields
can be specified through user input, is a common way of making queries
reusable. For example, monitoring a specific vehicle based on a stream of ob-
servations from vehicle sensors could be formulated as a parameterized query,
where the registration plate number could be specified each time the query is
instantiated. When implemented in a service layer, prepared queries can sup-
port data access control, protect against query injections, separate business
logic from application code, reduce parsing and query execution time, and
significantly lower the threshold for users who have no detailed knowledge of
the underlying data models or query language.

Parameterization of standard SPARQL queries is supported by many RDF
stores and frameworks (e.g., OpenLink Virtuoso1, Apache Jena2, RDF4J3,
and Stardog4). Parameterization of RSP queries, however, has been limited
to simple string-based substitution. General-purpose template managers, such
as Mustache5 or FreeMarker6, could be used to define templates. However,
neither of these frameworks can take advantage of background data or on-

1https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
2https://jena.apache.org/
3http://rdf4j.org/
4http://www.stardog.com/
5https://mustache.github.io/
6http://freemarker.org/
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tologies represented on the Semantic Web, and the support for defining and
enforcing parameter constraints is typically very limited.

In this chapter, an extension to SPIN is proposed to support the current
version of RSP-QL (see Section 2.4). SPIN provides a vocabulary for repre-
senting SPARQL queries as RDF, and lets query templates be modeled on
top of these (see Section 2.6.1). The extended vocabulary provides a query
language agnostic representation of RSP queries, and supports the SPIN meta-
modeling features for defining templates over these. The language can be used
to represent queries expressed in all the RSP query languages captured by the
semantics of RSP-QL [21].

5.1 Extending SPIN for RSP-QL

The extension to the SPIN vocabulary presented in this chapter lets RSP
queries be encapsulated as RDF, without losing compatibility with the stan-
dard version of SPIN. The model, hereafter referred to as RSP-SPIN, adds
classes and properties to the SPIN vocabulary to capture the SPARQL exten-
sions provided in RSP-QL. The current version of the RSP-QL abstract syn-
tax and semantics, the discussions leading up to this draft, and the RSP-QL
sample queries provided by the RSP Group have been used as a reference
for the RSP-QL language. The RSP-QL sample queries were inspired by the
DEBS Grand Challenge 20157, and were formulated against a stream of taxi
trips. Listing 5.1 shows an example from the taxi stream represented as RDF.

We will use the example query in Listing 5.2 as a reference to describe the
various constructs used in RSP-SPIN throughout the following sections. The
query demonstrates the use of a time-based window (defined using a range), a
time-based window in the past (defined using upper and lower time bounds),
and a count-based window (defined in terms of number of streamed elements).
It generates a stream consisting of all taxi trips that exist in all three windows
simultaneously, and returns only the new mappings (IStream). This example
query is quite trivial but is used purely for illustrative purposes.

7http://www.debs2015.org/call-grand-challenge.html
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@prefix : <http :// example .org# > .
@prefix debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# > .
@prefix prov: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/ prov# > .
@prefix geo: <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .
:t1 {

: trip1 debs: dropoff : dropoff1 ;
debs: pickup : pickup1 ;
debs:taxi : taxi25 ;
debs: license : driver2 ;
debs: duration " PT11M "^^ xsd: duration ;
debs: distance "1.5"^^ xsd: double ;
debs: paymentType "CSH" ;
debs:fare "3.50"^^ xsd: double ;
debs: surcharge "0.50"^^ xsd: double ;
debs:tax "0.50"^^ xsd: double ;
debs:tip "0.00"^^ xsd: double ;
debs: tolls "0.00"^^ xsd: double .

: pickup1 prov: startedAtTime "2013 -01 -01 T00 :00:00 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
prov: atLocation [ geo:lat " 40.716976 "^^ xsd: double ;

geo:long " -73.956528 "^^ xsd: double ] .
: dropoff1 prov: startedAtTime "2013 -01 -01 T00 :11:00 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;

prov: atLocation [ geo:lat " 41.716976 "^^ xsd: double ;
geo:long " -73.956528 "^^ xsd: double ] .

}
:t1 prov: atTime "2013 -01 -01 T00 :11:01 "^^ xsd: dateTime

Listing 5.1: Example from the DEBS taxi trip stream represented as RDF.
The stream outputs a single timestamped graph every time a taxi trip is
completed.

PREFIX : <http :// example .org# >
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >
PREFIX prov: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/ prov# >

REGISTER STREAM : my-stream AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM {
GRAPH ?g {

?s ?p ?o .
}
?g prov: atTime ?time .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w1 ON : trips [ITEM 1000 STEP 1000]
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w2 ON : trips [ RANGE PT2H STEP PT1M]
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w3 ON : trips [FROM NOW-P T3H TO NOW-P T1H STEP PT1M]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w1 {
GRAPH ?g { ?s ?p ?o }
?g prov: atTime ?time

}
WINDOW :w2 { ?g prov: atTime ?time }
WINDOW :w3 { ?g prov: atTime ?time }

}

Listing 5.2: The query generates a stream consisting of all taxi rides that are
in all three windows simultaneously.
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5.1.1 Register Clause
RSP-QL lets new streams be defined declaratively from continuous queries
using the register clause. It is assumed here that no distinction is made be-
tween select and construct queries, which is the case for C-SPARQL, since
neither of the RSP-QL sample queries differentiates between them. The ex-
ample query defines a construct query and specifies a resource identifier on
which the resulting stream will be made available. In RSP-SPIN, the value of
the output-stream identifier is represented by the property hasOutputStream.
Listing 5.3 shows the relevant RDF excerpt.

@prefix : <http :// w3id.org/rsp/ spin# > .
@prefix sp: <http :// spinrdf .org/sp# > .
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# > .

ex:my - query a sp: Construct ; # Query type
: hasOutputStream ex:my - stream . # Name of resulting stream

Listing 5.3: Representation of the register clause in RSP-SPIN.

5.1.2 Relation-to-stream Operator
The relation-to-stream operator indicates the semantics used in the pro-
duction of query results. In RSP-SPIN, the operator is treated as a solu-
tion modifier and it is therefore attached to the query root. The value of
the property hasOutputStreamOperator specifies that the query returns ei-
ther Istream, Rstream, or Dstream, which are all defined as subclasses of
OutputStreamOperator. The relevant portion of the RSP-SPIN representa-
tion is shown in Listing 5.4.

@prefix : <http :// w3id.org/rsp/ spin# > .
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# > .

ex:my - query : hasOutputStreamOperator : Istream . # Istream / Rstream / Dstream

Listing 5.4: Representation of the relation-to-stream operator in RSP-SPIN.

5.1.3 Named Graphs in Construct
RSP-QL supports named graphs in the output of construct queries, which is
not supported in standard SPARQL. To handle this in SPIN we added support
for the NamedGraph block in the output portion of construct queries. The
SPIN vocabulary itself does not implement any constraints against this usage;
however, since SPIN is based on SPARQL 1.1 it is regarded as an adaptation.
Listing 5.5 shows the relevant portion of the example query represented using
standard SPIN.
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@prefix sp: <http :// spinrdf .org/sp# > .
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# > .
@prefix prov: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/ prov# > .

ex:my - query sp: templates ( _:b0 _:b1 ) . # query result
_:b0 a sp: NamedGraph ; # _:b0 is a named graph

sp: elements ( _:b2 ) ;
sp: graphNameNode [ sp: varName "g" ] .

_:b1 sp: subject [ sp: varName "g" ] ; # _:b1 is a triple
sp: predicate prov: atTime ;
sp: object [ sp: varName "time" ] .

_:b2 sp: subject [ sp: varName "s" ] ; # _:b2 is a triple
sp: predicate [ sp: varName "p" ] ;
sp: object [ sp: varName "o" ] .

Listing 5.5: Representation of named graphs in construct results using SPIN.

5.1.4 Named Windows
The size and step of count-based windows are defined in terms of the number
of streamed elements, and an optional slide interval. The count-based win-
dow is referred to as a PhysicalWindow in RSP-SPIN, with the size and
step indicated by integers linked from the properties physicalRange and
physicalStep.

The size of a time-based window in RSP-QL can be specified using either
a time range, or an interval with upper and a lower time bounds. The former
format is subsumed by the latter in terms of expressiveness, since any win-
dow based on a time range can be expressed using upper and a lower time
bounds. In accordance with the current RSP-QL version, RSP-SPIN supports
both definitions. The two window types are represented by LogicalWindow
and LogicalPastWindow8. The size of a LogicalWindow is denoted us-
ing the property logicalRange. The upper and lower time bounds of a
LogicalPastWindow are defined using the properties from and to, where val-
ues indicate the offset from the current time. Both window types support
an optional step parameter expressed as a duration and represented with the
property logicalStep.

The window types are defined as subclasses of Window, and are linked to a
stream and a window identifier via the properties streamUri and windowUri.
The three types of windows from the example query are represented using
RSP-SPIN in Listing 5.6.

8The rationale behind the name is that interval-based windows can be offset relative to
the current time to define windows in the past.
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@prefix : <http :// w3id.org/rsp/ spin# > .
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .

ex:my - query : fromNamedWindow [ a : PhysicalWindow ;
: physicalRange "1000"^^ xsd:int ;
: physicalStep "1000"^^ xsd:int ;
: streamUri ex: trips ;
: windowUri ex:w1 ] ;

: fromNamedWindow [ a : LogicalWindow ;
: logicalRange "PT2H"^^ xsd: duration ;
: logicalStep "PT1M"^^ xsd: duration ;
: streamUri ex: trips ;
: windowUri ex:w2 ] ;

: fromNamedWindow [ a : LogicalPastWindow ;
:from "PT3H"^^ xsd: duration ;
:to "PT1H"^^ xsd: duration ;
: logicalStep "PT1M"^^ xsd: duration ;
: streamUri ex: trips ;
: windowUri ex:w3 ] .

Listing 5.6: The three windows from the example query represented using
RSP-SPIN.

5.1.5 Named Window Block
Named window blocks in RSP-QL queries are analogous in structure to named
graph blocks. Therefore, the RSP-SPIN extension for referencing a named
window in a query is very similar to how named graphs are described in
SPIN. The class NamedWindow indicates the window block, and the prop-
erty windowNameNode links it to a window identifier. Listing 5.7 shows how
the named window blocks from the example query are represented using
RSP-SPIN.

@prefix : <http :// w3id.org/rsp/ spin# > .
@prefix sp: <http :// spinrdf .org/sp# > .
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# > .

ex:my - query sp: where ( _:b3 _:b4 _:b5 ) ;
_:b3 a : NamedWindow ;

: windowNameNode ex:w1 ;
sp: elements ( _:b6 _:b7 ) .

_:b4 a : NamedWindow ;
: windowNameNode ex:w2 ;
sp: elements ( _:b8 ) .

_:b5 a : NamedWindow ;
: windowNameNode ex:w3 ;
sp: elements ( _:b9 ) .

Listing 5.7: The window blocks in the example query represented using
RSP-SPIN. The graph patterns represented by sp:elements have been
excluded for brevity.
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5.2 Extending the SPIN API

We extended the SPIN API to be able to support queries expressed in RSP-QL
using the RSP-SPIN vocabulary. The implementation was used to practically
evaluate the vocabulary but was also intended to be a resource that would
promote the use of RSP-SPIN within the RSP community. The code has been
made available as open source9 under the MIT license, and the implementation
is fully compliant with standard SPIN. The full vocabulary is included as part
of Appendix A.

Although the design of the extended vocabulary was made with RSP-QL
as the primary reference, no commitment was made with respect to the actual
underlying RSP language. The syntax can support any RSP syntax that can
be modeled using RSP-QL, and the list of currently supported RSP languages
includes C-SPARQL, CQELS-QL, and SPARQLstream. Queries expressed us-
ing INSTANS are also supported, since they can be represented using standard
SPIN.

5.2.1 RSP-QL Parser
The SPIN API builds extensively on the Apache Jena framework10. The API
internally maps a SPIN structure to an ARQ query. In order to extend the
API for RSP-SPIN it was necessary to extend the structure of the query classes
and to provide a parser for the RSP-QL syntax. The goal of this work was to
promote re-usability of queries, and the parser therefore allows the values of
output streams, stream identifiers, and window parameters to be represented
as variables. With respect to named windows identifiers and the relation-to-
stream operator, no scenario in which parameterization would be necessary
could be identified, so the implementation does not support parameterization
of these.

From the RSP Group discussions, it is not clear how (or if) windows and
streaming queries can be nested. The parser was implemented under the
assumption that windows can be referenced in non-streaming sub-queries. The
mandatory features and constructs of RSP-QL queries have not been specified,
and the parser therefore assumes that all the new RSP-QL constructs are
optional. For example, if no relation-to-stream operator was defined we would
assume that the query falls back to the default configuration of the execution
environment.

Following the implementation of the parser the ARQ classes were modified
to support the new constructs. Finally, the SPIN API was extended to be
able to serialize the query syntax to and from the RSP-SPIN representation.

9https://w3id.org/rsp/spin
10https://jena.apache.org/
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5.2.2 Serializers for RSP-SPIN
Transitioning between the RDF representation and query string is an essential
feature of SPIN. RSP-QL captures the semantics of CQELS-QL, C-SPARQL,
and SPARQLstream [21], and since RSP-SPIN is query language agnostic it
can be used to serialize a query into either of these languages.

As a proof of concept, RSP-SPIN serializers were created for the previ-
ously mentioned query languages. Features present in RSP-QL but not in the
target language were handled by using exclusion or simplification. The regis-
ter clause is only supported by C-SPARQL and was excluded for CQELS-QL
and SPARQLstream. C-SPARQL only supports basic strings as the name of
the resulting stream, and URIs therefore had to be simplified accordingly.
C-SPARQL and SPARQLstream do not support multiple windows over the
same stream, which required the employment of a simplification strategy.
The upper and lower bounds of a window that would include all the win-
dows over the stream were established and together with the smallest step
size present a new window was defined. Combinations of count-based and
time-based windows were not permitted. Named graphs in windows and in
the output of construct queries were not supported by either of the RSP
languages in question, so the implementation instead collapses the named
graphs into the default graph. SPARQLstream only supports time-based win-
dows, which required windows defined using a range to be translated into
this format. Windows defined in the past (i.e., with an upper bound that is
offset from the current time) are only supported by SPARQLstream, therefore
C-SPARQL and CQELS-QL instead used a range-based window defined in-
stead. For many queries, these translations should be regarded as approxima-
tions, since the simplifications do not always capture the semantic differences
between the languages.

5.3 Evaluation

The modeling capabilities of SPIN with respect to templates have not been
affected by the proposed extension. For this reason, the evaluation focused on
query representation only, and the reader is referred to the examples provided
as part of the RSP-SPIN API11 and the SPIN API12 for details on template
usage. In this section, we first show that the vocabulary can be used to repre-
sent the sample queries from the RSP Group. We then show that each of the
CSRBench [20] queries can be expressed using a single RSP-QL query and that
the underlying RSP-SPIN representation can be used to recreate the equiva-
lent benchmark queries for C-SPARQL, CQELS-QL, and SPARQLstream.

11https://w3id.org/rsp/spin/
12http://topbraid.org/spin/api/
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5.3.1 Modeling RSP-QL Queries
The 8 sample queries13 from the RSP Group were used to validate the expres-
siveness of RSP-SPIN, as well as the functionality of the RSP-SPIN API. All
queries contained minor syntax errors (e.g., missing prefix declarations, mis-
spellings, and unbalanced parentheses). For other query inconsistencies, the
intention of the query was typically clearly communicated by the accompany-
ing text description and the query could be adjusted or repaired accordingly.
For the purposes of the evaluation, all of these errors were corrected prior to
parsing. An additional query was included to illustrate query features that
have been discussed in the RSP Group but were not present in any of the sam-
ple queries; namely, count-based windows over streams, and named graphs in
window blocks and construct results. The added query, shown Listing 5.8,
filters the taxi trip stream to include only trips of more than 2 kilometers into
a new stream.

PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX ex: <http :// example .org# >
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >

REGISTER STREAM ex: longTrips AS
CONSTRUCT ISTREAM {

GRAPH ?g {
?s1 ?p1 ?o1 .

}
?g ?p2 ?o2 .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : trips [ITEM 1] # Window contains one item
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
GRAPH ?g {

?ride debs: distance ? distance . # Find the distance
FILTER (? distance > 2) # Filter by distance
?s1 ?p1 ?o1 . # Match all data in the graph

}
?g ?p2 ?o2 . # Match metadata about the graph

}
}

Listing 5.8: RSP-QL query filtering a stream of named graphs based on the
distance of the trip.

All RSP-QL queries except one were successfully parsed into RSP-SPIN
and serialized back into an equivalent query string. The query that failed
could not be parsed due to a nested construct query. This feature was not
included as part of RSP-QL, and is not supported in SPARQL 1.1. The full
set of RSP-QL queries used in the evaluation are listed in Appendix A.

13https://github.com/streamreasoning/RSP-QL
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5.3.2 Modeling CSRBench Queries
CSRBench [20] was developed to allow the correctness of different RSP im-
plementations to be evaluated based on their operational semantics. The
benchmark contains seven carefully handcrafted queries expressed using
C-SPARQL, CQELS-QL, and SPARQLstream, which represent the equivalent
queries for each different RSP query language.

We formulated the queries using RSP-QL and parsed them into RDF us-
ing the RSP-SPIN API. The RDF representations were then serialized into
C-SPARQL, CQELS-QL, and SPARQLstream queries. The generated query
strings were manually compared to the reference queries from the benchmark,
and for each of the queries the generated strings were equivalent, though not
necessarily identical, to the handcrafted queries. Listing 5.9 shows the first
benchmark query expressed as RSP-QL, and Listings 5.10– 5.11 show the
queries that were generated for each of the three languages. All CSRBench
queries expressed as RSP-QL can be found in Appendix A.

PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />
PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >

REGISTER STREAM : query1 AS
SELECT ? sensor ?obs
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT10S ]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;

om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
}
FILTER (? value > 80)

}

Listing 5.9: The first CSRBench query expressed using RSP-QL.

REGISTER QUERY query1 AS

PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >

SELECT ? sensor ?obs
FROM STREAM <http :// ex.org/ streams /test > [ RANGE 10s STEP 10s]
WHERE {

?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;
om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
FILTER (? value > 80)

}

Listing 5.10: The query in Listing 5.9 translated into C-SPARQL using the
RSP-SPIN API.
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PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >

SELECT ? sensor ?obs
FROM STREAM <http :// ex.org/ streams /test > [ NOW-10 S SLIDE 10 S]
WHERE {

?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;
om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
FILTER (? value > 80)

}

Listing 5.11: The query in Listing 5.9 translated into SPARQLstream via the
RSP-SPIN API.

PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >

SELECT ? sensor ?obs
WHERE {

STREAM <http :// ex.org/ streams /test > [ RANGE 10s SLIDE 10s] {
?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;

om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
}
FILTER (? value > 80)

}

Listing 5.12: The query in Listing 5.9 translated into CQELS-QL via the
RSP-SPIN API.

5.4 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, an extension to the SPIN vocabulary has been presented to
support RSP-QL queries. SPIN is, to date, the only model that lets SPARQL
queries be represented and shared as RDF. SPIN templates can support pa-
rameterization, allowing variables to be bound to user-defined values when the
queries are instantiated. Formulating queries, and validating that they reflect
the intention of the user, is often time-consuming, and writing the queries in
first place requires knowledge not only of the particular RSP dialect, but also
of the underlying data and ontologies. Query templates can be viewed as ab-
stractions of the queries that let users leverage the expressiveness of SPARQL,
even if they have little or no experience in writing queries themselves.

The work presented here represents, to the author’s knowledge, the first
attempt at extending SPIN for use in RSP. In combination with the RSP-SPIN
API it is presently the only Semantic Web technology that supports any type
of parameterization and sharing of RSP queries. While the modifications
supported by query templates of this type are minor with respect to the
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overall query, the effects in terms of query re-usability are significant. The
RSP-SPIN API supports parameterization of variables, range and bounds for
named windows, input stream identifiers, and the output stream identifier.

The vocabulary extension and the extended API were evaluated based
on the RSP Group sample queries, which have been used as in the RSP-QL
standardization work. The evaluation focused on query representation only,
since the template functionality of SPIN remains unchanged in the exten-
sion. We showed that the model captures all of the constructs currently sup-
ported in RSP-QL and that it can capture any RSP language that that can
be modeled by RSP-QL. This was demonstrated by showing that an RSP-QL
query expressed as RSP-SPIN can be serialized into the languages C-SPARQL,
CQELS-QL, and SPARQLstream. One of the implications of this is that even
if no RSP implementation yet supports RSP-QL, the proposed extension can
still be used to represent query templates for some of the most well known
RSP languages. For example, some RSP benchmarks could be implemented
based on a single set of RSP-QL queries, which can be automatically trans-
lated into any of the supported languages. Using RSP-SPIN as an abstraction
layer can also help users transition between different RSP languages, allow-
ing them to run tests and experiments without investing time in developing
and validating queries for each engine separately. However, RSP-SPIN does
not resolve the possible semantic differences that exists between these RSP
models.

There are other aspects to RSP that are not currently communicated in
RSP-QL queries, such as query evaluation strategies (e.g., if queries should
be executed on data input, based on a fixed interval, or every time a window
slides), and specification of the timestamp properties that apply on differ-
ent streams. These features could be communicated as part of the template
representation, for example, to configure an execution environment.

One aspect that has not yet been explored in depth is the possibility of
increasing the types of parameter constraints that can be supported in SPIN
templates. For example, we could support minimum and maximum values,
tests against regular expressions, or match input against data in ontologies14.
While many constraints can be defined as part of the queries, using the SPIN
meta modeling features to do some of these checks lets the queries be less
complex and easier to both optimize and reuse.

Future work involves evaluating RSP-SPIN in context and aligning it with
the updated proposal of the RSP Group. Potential additions to the model
that have already been discussed include, for example, support for temporal
operators (e.g., as supported by EP-SPARQL). We also envision the possi-
bility of describing pipelines and defining chains of queries to process data in
several steps, with particular focus on CEP applications.

14SPIN supports both testing for both subclass and subproperty relations but patterns
that are more expressive could be described using, for example, the Shapes Constraint
Language (https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/).
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The RSP systems described in Chapter 2 support continuous processing of
streaming data and in this chapter we leverage some of these systems for com-
plex event processing. We begin by introducing a loosely coupled (sometimes
inaccurately referred to as decoupled) architecture, where the dependencies be-
tween individual system components have been relaxed. The architecture was
implemented in three different scenarios, dealing with traffic-incident moni-
toring, criminal-activity monitoring, and electronic healthcare monitoring.

6.1 RSP for Event Processing

Adopting RDF as the main model in CEP is likely to cause performance
overhead compared to many other approaches; however, it can offer a simpler
overview of the data and the processing taking place. The Semantic Web
standards can support the integration of data represented in heterogeneous
formats, and reasoning can enable systems to leverage information that is
represented implicitly in the data.

In the future, RSP could ideally provide a single formalism for today’s
divergent CEP approaches. However, there are some inherent limitations in
current RSP approaches that affect the degree to which they can be applied
to CEP. Today, an RSP system that exists completely in isolation is severely
limited in terms of processing capabilities. For example, none of the current
RSP systems supports natural language processing, advanced statistical anal-
ysis, or machine learning. Expecting all such functionality to be incorporated
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into a single RSP execution framework is, at the time of writing, not feasible.
Instead, we must be able to efficiently interact with and leverage external
systems and tools for this type of processing.

Another limitation of current RSP systems is their scalability. There are of
course many factors to be considered when discussing RSP performance, such
as stream velocity, query execution rate, window size and slide frequency,
number of parallel streams, query complexity, and size of the background
data. Distributed RSP systems have reported total throughputs of up to
200,000 triples/second [32, 46], but most engines report input stream veloc-
ities of less than a few thousand triples per second. To put this figure in
perspective, lets consider the social media service Twitter. Twitter reported
an average of around 5,700 tweets per second in 20131. The JSON object re-
turned by the Twitter API can contain more than a hundred fields, including
user-related data, multimedia links, user mentions, re-tweet counts, times-
tamps and more. Each tweet could thus conservatively result in dozens of
triples, generating a total average stream rate of up to 100,000 triples per sec-
ond. Even the distributed approaches would struggle to handle these stream
velocities. While the Twitter stream is an exceptional case in terms of veloc-
ity, similar stream rates can result from querying collections of streams, such
as data generated from smart sensors.

RSP-QL can be used to model some of the most common RSP languages.
In the following scenarios, we have used RSP-QL to define all the RSP queries
and used the RSP-SPIN extension (see Chapter 5) to convert these represen-
tations into the required RSP language. For space reasons, we report only the
RSP-QL queries here, but the translated queries are listed in Appendix B.

6.2 Architecture

In the conceptual architecture, we consider a system that consists of three
main types of building blocks: event producers (producers), event consumers
(consumers), and event processing agents (EPAs) (see Section 2.5). The com-
ponents are linked up to form event processing networks (EPNs). A producer
passes data to one or more message channels, consumers serve as message
sinks, and EPAs both consume and output data within the EPN. Based on
this definition, EPAs include any component capable of both consuming and
producing data.

Furthermore, we explicitly model the channels through which messages
are passed between components. The channels must support one-to-many
communication, at-least-once delivery semantics, and maintain the original
order of the streaming data. One-to-many communication simply states that
more than one component should be able to consume data from a channel.

1https://blog.twitter.com/engineering/en_us/a/2013/new-tweets-per-second-
record-and-how.html last retrieved on 2017-09-14
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At-least-once delivery semantics requires the transportation of a message to
a consumer to be guaranteed. A more strict definition, exactly-once delivery
semantics, where data is guaranteed to be delivered to consumers exactly
once, is seldom feasible in distributed systems.

Making the message channels explicit highlights the intention of main-
taining loose coupling within the EPN. However, no assumptions are made
with respect to how these are implemented in practice. For example, messag-
ing could be managed using a framework that supports the publish-subscribe
pattern or the actor model, but could also be implemented as a part of the
application. The basic relationships between the building blocks in the archi-
tecture are illustrated in Figure 6.1. The results reported in following sections
were all measured on a 2015 Macbook Pro (2,8 GHz Intel Core i7) with 16 GB
1600 MHz DDR3 with 80 GB of available SSD storage space.

,

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the event processing architecture. Data passes from
the sources to the producers that make it available internally. Messages may
be passed through a network of EPAs before reaching the consumers, and
ultimately the end-users or external applications.

6.3 Scenario 1: Traffic-Incident Monitoring

In the traffic-incident scenario, the goal was to increase emergency responders’
situation awareness about traffic incidents by leveraging social media. The
scenario was inspired by similar work on event enrichment in the VALCRI
project.

The objective was to supplement traffic-incident reports with potentially
relevant information by automatically capturing associated status updates
from Twitter status updates (or tweets). The traffic incidents were manually
collected from online traffic services, but in a real world setting the incidents
would be generated based on data from some trusted source (e.g., the report
of an emergency responder).
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6.3.1 Data
The data used in the scenario included a list of traffic-incident reports, a
stream of tweets, and data from the Ordnance Survey2. The traffic-incident
reports were collected from Traffic England3 and Traffic Scotland4, which are
two online services that provide a lot of information regarding traffic condi-
tions. The two sites differ somewhat in the type of information they publish
with respect to incidents, but both report the road and junction affected, a
reason for the incident, a text description, and information about the num-
ber of lanes that are affected. Additionally, an incident is plotted on a map
showing the exact geographic location of the incident. Usually an estimate of
how long it will take to clear the site is also provided. Table 6.1 shows an
example of an accident involving an overturned vehicle on the M1 between
the junctions J46 and J47.

Table 6.1: Example of a traffic incident from Traffic England. The report
describes an accident involving an overturned vehicle between the junctions
J46 and J47 on the northbound M1. The nearest city, northing, and easting
were extracted from the incident location plotted on a map.

Severity Severe
Road M1
Type Incident
Location The M1 northbound between junctions J46

and J47
Reason Accident involving an overturned vehicle
Status Currently Active
Time to clear The event is expected to clear between 13:30

and 13:45 on 14 September 2017
Return to normal Normal traffic conditions are expected be-

tween 14:30 and 14:45 on 14 September 2017
Lanes closed 3 of 3
Easting 438587
Northing 433905

2http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/
3http://www.trafficengland.com/
4https://trafficscotland.org/
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Twitter is one of the world’s most popular microblogging platforms5. A
tweet is limited to a short text snippet, containing a maximum of 140 charac-
ters6. Depending on the privacy settings, public tweets can provide location
information connected to the user or the tweets. For geotagged tweets, the
location is derived from the device on which the tweet was posted; however,
the percentage of users that provide an exact location is very low. One study
showed that only about 0.7 percent of all tweets provide a device location [28].
On the other hand, users often provide some location information as part of
their account profile, or associate their tweets with a place description.

In the scenario, the Twitter API was used to retrieve tweets that could
potentially be related to a particular traffic incident. The search API was
used to collect tweets around and before the reported time of the incidents,
while the streaming API was used to collect newly posted tweets continuously.
The search API returns a subset of the complete set of tweets matching the
search criteria, whereas the streaming API returns a rate limited percentage
of all new tweets that match the search criteria. Generally, the search API
results in much higher latencies than the streaming API, and the number
of requests are rate limited. In theory, search queries can be issued by a
single application every 2–5 seconds on average7. The maximum number of
tweets returned by a search request is 100, which places the maximum average
throughput at around 50 tweets per second. The rate limit of the streaming
API, on the other hand, is about 1 percent of all posted tweets in the entire
world, which means that its throughput is up to about 60 tweets per second.
The theoretical throughput of the two APIs is therefore roughly the same.
For data collection, both APIs were used in combination. A subset of a JSON
response returned from the Twitter service is shown in Listing 6.1.

5In early 2017, Twitter reported 313 million active users per month, 88 percent of which
were active on mobile devices (https://about.twitter.com/company

6Twitter updated their character policy in 2016, and no longer counts multimedia links
and quoted tweets (re-tweets) towards character limit.

7The rates reported at the time of writing were 180 search requests per authenticated
user and 450 requests per authenticated application for each 15-minute window (see https:
//dev.twitter.com/rest/public/rate-limits)
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{
"text": "Slow traffic on the M1 :(",
"retweeted": false,
"place": null,
"created_at": "Thu Sep 14 13:41:36 +0000 2017",
"user": {

"screen_name": "JohnDoe",
"time_zone": "GMT",
"location": "Leeds , England",
"lang": "en"

},
"geo": null,
...

}

Listing 6.1: The listing shows a few included in a JSON object returned by
the Twitter API.
The background data in the scenario consisted of data from the Ordnance

Survey. The Ordnance Survey is Great Britain’s national mapping agency,
and it provides the most accurate and up-to-date geographic data about Great
Britain. The 50K Gazetteer Linked Data8 contains more than 250,000 place
names and is the most detailed gazetteer (or geographical dictionary) available
for Great Britain. The Ordnance Survey maps all locations to the British
National Grid, which lets positions be referenced in using a grid-based system
where each square can be subdivided into progressively smaller squares. A
location is identified by a string of letters and numbers, or using two integer
coordinates. An illustration of the grid divided into squares of size 100 km by
100 km is shown in Figure 6.2.

6.3.2 Ontologies
The traffic incidents and tweets were modeled using and an extension of the
Event ODP (see Chapter 4). In the model, a TrafficIncident was de-
fined as a ComplexEventObject and associated with the time of the incident
(reportedAt), a named place (hasLocation), keywords (hasKeyword), a text
description (hasDescription), a country (hasCountry), and the nearest city
(hasCity). A tweet was represented using the class Status, which was was
defined as a SimpleEventObject. Tweets were also linked with two classes
representing the associated place (Place) and a user account (Account). The
ontology included data properties to represent a subset of the attributes re-
turned by the Twitter API.

8http://data.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/datasets/50k-gazetteer
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Figure 6.2: British National Grid divided into squares of size 100 km
by 100 km. https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/18/
British_National_Grid.svg. Distributed under a CC BY-SA 3.0 license.

The relevance class (Relevance) was used to associate tweets with a set of
relevance values described in terms of spatial distance (hasSpatialDistance),
temporal distance (hasTemporalDistance), and content similarity
(hasContentSimilarity). The named place class (gaz:NamedPlace) defined
in the Ordnance Survey ontology provided an alignment with the gazetteer
data. The classes and object properties of the ontology are presented in
Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the classes and object properties defined in the
traffic-incident ontology. Events were associated with grid locations via the
NamedPlace class defined in the Ordnance Survey ontology.
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6.3.3 Relevance Metrics
Three metrics were used to describe the relevance between tweets and traffic
incidents: spatial distance, temporal distance, and content similarity.

Spatial distance between two grid locations can be calculated using
Pythagoras’s theorem. The actual meaning of a spatial distance is, how-
ever, dependent on the geographic granularity of the locations themselves.
For example, there is no obvious way of measuring the distance between the
location of a traffic incident and a city, although both can be represented as
grid locations. The approach adopted here adds a penalty to distances cal-
culated based on a town or city, as opposed to an exact coordinate. When a
tweet is enriched with an indirect location collected from a user profile, the
penalty was higher still.

Temporal distance between a traffic incident and a tweet was defined as
the duration between their respective timestamps. A small duration indicated
that the two events occurred near each other in time. Since the tweet stream
can contain tweets that were posted before the reported time of the traffic
incident, durations can potentially be negative.

Content similarity can be assessed in many different ways but here we
simply chose to count the number of matches between the text of a tweet and
the keywords from the traffic incident. This allowed the content similarity
metric to be calculated using a simple SPARQL aggregate query. One way of
improving this could be by, for example, providing weights for the individual
content words.

6.3.4 Implementation
In the implementation, direct component-to-component communication was
used. The application was written in Java and run within a single JVM.
Events were internally represented and streamed as RDF graphs represented
by Jena models. An overview of the event processing pipeline is shown in
Figure 6.4.

Event Producers

The traffic incidents were manually captured from Traffic England and Traffic
Scotland, and translated into RDF based on the event ontology extension
described above. For each traffic incident, the reported time, grid location,
and nearest city were identified. Incident keywords were automatically created
based on the traffic-incident description, with stopwords, time notations, and
numbers removed. Listing 6.2 shows the complete structure of the traffic-
incident example from Table 6.1.

The information about a traffic incident was used to automatically set up
a twitter stream, using the traffic-incident keywords as the search query. The
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Figure 6.4: Diagram illustrating the event processing pipeline implemented
in the traffic-incident monitoring scenario.

stream was produced as a two-part process. The search API was used to re-
trieve matching tweets from the past, stretching back to two hours before the
reported time of the incident, while the streaming API was used to retrieve
tweets continuously. Each tweet was implicitly ordered based on the time of
arrival in the stream, rather than on the generation time of the post. The mes-
sage was formatted as RDF prior to being published to the internal channel
and was bound to the traffic incident for which it was retrieved. An example
of a tweet, represented using the Twitter ontology, is shown in Listing 6.3.
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@prefix : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# > .
@prefix geo: <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# > .
@prefix gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer /> .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .
@prefix spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations /> .

<http :// trafficincident .org/ incident1 >
a : TrafficIncident ;
: hasDescription " Accident involving an overturned vehicle on the M1
↪ northbound between junctions J46 and J47. The event is expected to
↪ clear between 13:30 and 13:45 on 14 September 2017. Normal traffic
↪ conditions are expected between 14:30 and 14:45 on 14 September
↪ 2017. All lanes are closed ." ;

: hasKeyword " expected " , "j47" , " lanes " , " conditions " , " traffic " ,
↪ " vehicle " , " junctions " , " clear " , "j46" , " northbound " ,
↪ " overturned " , " closed " , " event " , "m1" , " september " ,
↪ " accident " , " normal " , " involving " ;

: hasLocation [ a gaz: NamedPlace ;
spatial : easting " 438587.2965974021 "^^ xsd: double ;
spatial : northing " 433905.46081581945 "^^ xsd: double ;
: hasCity " Leeds " ;
: hasCountry " England " ;
geo:lat " 53.799805 "^^ xsd: double ;
geo:long " -1.414074 "^^ xsd: double

] ;
: reportedAt "2017 -09 -14 T14 :00:00+00:00 "^^ xsd: dateTime .

Listing 6.2: A traffic incident modeled using the traffic-incident ontology.

@prefix twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# > .
@prefix geo: <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .
@prefix place : <http :// twitter .com/ place# > .
@prefix event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# > .
@prefix account : <http :// twitter .com/ account# > .
@prefix status : <http :// twitter .com/ status# > .

status :908312966403055616
a twitter : Status ;
twitter : createdAt "2017 -09 -14 T14 :54:21.000+02:00 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
twitter : hasAccount account :298423910 ;
twitter : hasLang "en" ;
twitter : hasStatusId " 908312966403055616 "^^ xsd:long ;
twitter : hasText " Driver in M1 crash that killed eight people did not
↪ have lorry licence , court hears https ://t.co /8 y5oZsI4su ^ DailyT
↪ https ://t.co/ YLJM7FjfTf " ;

twitter : isRetweet false ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf <http :// trafficincident .org/ incident1 > .

account :298423910
a twitter : Account ;
traffic : hasLocation [ a gaz: NamedPlace ;

rdfs: label " ENGLAND " ] ;
twitter : createdAt "2011 -05 -14 T10 :58:47+0200 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
twitter : hasAccountId " 298423910 "^^ xsd:long ;
twitter : hasLang "en" ;
twitter : hasScreenName " MrTraffic " .

}

Listing 6.3: A tweet modeled using the traffic-incident ontology.
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Event Processing Agents

In the event processing pipeline, four of the EPAs were implemented as queries
in the CQELS engine. However, CQELS-QL is not expressive enough for
all the processing required in the traffic-incident scenario. For example, the
current CQELS engine has no support property paths, optionals, or unions.
There is also no support for datetime arithmetic and square root. In order to
calculate the spatial and temporal distances we instead employed standard
SPARQL queries against an in-memory dataset represented using Apache
Jena 9.

Practically, CQELS needs to decompose the streamed graphs into triples
prior to ingestion, which gives rise to the issue of stream punctuation and
event-object boundaries (see Section 4.3). Boundaries in the scenario were
managed by matching the entire event-object structures in the query patterns,
which removed the risk of partial matches.

The traffic incidents in the scenario were always associated with a grid
location. While tweets rarely had any such detailed location information, they
were often linked to a more general location description, either directly or via
the associated user profile. In both cases, the identified place descriptions were
used as an estimate of the tweet origin. The location descriptions typically
consisted of a comma-separated city and country, and all items in such a list
were added as labels to the associated location during the RDF translation
phase. To allow comparisons with the gazetteer, all device locations were also
converted into grid locations.

From the gazetteer, 388,000 triples were loaded into the CQELS engine,
including a total of 42,549 towns, cities, and other settlements. Three queries
were used to produce a stream of tweets associated with some location derived
from the device, associated place, or user account. The queries are represented
using RSP-QL in Listings 6.4–6.6. The CQELS queries generated from these
can be found in Appendix B.

The spatial and temporal similarity between the tweets and the associated
traffic incident was calculated using a SPARQL query. The distance between
two grid coordinates can be calculated by applying the Pythagoras’s theorem;
however, CQELS does not support square root. With respect to the temporal
distance datetime arithmetic is required, which is not possible in CQELS
either. Both operations are supported in the Apache Jena and a single query
was used to enrich the stream with both relevance metrics. The precision
of the spatial information depends on the source of the location information.
In the query, any location information enriched from a user account received
an added spatial distance of 10 km, while one enriched from a user account
received an addition of 100 km. The query is shown in Listing 6.7.

Content similarity was calculated as the number of keyword in the traffic
incident that matched the text in a tweet. This calculation could not be done

9https://jena.apache.org/
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in any straightforward way using CQELS since it does not support nested
aggregates. The EPA was therefore implemented as a SPARQL query and
issued against an in-memory model in Apache Jena. The query is shown in
Listing 6.8.

PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer />
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf-schema# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

REGISTER STREAM : enrich-place AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM
{

? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status ;
twitter : hasText ?text ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location .

? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;
rdfs: label ? locationLabel ;
spatial : northing ? northing ;
spatial : easting ? easting ;
traffic : source " place " .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : twitter [ RANGE PT2S]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ ? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status ;

twitter : hasText ?text ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
twitter : hasPlace ? location .

? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;
rdfs: label ? locationLabel

}
_:b0 rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;

rdfs: label ? locationLabel ;
spatial : easting ? easting ;
spatial : northing ? northing

}

Listing 6.4: RSP-QL query generating a stream of twitter messages enriched
with location information from the gazetteer based on the place associated
with the tweet.
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PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer />
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf-schema# >
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

REGISTER STREAM : enrich-account AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM
{

? tweet a twitter : Status ;
twitter : hasText ?text ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location .

? location a gaz: NamedPlace ;
rdfs: label ? locationLabel ;
spatial : northing ? northing ;
spatial : easting ? easting ;
traffic : source " account " .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : twitter [ RANGE PT2S]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ ? tweet twitter : hasText ?text ;

event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
twitter : hasAccount ? account .

? account a twitter : Account ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location .

? location a gaz: NamedPlace ;
rdfs: label ? locationLabel

}
[] a gaz: NamedPlace ;

rdfs: label ? locationLabel ;
spatial : easting ? easting ;
spatial : northing ? northing .

}

Listing 6.5: RSP-QL query generating a stream of twitter messages enriched
with location information from on the gazetteer based on the associated user
account.
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PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer />
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf-schema# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

REGISTER STREAM : geolocated AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM
{

? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status ;
twitter : hasText ?text ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location .

? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;
spatial : northing ? northing ;
spatial : easting ? easting ;
traffic : source " status " .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : twitter [ RANGE PT2S]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ ? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status ;

twitter : hasText ?text ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location .

? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;
spatial : northing ? northing ;
spatial : easting ? easting

}
}

Listing 6.6: RSP-QL query identifying the twitter messages that are
geolocated.
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PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX afn: <http :// jena.hpl.hp.com/ARQ/ function# >
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >

CONSTRUCT {
? tweet a twitter : Status ;

traffic : hasRelevance ? relevance .
? relevance a traffic : RelevanceObject ;

traffic : hasSpatialDistance ? spatialDistance ;
traffic : hasTemporalDistance ? temporalDistance .

?s ?p ?o .
}
WHERE {

? tweet a twitter : Status ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
(!<>)* ?s .

?s ?p ?o .
{ SELECT ? tweet ? incident (MIN(? distance ) AS ? spatialDistance )

WHERE {
? tweet event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;

traffic : hasLocation ? location .
? location spatial : easting ?e1 ;

spatial : northing ?n1 ;
traffic : source ? source .

GRAPH <http :// traffic .org/ incidents > {
? incident traffic : hasLocation _:b0 .
_:b0 spatial : easting ?e2 ;

spatial : northing ?n2 .
}
BIND(IF(? source = " status ", 0,

IF(? source = " place ", 10000 , 1000000) ) AS ? penalty )
BIND(xsd: double (?e1)-xsd : double (?e2) AS ?eDif)
BIND(xsd: double (?n1)-xsd : double (?n2) AS ?nDif)
BIND(afn:sqrt(?eDif * ?eDif + ?nDif * ?nDif) + ? penalty AS

↪ ? distance )
} GROUP BY ? tweet ? incident

}
GRAPH <http :// traffic .org/ incidents > {

? incident traffic : reportedAt ? reportedAt .
}
BIND ((? createdAt - ? reportedAt ) AS ? temporalDistance )
{ BIND( BNODE () AS ? relevance ) }

}

Listing 6.7: SPARQL query calculating the spatial and temporal distance
between a traffic incident and a tweet.
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PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

CONSTRUCT
{

? tweet traffic : hasRelevance ? relevance .
? relevance traffic : hasContentSimilarity ? score .
?s ?p ?o .

}
WHERE

{ ? tweet traffic : hasRelevance ? relevance .
? tweet (!<>)* ?s .
?s ?p ?o
{ SELECT ? tweet ( COUNT (? keyword ) AS ? score )

WHERE
{ ? tweet twitter : hasText ?text

GRAPH <http :// traffic .org/ incidents >
{ ? incident traffic : hasKeyword ? keyword }

FILTER regex(?text , ?keyword , "i")
}

GROUP BY ? tweet ? incident
}

}

Listing 6.8: SPARQL query calculating the number of keywords from the
traffic incident that are matched in the status text of a tweet.

PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

REGISTER STREAM : filtered AS

SELECT ISTREAM ?text ? createdAt ? easting ? northing
? contentSimilarity ? spatialDistance ? temporalDistance

FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : stream4 [ RANGE PT5H]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ ? tweet twitter : hasText ?text ;

twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location ;
traffic : hasRelevance ? relevance .

? location spatial : easting ? easting ;
spatial : northing ? northing .

? relevance traffic : hasContentSimilarity ? contentSimilarity ;
traffic : hasSpatialDistance ? spatialDistance ;
traffic : hasTemporalDistance ? temporalDistance

}
FILTER (? contentSimilarity > 2)
FILTER (? spatialDistance < 50000)

}

Listing 6.9: An RSP-QL select query filtering out tweets based on user-defined
threshold values.
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Event Consumer

The event consumer was implemented as a CQELS query and results printed
in a continuously growing table of tweets. The query filtered the stream of
enriched tweets by the relevance metrics. The filters were intended to be
user-defined threshold values, with lower values resulting in a higher volume
of retained tweets, and higher thresholds would result in fewer tweets of a
higher overall relevance. The query is represented as an RSP-QL query in
Listing 6.9.

6.3.5 Summary and Discussion
The traffic-incident monitoring scenario presented several challenges from an
RSP perspective, and it highlighted a number of features required in many
CEP scenarios. For example, it is often necessary be able to calculate the
difference between two timestamps, and to find the distance between geo-
graphic locations. Generally, neither of these are supported in current RSP
implementations10.

The content similarity EPA could not be implemented as a CQELS-QL
query, since the CQELS engine does not support nested queries, which was
necessary to calculate the required aggregate value. When tested individually,
the EPAs based on SPARQL and Jena both processed up to 100 events per
second without causing any noticeable delays. It should also be noted that
all of these EPAs would have been supported in RSP-QL.

Perhaps the most notable shortcoming of the CQELS engine in the sce-
nario was the lack of support for the optional clause and the union pattern.
This made it necessary to formulate three separate queries for the location en-
richment phase, where one would have otherwise sufficed. Also, despite being
represented in a grid system, the limitations in terms of arithmetic operations
prevented CQELS from being used to calculate the spatial distances.

Querying the Ordnance Survey gazetteer introduced a noticeable perfor-
mance impact on CQELS. The performance was relatively stable up to around
40 tweets/second (7̃00 triples/second) but beyond this rate the engine became
periodically unresponsive. Interestingly, the SPARQL queries issued against
the events in the in-memory Jena models were ultimately not the bottleneck
in the pipeline. The explanation for this is twofold. Firstly, the direct com-
munication in the pipeline allowed the Jena models to be communicated with
no serialization overhead. Secondly, the in-memory models that were queried
were very small, containing only a single traffic incident and a twitter event
per query evaluation.

The tweets were associated with the traffic incidents based on a set of
relevance metrics, and with the exception of temporal distance (which in

10Recent version of INSTANS provide support for some datetime arithmetic by loading
a set of extension functions.
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CQELS-QL can only be defined in the window) the thresholds for these values
could be calibrated based on user preferences in the final query. For example,
increasing the required content similarity and reducing the allowed temporal
and spatial distance would reduce the number of tweets in the final output,
while increasing the overall relevance of the remaining tweets.

6.4 Scenario 2: Criminal-Activity Monitoring

In the criminal-activity monitoring scenario, the focus was on how scalable
event processing can be achieved when dealing with data requiring sophisti-
cated access-control. In the VALCRI project (see Section 3.1.1), information
is associated with security classifications ranging from publicly accessible to
strictly confidential, but data access is also context dependent. For example,
the information accessible to an analyst working on a burglary case can be
very different from that which can be legally and ethically accessed in a mur-
der investigation. These access-control restrictions cannot be covered by only
using data encryption or group-based access control.

The VALCRI context provides constraints with respect to how components
are allowed to communicate. Specifically, the software employed to manage
access control has been integrated with Apache ActiveMQ11 (hereafter re-
ferred to simply as ActiveMQ). ActiveMQ is a messaging framework that
supports, among other things, the publish-subscribe pattern. The messages
are ordered within topics and managed by a broker that allows components to
communicate with each other without knowing about each other’s existence
(see Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5: Relationship between producer, consumer, and broker in a basic
setup of ActiveMQ. The producer and consumer each have a reference to a
broker. The broker can perform load balancing by distributing messages for
a topic between registered consumers.

The access-control software required all messages to be wrapped in an
XML-based message structure12. The access-control policies that applied on
top of the communicated messages lie outside the scope of this thesis and for
the remainder of the chapter the process will be viewed as an implicit part of
the message communication framework.

11http://activemq.apache.org/
12This requirement was in place during the time of the implementation but has been

dropped in the more recent versions of the VALCRI infrastructure.
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Another requirement in the VALCRI scenario was that each system com-
ponent had to be encapsulated as a Docker13 container. Docker containers
allow applications to be packed together with all the required libraries and
dependencies, which greatly simplifies deployment and collaborative develop-
ment. This, however, increased the technical complexity of the pipeline and
added to the memory requirements of the pipeline as a whole.

The Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) data stream was the
primary source of streaming data in the VALCRI. In the scenario, we limited
ourselves to three primary tasks: (1) filtering ANPR observations based on a
list of vehicles of interest, (2) generating routes traveled by vehicles of interest,
and (3) detecting possible rendezvous between persons that were suspects in
the same crime.

6.4.1 Data
The datasets available in the VALCRI project at the time of the implemen-
tation were made up by more than 120 millions RDF quads. This is consid-
erably more than what current RSP implementations can support efficiently,
and throughout the implementation we used only a small subset of the crime
and person records.

The ANPR records contained five fields: the number plate of the observed
vehicle, a camera description, the location of the camera sensor, and a time-
stamp (see Table 6.2). The ANPR cameras were considered to be static, and
they were not moved during the application runtime. This means that three of
the fields from each sensor reading could be stripped and instead be provided
as part of the static metadata. Additionally, placing the camera information
in a static dataset allowed the distances between all pairs of ANPR cameras
to be calculated and added to the static dataset offline, allowing approximate
distances to be looked up quickly.

Table 6.2: Example of an ANPR observation.

Number Plate A2RJQ
Camera description WPT 267
Longitude 52.46333
Latitude -1.88695
Observation time 2017-03-17 20:10:00 GMT

The ANPR dataset in VALCRI contains approximately 600,000 observa-
tions per day; however, the total ANPR volume in Great Britain returns
more than 20 million observations during the same time-period14. At the

13https://www.docker.com/
14The ANPR cameras in the United Kingdom report between 25 and 35 mil-

lion records daily (http://www.npcc.police.uk/FreedomofInformation/ANPR.aspx visited on
2017-10-09).
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time of writing, the vehicle observations in VALCRI had not yet been tempo-
rally aligned with the rest of the VALCRI data, and no links between vehicle
registration numbers and persons in the crime datasets were available.

In order to provide this missing alignment, as well as simulate a higher
stream rate, we generated a new ANPR dataset using the original data as
a reference. The ANPR cameras were manually positioned at intersections
and roads around a city center, after which a series of routes were laid out
between cameras. Vehicle observations were then generated along these routes
and the timestamps for each observation along a route were offset relative to
the estimated distance to the previous camera. The number of observations
were configured to increase throughout the course of the day and decrease
again by the evening. Figure 6.6 shows the placement of a subset of the
cameras included in the new dataset.

Figure 6.6: The map shows the locations of a subset of the ANPR camera
sensors used in the scenario.

We further included a set of blacklisted vehicles and a vehicle owner reg-
istry. The blacklisted vehicles represented vehicles of interest, which were not
necessarily connected to a specific crime. In the owner registry, individuals
were linked to vehicle registration numbers, providing links between the owner
of a car and suspects. This data is representative of the type of alignments
that would be expected in a real-world scenario (see Section 3.1.1).

6.4.2 Ontologies
Event objects were modeled based on an extension of the Event ODP (see
Chapter 4). The ontology is illustrated Figure 6.7 and shows the classes and
object properties defined in the model. The ontology was aligned with the
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main VALCRI ontologies via the classes Person and Crime. The Distance
class was used to link an estimated distance between two ANPR cameras.

Figure 6.7: The diagram shows an overview of the classes and object properties
in the ANPR ontology.

6.4.3 Implementation
The pipeline implemented for this scenario is illustrated in Figure 6.8. The
ANPR producer published a comma-separated string to topic in ActiveMQ,
which was converted into RDF by an adapter. All RDF events were published
as serialized RDF graphs and wrapped in the XML-message structure required
by the access-control software. The ANPR data stream was consumed by
two separate CQELS queries, after which the results were processed by two
C-SPARQL queries. Finally, the data was made available in a client service
to which clients could subscribe.

ActiveMQ was deployed as Docker container with the necessary security
and access-control add-on, and configured to run with a single message broker.
For each stream a topic (represented by URI) was generated. Topics that did
not already exist were set to be created automatically, which meant that the
components in the event processing network could be started or stopped in
any order without causing any issues with respect to inter-component depen-
dencies.

CQELS and C-SPARQL were integrated as RSP components in the sys-
tem, and the static datasets were loaded into the default graph of each engine.
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Figure 6.8: Diagram illustrating the event processing pipeline implemented
in the criminal-activity monitoring scenario.

CQELS implicitly supported incremental semantics (IStream) as the default
relation-to-stream operator. This made CQELS suitable for the tasks that
required filtering of events streams since it can avoid duplicates. C-SPARQL,
on the other hand, had more complete support for SPARQL and supported
snapshot semantics (RStream). C-SPARQL was therefore better suited for
tasks that required the output of an entire state, and tasks that required
more expressive queries.
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1 "01NRWS,camera_16 ,2017-03-01 03:27:00"
2 "Y6ZWNC ,camera_21 ,2017-03-01 03:27:00"
3 "G4I8HF ,camera_23 ,2017-03-01 03:27:00"
4 "RJCADE ,camera_28 ,2017-03-01 03:28:00"
5 "CYL4MT ,camera_35 ,2017-03-01 03:28:00"

Listing 6.10: Five observations from the ANPR stream represented as comma-
separated strings.

The issue of event object boundaries (see Section 4.3) was handled partly
by streaming the event objects as RDF graphs. This meant that any streamed
event object was transferred in its entirety as a single message. However, since
the graphs had to be decomposed into triples internally when consumed by
the RSP engines we handled this by always specifying the full structure of
the event objects in the query patterns, although this severely limited the
possibility of generalizing the event patterns for different use-cases.

Event Producers

The ANPR data stream was generated from a file stored on disk. The producer
generated an average of around 140 events/second, which is around 20 times
the streaming rate of the data available in VALCRI. However, due to the
temporal granularity of the events they were delivered in bursts once per
minute, causing spikes of high stream velocities. ActiveMQ here acted as a
message buffer that allowed the stream consumers to ingest the data at a
slower rate. Listing 6.10 shows 5 observations from the ANPR stream.

Event Processing Agents

The RDF adapter converted the stream of ANPR observations into on-the-fly
using Apache Jena15. Listing 6.11 shows the first ANPR observation from
Listing 6.10 expressed as RDF. The vehicle identifier is a blank node to ac-
count for the fact that many crimes are committed using stolen vehicle regis-
tration plates. In many cases, it is fair to assume that the registration plate
number does indeed represent a specific vehicle; however, we here required this
to be a conscious decision in the processing pipeline. The RSP queries in this
section are represented using RSP-QL, but the CQELS-QL and C-SPARQL
translations are listed in Appendix B.

Blacklisted vehicles were filtered out using a CQELS query. The query
was defined to match the entire vehicle observation to ensure that the event-
object boundary was respected. To avoid the risk of missing an event due
to delays the window range was set to 1 second. No window step parameter

15https://jena.apache.org
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@prefix event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/
↪ eventprocessing .owl# > .

@prefix anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# > .
@prefix camera : <http :// ns. valcri .org/data/ camera /> .
@prefix vehicle : <http :// ns. valcri .org/data/ vehicle /> .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .

_:b0
a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera camera : camera_16 ;
anpr: hasObservationTime "2017 -03 -01 T03 :27:00+00:00 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
anpr: hasVehicle _:b1 .

_:b1
a anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno "01 NRWS" .

Listing 6.11: The first ANPR vehicle observation from Listing 6.10 represented
as RDF.

was used to allow the query to match incoming events as quickly as possible.
CQELS maintained consistent behavior and sub-second delays up to almost
1000 events/second. The resulting stream was reduced to only a small fraction
of the original stream, averaging at less than 1 event/second. The query
represented using RSP-QL query can be seen in Listing 6.12.

Observations of persons that were suspects in some crime in the dataset
were generated using a CQELS query. The query matched vehicle observations
where the owner of the vehicle person was a suspect in some crime. The query
binds a blank node to a variable in the query body; however, this severely
impacts the performance of CQELS, bringing down the average throughput to
less than 10 events/second. Replacing the variable with a blank node defined
in the construct result had the unintended effect of binding all events to the
same blank node, although it brought up throughput to the levels reported in
the previous query. This poor performance was assumed to be a bug in the
current version of the engine. The query is represented as an RSP-QL query
in Listing 6.13.

The vehicle routes of blacklisted vehicles were captured using a C-SPARQL
query that leveraged the previously filtered stream. A route was defined as
all observations of a particular vehicle within the last 30 minutes, capturing
the start and stop of the majority of all trips in the stream. An alterna-
tive would have been to use a larger temporal window and put a duration
threshold between the observations to mark the end of a trip; however, vehi-
cles could travel along roads where no cameras were installed, thus creating
gaps with respect to what could be observed. A route was defined to be
a composite event object, and all referenced observations were included in
the produced event. C-SPARQL maintained a consistent performance of up
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PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >

REGISTER STREAM : blacklisted AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM
{

? observation
a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .

? vehicle
a anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasVehicleStatus anpr: Blacklisted ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :anpr [ RANGE PT1S]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ ? observation

a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .

? vehicle
a anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno

}
_:b0

rdf:type anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno ;
anpr: hasVehicleStatus anpr: Blacklisted

}

Listing 6.12: RSP-QL query filtering out observations of blacklisted vehicles.

to around 100 events/seconds. The query is represented using RSP-QL in
Listing 6.14.

Detecting possible rendezvous between persons of interest was also done
using a C-SPARQL query. The query generated a rendezvous event when
two persons were observed that were connected to the same crime and were
spotted within 100 meters of each other in a 10 minute window. The cal-
culated distance between cameras was used for the spatial filter, while the
size of the window was used to provide the temporal boundaries. As in the
previous query, the C-SPARQL query maintained a consistent performance
up to around 100 events/seconds. Listing 6.15 shows the query represented
using RSP-QL.

Event Consumers

The pipeline had, at the time of writing, no visual component that was part
of the main VALCRI user-interface. The implementation, however, offered a
web service from which the results could be retrieved by clients.
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PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >

REGISTER STREAM : personsofinterest AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM
{

? personObservation
a anpr: PersonObservation ;
anpr: observationOfPerson ? person ;
anpr: derivedFrom ? observation ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time .

? observation
a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .

? vehicle
a anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :anpr [ RANGE PT1S]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ ? observation

a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .

? vehicle
a anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno

}
_:b0

rdf:type anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno ;
anpr: ownedBy ? person .

? crime
a anpr: Crime ;
anpr: hasSuspect ? person .

BIND( BNODE () AS ? personObservation )
}

Listing 6.13: RSP-QL query generating a stream of observations of persons
that are suspects in some crime.
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PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >

REGISTER STREAM : vehicleroutes AS

CONSTRUCT RSTREAM
{

[] rdf:type anpr: VehicleRoute ;
anpr: hasStartTime ? minTime ;
anpr: hasEndTime ? maxTime ;
anpr: hasVehicleObservation ? observation .

? observation
a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : blacklisted [ RANGE PT30M STEP PT10S]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ { SELECT ? regno (MAX(?time) AS ? maxTime ) (MIN(?time) AS ? minTime )

WHERE
{ ? event anpr: hasVehicle /anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

? event anpr: hasObservationTime ?time
}

GROUP BY ? regno
}
? observation

a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time .

? vehicle anpr: hasRegno ? regno
}

}

Listing 6.14: RSP-QL query generating vehicle routes for blacklisted vehicles.

6.4.4 Summary and Discussion
The VALCRI scenario presents several challenges with respect to security
and access-control, which are two topics that are rarely discussed in the con-
text of RSP. ActiveMQ was used in the VALCRI infrastructure to manage
inter-component communication for this exact reason. While several mes-
sage frameworks today offer performance superior to that of ActiveMQ (e.g.,
Apache Kafka16, and Akka17) the performance was clearly sufficient for the
VALCRI requirements.

In the scenario, we leveraged two different RSP engines. CQELS offered
great performance in terms of latency and throughput. In one of the queries,
however, CQELS performed very poorly, and the average latency was almost
two orders of magnitude higher than what was expected for the query. The

16https://kafka.apache.org/
17https://akka.io/
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PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >

REGISTER STREAM : rendezvous AS

CONSTRUCT
{

[] a anpr: Rendezvous ;
anpr: hasPersonObservation ? personObservation1 ;
anpr: hasPersonObservation ? personObservation2 .

}
FROM <http :// ns. valcri .org/data >
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : personsofinterest [ RANGE PT5M STEP PT10S ]
WHERE

{ ? personObservation1
a anpr: PersonObservation ;
anpr: observationOfPerson ? person1 ;
anpr: derivedFrom ? observation1 .

? observation1
a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera1 .

? personObservation1
a anpr: PersonObservation ;
anpr: observationOfPerson ? person2 ;
anpr: derivedFrom ? observation2 .

? observation2
a anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera2 .

? crime
anpr: hasSuspect ? person1 ;
anpr: hasSuspect ? person2

}

Listing 6.15: RSP-QL query generating possible rendezvous between two
suspects some crime.

query in question used the BIND function, which therefore assume must be
related to a bug in some part of the implementation.

The implemented pipeline was, with the exception of the above mentioned
CQELS query, sufficient to cope with the full rate of the ANPR data stream,
which in the experiment was streamed at approximately 10 times the original
VALCRI velocity. However, efficiently integrating the RSP processing with
large scale background information remains a challenge.

6.5 Scenario 3: Electronic Healthcare Monitoring

In the third scenario, we focused on some of the stream reasoning requirements
of the E-care@home project (see Section 3.1.2). The goal was to specifically
target the problem of making sense of the structured data arriving from sen-
sors installed in the home. With respect to the total volume and velocity of
the steamed data per user, the system requirements are much less demand-
ing than in Scenario 2; however, smart-home occupants are expected to share
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some of the infrastructure components in an implemented system. To put this
scalability concern in perspective: A system including only 50 users, where
each home is equipped with an average of 20 sensors generating data every
second, would generate a total of 70 million readings daily. This is around two
times the total volume generated by all ANPR cameras installed in England,
Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland combined18.

The sensor data in E-care@home is sometimes preprocessed in a sensor
node, generating what is referred to as a sensor feature stream. A sensor
feature stream does not represent the raw values reported by the sensors but
rather represents a feature that can be inferred from the original values. For
example, a set of pressure sensors attached to the legs of a chair could be used
to generate a feature stream that indicated whether the chair was occupied
or not. For the remainder of this section, we will use the terms sensor stream
and sensor feature stream interchangeably.

The reasoning capabilities in the current RSP implementations are very
limited, and in E-care@home we aim to overcome this limitation by adding
an external reasoner. Answer Set Programming (ASP) is a declarative pro-
gramming paradigm, where the given search problem is represented by a logic
program where the answer sets correspond to the solutions. In E-care@home,
we employed an incremental ASP solver (hereafter referred to as the ASP rea-
soner) to perform reasoning over time-series data, and the rules of the logic
program was generated from an ontology at runtime [3]. An interesting aspect
of this reasoner is the fact that it had support for representing both ontologies
and data as RDF, which made it well suited to be used in combination with
RSP technologies.

One of the main challenges with applying reasoning over streaming data
is that new observations can provide new inferences as well as invalidate pre-
vious ones. While the ASP reasoner was reasonably efficient at this task but
it had three major drawbacks: (1) the reasoner was unable to efficiently par-
tition the incoming stream into time-series, (2) noise in the data could cause
contradicting information to be provided within the same time-series, and
(3) there was no way of reducing the volume of the consumed streams before
applying reasoning, which could cause delays and backlogs in the reasoner.
A time-series in this context is similar to a stream window but requires the
temporal information to be discretized and represented using the timestamp
approach.

The work in this scenario was still ongoing during the time of writing, and
a lot of work still remained to be don. We here describe the data, ontologies,
and the basic infrastructure of the scenario. The goal was to reduce the incon-
sistencies and volume of two sensor streams through filtering and aggregation,
and show how RSP can partition data for the ASP reasoner.

18At present, the ANPR cameras in the United Kingdom submit 25–35 million records
daily (http://www.npcc.police.uk/FreedomofInformation/ANPR.aspx visited on 2017-10-09)
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6.5.1 Data
The data streams in E-care@home were generated from sensors installed in an
experimental apartment. The sensors include pressure sensors in furniture,
motion sensors, a sensor visually checking the luminosity of the TV, and
more. Data was collected by asking persons to act out different scenarios
in the apartment, creating a set of reference activities of the occupant. An
illustration of the apartment can be seen in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9: Illustration of the experimental apartment showing the location
of furniture and some of the installed sensors [4].

In the scenario, we include all sensor streams but we focus specifically on
the sensors related to the TV and couch, and we attempted to infer whether
a person was engaged in watching TV or not. In the living room, there was
a sofa equipped with pressure sensors, which are preprocessed to produce a
feature stream of true/false values. The pressure sensors occasionally report
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incorrect observations, especially when someone is not sitting perfectly still.
This can result in situations where the occupant can appear to repeatedly sit
down and stand up, and may even cause the person to appear in two locations
at once.

All sensor streams in the scenario have very simple formats. Each data
point contains a nanosecond timestamp, and a value or list of values. Meta-
data about the stream provides a sensor id and the reported value type. In
Table 6.3 and 6.4, examples of the TV-sensor stream and the couch sensor
stream are presented in tabular form. It is worth noting the difference be-
tween the values recorded by the two streams. The first was represented as
a raw sensor values while the latter has been preprocessed to produce as a
sensor feature stream.

Table 6.3: A sample from the TV-sensor stream showing the measured lu-
minosity of a TV diode. At reading number 4 the TV appears to have been
switched off.

Timestamp Int 32
1462353995977128982 34
1462353997001213073 33
1462353998025161027 34
1462353999049177885 9
1462354000073513984 4
1462354001096296072 3

Table 6.4: A sample from the couch sensor stream showing if the couch appears
to be occupied or not. At reading number 4 the occupant no longer appears
to be sitting in the couch.

Timestamp Boolean
1462354002164657115 true
1462354003191551923 true
1462354004209553003 true
1462354005230532884 false
1462354006256860017 false
1462354007286078929 false

6.5.2 Ontologies
Unlike the two previous scenarios, the SmartHome Event ODP19 was used as
the starting point for our event representation. The pattern is aligned with
both the DUL ontology and the SSN ontology. The ontology is still under

19http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Submissions:SmartHome_Event
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development and for the scenario we chose to leverage the recently released
SSN core ontology (SOSA) described in the most recent version of the SSN
ontology20, rather than the full SSN.

The simplified event pattern is shown in Figure 6.10. A Manifestation
represents an explicit event, which is roughly equivalent to what is referred
to as a SimpleEventObject in the Event ODP (i.e., an event that has been
observed rather than inferred).

Figure 6.10: Illustration of the main parts of the SmartHome Event ODP.

6.5.3 Implementation
Apache Kafka21 (hereafter referred to simply as Kafka) was used to manage
the communication in the implementation. Kafka was since it is both scal-
able, provides fault-tolerance, and provides APIs for integration many pro-
gramming platforms and environments. Kafka and Apache ZooKeeper22,23
were run in separate Docker containers. The dockerized containers allow us
to stick to single-machine deployment for the first experiments, while allowing
us to transition to a full-scale cluster environment at a later time.

The main abstraction in Kafka is the topic and it uses the a publish-
subscribe pattern. As with ActiveMQ, one or more producers can push data
to a topic to which one or more consumers subscribe. Figure 6.11 illustrates
a basic Kafka configuration. An interesting aspect of this framework is that
it can persists all data, and that it scales beyond what fits into main memory
without causing the typical a drop in performance typical for such frameworks.

20https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/
21https://kafka.apache.org/
22https://zookeeper.apache.org/
23ZooKeeper is a distributed synchronization service required in recent version of Kafka
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Figure 6.11: Diagram illustrating a simple Kafka configuration. Three groups
of producers push messages to Kafka and consumed by three consumer groups.

Figure 6.12 shows the basic relationships between the different compo-
nents in the event processing pipeline. All sensor data was replayed 24 and
all sensor streams were converted into JSON, and the relevant streams were
converted into RDF on-the-fly by the RDF adapter25, and republished un-
der a different topic. The RDF streams were modeled as sequences of RDF
graphs; however, the C-SPARQL engine requires streams of RDF triples and
the time-annotated structure proposed in RSP-QL cannot be supported. In-
stead, events were modeled within their individual graphs. Wrappers were
created for the C-SPARQL engine, its internal stream representation, and a
result listener was created to allow it to receive data from and push data to
Kafka. An instance of the C-SPARQL engine26 was created and set to listen
the couch and TV sensor streams. Two C-SPARQL queries were set up to
reduce the noise and volume of the data the data in the two streams. Finally,
the partitioned data, along with the original streams were used by the ASP
reasoner to infer current the activity of the occupant.

Event producers

The system includes a single event producer, which was used to internalize
all sensor streams. In the internalization step, the data was converted into
JSON based on the metadata provided for the sensor stream.

The sensor streams within a single occupant’s home were published as sin-
gle topic, and the key-value message structure of Kafka was used to associate
each value with a particular stream URI via the key. The rationale behind
this was that clashes between topics used in different homes can be prevented

24In the experimental setup, this is done from an intermediary database, allowing data
to replayed from specific points in time.

25The metadata will be provided as part the ontology but was hard coded for the purpose
of the first experiments.

26C-SPARQL engine version 0.9.7, compiled from the source in October 2016.
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Figure 6.12: Diagram illustrating the event processing pipeline implemented
in the electronic healthcare monitoring scenario.

in a multi-occupant setting, and it allows us to standardize the naming con-
ventions of streams within a pipeline across multiple homes. An alternative
approach would naturally be to publish each stream as a unique topic. This
pattern was used throughout the entire pipeline, and all RSP components
were set to publish to the same topic.

Event Processing Agents

The RDF adapter continuously translated the raw JSON stream into RDF. As
a result of operating on the raw sensor stream, the translation was recognized
as a potential bottleneck in the event processing pipeline. When tested, how-
ever, stable conversion rates were maintained at up to around 15,000 records
per second, meaning that a single instance would easily be able to handle
more than 50 experimental apartments in parallel. Listing 6.16 shows two
examples from the TV and couch sensor streams represented as RDF.
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@prefix : <http :// ecare .org/ sensor# > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .
@prefix dul: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/ont/dul/DUL.owl# > .
@prefix time: <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / timeinterval .owl# > .
@prefix event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# > .
@prefix sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/> .

[] a event : Manifestation ;
dul: isObservableAt [ a dul: TimeInterval ;

time: hasUpperTimeStampValue 1462353996977128982 ;
time: hasLowerTimeStampValue 1462353995977128982 ] ;

sosa: isObservedBy : tv_sensor ;
sosa: resultTime "2016 -05 -04 T11 :26:35+0200 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult "34"^^ xsd:int .

[] a event : Manifestation ;
dul: isObservableAt [ a dul: TimeInterval ;

time: hasUpperTimeStampValue 1462354003164657115 ;
time: hasLowerTimeStampValue 1462354002164657115 ] ;

sosa: isObservedBy : couch_sensor ;
sosa: resultTime "2016 -05 -04 T11 :26:42+0200 "^^ xsd: dateTime ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult true .

Listing 6.16: Two records from the TV and couch sensor streams represented
as RDF.

The C-SPARQL engine was setup to listen to the TV and couch sensor
streams. The aggregate queries used to simplify the two streams are repre-
sented as RSP-QL in Listings 6.17 and 6.18. The queries that resulted from
the translation of the queries into C-SPARQL are included in Appendix B.
The initial test showed consistent performance for these queries up to around
100 events per second (1300 triples/second), while higher stream rates caused
the C-SPARQL engine to become unresponsive.

The two simplified streams were used to generate the time-series that was
used by the ASP reasoner. The query is described as an RSP-QL query in
Listing 6.19 and generates a new result every 10 seconds.

Finally, the ASP reasoner pulls the ontology and configuration information
from the RDF store. The time-series stream is processed along with some
sensor data from the original streams. At the time of writing, the full setup
of this step in the process had only been partially completed and this step has
not yet been verified.
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PREFIX : <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX dul: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/ont/dul/DUL.owl# >
PREFIX time: <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / timeinterval .owl# >
PREFIX event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# >
PREFIX sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

REGISTER STREAM : cleantv AS

CONSTRUCT RSTREAM
{

_:c0 rdf:type event : ComplexEvent ;
dul: isObservableAt _:c1 ;
sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult ? value .

_:c1 rdf:type dul: TimeInterval ;
time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? maxTime ;
time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? minTime .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :tv [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT10S]
WHERE

{ { SELECT ? sensor (AVG(? value ) AS ?avg) (MAX(? upper ) AS ? maxTime )
(MIN(? lower ) AS ? minTime )

WHERE
{ WINDOW :w

{ _:b2 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult ? value ;
dul: isObservableAt _:b1 .

_:b1 time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? upper ;
time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? lower

}
}

GROUP BY ? sensor
}
BIND(if(?avg < 20, false , true) AS ? value )
BIND(now () AS ?time)
FILTER ( BOUND (? sensor ))

}

Listing 6.17: RSP-QL query generating a stream of Boolean values
constructed using an aggregate over the TV sensor stream. If the average
luminosity of the observations within the window was less than a 20 the query
reported true (TV is on), and otherwise false (TV is off).
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PREFIX : <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX dul: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/ont/dul/DUL.owl# >
PREFIX time: <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / timeinterval .owl# >
PREFIX event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# >
PREFIX sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

REGISTER STREAM : cleancouch AS

CONSTRUCT RSTREAM
{

_:c0 rdf:type event : ComplexEvent ;
dul: isObservableAt _:c1 ;
sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult ? value .

_:c1 rdf:type dul: TimeInterval ;
time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? maxTime ;
time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? minTime .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : couch [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT10S]
WHERE

{ { SELECT ? sensor (MAX(? upper ) AS ? maxTime )
(MIN(? lower ) AS ? minTime )

WHERE
{ WINDOW :w

{ _:b0 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
dul: isObservableAt _:b1 .

_:b1 time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? upper ;
time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? lower

}
}

GROUP BY ? sensor
}
{ SELECT ? sensor ( COUNT (? sensor ) AS ? isTrue )

WHERE
{ WINDOW :w

{ _:b2 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult true

}
}

GROUP BY ? sensor
}
{ SELECT ? sensor ( COUNT (? sensor ) AS ? isFalse )

WHERE
{ WINDOW :w

{ _:b3 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult false

}
}

GROUP BY ? sensor
}
BIND (( ? isTrue / ( ? isTrue + ? isFalse ) ) AS ?avg)
BIND(if(?avg >= 0.9 , true , if(?avg < 0.1 , false , ?avg)) AS ? value )
BIND(now () AS ?time)

}

Listing 6.18: RSP-QL query generating aggregated data from the couch sensor
stream. If 90 % of the observations concur (true/false) within the window that
value is reported. If there is no such clear majority the probability that the
observation is true is reported instead.
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PREFIX : <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

REGISTER STREAM : partitioned AS

CONSTRUCT RSTREAM {
? subject ? predicate ? object .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w1 ON : tv_cleaned [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT10S ]
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w2 ON : couch_cleaned [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT10S]
WHERE {

? event a event : ComplexEvent ;
(!<>)* ? subject .

? subject ? predicate ? object .
}

Listing 6.19: RSP-QL query generating time-series for the ASP reasoner every
10 seconds.

PREFIX : <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

REGISTER STREAM : partioned AS

CONSTRUCT RSTREAM {
? subject ? predicate ? object .

}
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w1 ON : tv_cleaned [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT5S]
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w2 ON : couch_cleaned [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT5S]
WHERE {

? event a event : ComplexEvent ;
(!<>)* ? subject .

? subject ? predicate ? object .
}

Listing 6.20: RSP-QL query generating aggregated data from the couch sensor
stream. If 90% of the observations concur (true/false) within the window that
value is reported. If there is no such clear majority, the probability of the
observation being true is reported instead.
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Event Consumers

The system presently has no sophisticated event consumer for the generated
events. The intention is to have the high-level activities that are inferred
by the ASP reasoner persisted in the RDF store or in a relational database,
from which the data can be retrieved. The storage can then represent a simple
persistent state, which can be continuously updated based on the results of the
ASP reasoner. The inferred activities can also be given textual representations
as seen in Listing 6.21.

1 in living room, sitting, watching TV
2 in living room, moving, watching TV
3 in living room, sitting, watching TV
4 in living room, moving
5 in bathroom, moving

Listing 6.21: Example of textual representations of inferences drawn by the
ASP reasoner.

6.5.4 Summary and Discussion
In the scenario, the TV and couch sensor streams are aggregated over 10 sec-
ond windows. This effectively removes around 90% of the streamed volume,
and the queries also reduce the noise considerably within that time interval.
However, it also impacts the precision of the values reported by the sensor
processes. For example, if the TV is in fact turned on and off continuously
for an extended period of time it could signify an interesting behavior, which
would not be detectable in the cleaned stream. The original data stream,
however, remains available to any component within the pipeline.

The first attempts at combining ASP and RSP was the StreamRule frame-
work [39]. Despite preliminary investigations showing considerable promise.
However, no detailed evaluation has been made available that tests the per-
formance of this framework in practice [38].

The incremental ASP reasoner used in the E-care@home project provides
the ability to convert between OWL-DL ontologies and the rules required
for the ASP program. However, the expressiveness of the reasoner leads to
high processing complexity, and if the reasoning cannot be completed before
more data arrives performance deteriorates. Due to its inability to efficiently
partition and filter the incoming data, the reasoner will therefore struggle
when it comes to high-volume streams. RSP systems, on the other hand,
can efficiently query, filter, enrich, and aggregate continuous streams of RDF
data. In the future, we intend to benchmark the implemented infrastructure
and components within it. In particular, we want to investigate the possibility
of scaling processing by providing more than a single instance of a particular
component (e.g., using more than one RSP engine instance or more than one
ASP reasoner).
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7 Discussion

Event models on the Semantic Web have not been developed with complex
event processing (CEP) in mind. In response to this, we defined a set of re-
quirements for modeling events in this context, which we then used as a basis
for creating a new event model that was aligned with some of the existing
event ontologies. The model was designed as a Content ODP, which can be
viewed as a small reusable ontology that solves a specific domain-oriented
problem, and it focused specifically on features such as payload support, re-
lationships between events, event object encapsulation, and querying ability.
The ontology itself can be used independently, without requiring any addi-
tional ontology imports. This allows applications to use a minimal set of base
classes and properties for modeling of complex events. However, the goal of
the model was to promote specialization and extensions for specific use-cases
or scenarios.

The event model differentiates between events that occur in the real world,
and the event objects, which are representations of events. This allows two
parallel structures for events where models used by systems and humans can
be very different. This separation can help manage the dissonance that often
exists between reality and model of reality.

The event model also supports systems that need to distinguish between
event headers (i.e., the known parts of the events), and event payloads. The
payload (or body) allows data of unknown structure to be added to an event
object. This allows the payload to be used further down the processing
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pipeline, while having a minimal effect on processing performance. This is
currently not supported by any other related event model.

Two of the requirements listed in relation to the model remain to be eval-
uated; namely, understandability and usability. The use of property domain
and range restrictions, high class/property ratio, and supplementary materi-
als, such as documentation and illustrations should promote the understand-
ability of the model. Additionally, the model defines almost 90% fewer axioms
than the SSN and the Event-Model-F ontologies. The reduced complexity
should help reduce the semantic interactions within the model, which should
make it easier to both understand and extend. We used the model in two
of the scenarios described in Chapter 6, but an objective assessment of the
model with respect to these requirements will be required in the future.

There are a number of additions to the model that should be considered for
future iterations. Data of known structure will typically be added to the event
via entity references, and the referenced entities are often not part of the event
model itself. For example, in the VALCRI scenario references to crime reports
and person records are not integrated with the event model, but references
to such background knowledge from an event can, of course, be required.
Providing a property for referencing such external content could be a valuable
addition to the event model, especially with respect to query generalizability.
Another possibility would be to extend the model to support temporal and
spatial relationships between events, which could be accomplished by using,
for example, the temporal properties in the OWL Time Ontology1. Finally,
limiting the model to a single OWL 2 profile should, in hindsight, have been
made a higher priority, since this would have reduced complexity further and
provided better opportunities for efficient reasoning.

Taking event object boundaries into consideration is crucial in event pro-
cessing. The issue becomes very prominent when using RSP systems that
support only RDF triple streams. Although these systems consider triples
with the same timestamps to have occurred at the same time, the triples ar-
rive at the engine in sequential order, which can cause queries to match partial
events. We have discussed two approaches that can be applied when working
with RDF triple streams, and have showed that both can be applied in some
of the current RSP implementations. RDF graph streams do not suffer from
this issue to the same extent, since all the triples belonging to an event are
delivered in a single transaction. This suggests that the future RSP-QL stan-
dard will cover most of these boundary issues, at least if we assume that the
event objects are captured within a single named graph.

The time-annotated named graphs proposed in RSP-QL offer new ways of
querying, encapsulating, and referencing event objects. If an event is limited
to its own graph then matching the entire event object’s structure is simply
a matter of returning the entire event graph, regardless of the underlying

1https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time
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model complexity. However, this view may also force us to reconsider how
the event objects themselves are referenced. If an event is captured in a named
graph then a reference to a part of that event from a different event needs to
reference not only the event identifier but also the named graph in which it is
contained. Another alternative would be to use the named graph itself as the
event identifier. The implications of the different approaches will need to be
considered in future work.

Defining any non-trivial query for use in streaming contexts is both time-
consuming and error prone. With underlying data shifting constantly, pre-
dicting the outcome is often difficult, and for queries that match only rarely,
each iteration in the query development phase can take considerable time. In
Chapter 5, we presented an extension to SPIN to support query templates
for RSP. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt at supporting
query templates in the RSP domain. Previously, reuse of queries has primar-
ily required manual query manipulation, although string replacements have
occasionally been used to mimic some basic parameterization features. While
there are many ways of implementing support for parameterized queries, such
as general string-based template frameworks, RSP-SPIN provides support for
both parameter constraints and sharing via standard Semantic Web technolo-
gies.

While RSP-QL was used as a starting point in defining the extended SPIN
model, the RDF representation in itself is query language agnostic. This
means that it can be translated into any of the query languages that can be
modeled using RSP-QL. This can greatly reduce the effort required in mov-
ing between different RSP implementations. The RSP-QL draft has not yet
been finalized and additions to the query language may be required to the
RSP-SPIN vocabulary. We have also considered various extensions that go
beyond what is currently supported in RSP-QL, such as support for tempo-
ral operators. Many of these additions can be made to the model without
generating any conflicts with the current implementation.

Parameterization is presently the primary use of RSP-SPIN, but other po-
tential application areas will be explored in the future. For example, query
templates can help provide support for data access control by exposing infor-
mation using predefined templates. The model can also be used to provide
configuration information to RSP engines, such as setting the query evaluation
policy, limiting maximum memory allocation, or provide time-out policies.

From a CEP perspective, the extensions that are currently being discussed
relate to how query templates can be leveraged to create query pipelines
declaratively. For example, queries could be designed to filter events in a
high-volume stream and the results could be used in more computationally
expensive queries. This is a common requirement in event processing using
RSP, and a pattern that appeared in all three scenarios presented in Chapter 6.
However, guaranteeing that compatibility exists between queries executed in
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such pipelines, with engines providing different operational semantics, remains
an open challenge.

Existing RSP implementations have several limitations with respect to
query expressiveness. In standard SPARQL, extensions can often be provided
to add support for specific tasks. A similar approach could also be applied in
RSP; however, capturing all necessary CEP features in a single RSP system
is presently not feasible. In Chapter 6, we proposed a general architecture
for supporting semantic complex event processing. The typical structure of
event processing networks as they are described in the CEP domain was used
as a starting point. In this context, RSP systems can be viewed as generators
of event processing agents (EPAs), where each query is viewed as a single
semantically enabled component. This view differs considerably from previous
approaches, where RSP systems have been viewed as CEP systems in their
own right.

The conceptual architecture provides a basis for viewing RSP implemen-
tations in a broader context, allowing complementary components to be
added as needed. We implemented the system for three different scenar-
ios: (1) traffic-incident monitoring, (2) criminal-activity monitoring, and (3)
electronic healthcare monitoring. The implementations differed mainly with
respect to how message streams were communicated between components,
but all scenarios demonstrated features that would have been difficult (or
impossible) to implement using a single RSP engine in isolation. For exam-
ple, in the traffic-incident monitoring scenario we added external components
to calculate spatial and temporal distances, something that would not have
been possible in any of the existing RSP systems. In the criminal-activity
monitoring scenario, we leveraged the expressiveness of two separate RSP en-
gines, where CQELS was used to filter a stream of vehicle observations, and
C-SPARQL was used to process streams of considerably lower volumes. In the
electronic healthcare monitoring scenario, we employed a separate component
for performing temporal reasoning, and used C-SPARQL to clean and parti-
tion the sensor data. The development of this framework is still under active
development in the E-care@home project, and performance comparisons with
respect to throughput, latency, memory consumption, and scalability between
RSP, ASP, and the two in combination have been planned for the immediate
future.

Finally, the implementations illustrate that RSP systems do not need to
be viewed in isolation and that other applications, systems, and tools can pro-
vide a great complement where RSP falls short. While this does not provide
a solution for distributing and scaling the actual RSP processing, which is a
problem in its own right, it enables RSP processing to be scaled up by support-
ing multiple RSP engine instances in a common pipeline. The intermediate
messaging frameworks provided protection against burst of data by allowing
the data to be buffered, and increased the potential scalability considerably.
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8 Conclusion

Semantic Web technologies support integration of semantically-annotated
data represented in heterogeneous formats; however, they have traditionally
been focused on more or less static data. Recently, RSP systems have been
developed in response to the increased need for processing of streaming in-
formation. The model underlying the different implementations differ in how
they extend SPARQL for continuous processing and with respect to their un-
derlying assumptions about the formats of streaming data. The RSP Group
is currently in the process of defining a common model for producing, trans-
mitting, and querying RDF streams. Although RSP-QL has not yet been
proposed as a standard, it has been used as the reference language through-
out this thesis.

The thesis work has focused on three main research questions. In response
to the first research question (RQ1), a new event model called the Event ODP
was introduced.

RQ1 How can events be modeled to support event abstraction and querying
in RSP systems to assist in semantic complex event processing?

Unlike previous approaches, the Event ODP was based on requirements
identified from the CEP domain, and developed specifically to support event
modeling and querying in semantic complex event processing applications.
We illustrated how the new model can be queried using standard SPARQL
and how it supports event pattern generalization in queries. We also proposed
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ways in which event object boundaries can be respected using different types
of stream punctuation strategies, and showed how these can be used to provide
workarounds in existing RSP implementations.

The second research question (RQ2) was answered by the development of
an extension of SPIN to support RSP queries.

RQ2 How can RSP queries be abstracted to support reuse and maintenance
of queries?

The extended model supported abstraction and parameterization of RSP
queries and the model, which was fully compatible with standard SPARQL,
supports all the constructs currently proposed as part of the RSP-QL syntax.
The model supported efficient reuse of queries in the form of query templates,
and was compatible with three popular RSP languages via a set of query
serializers. The extension and the accompanying API were released as open-
source1 to promote the use of RSP technology within and outside the RSP
community.

Finally, we presented an architecture for semantic complex event process-
ing. Rather than viewing RSP engines as standalone event processing systems,
the architecture lets us view RSP queries as EPAs. Three implementations of
this architecture helped answer the final research question (RQ3).

RQ3 What are the limitations of current RSP technologies with respect to
recurring decision-making tasks in the context of semantic complex
event processing?

We showed that the architecture provided a straightforward method for
creating loosely-coupled event processing systems. The RSP engines used were
able to handle the stream velocities in the scenarios; however, their limited ex-
pressiveness presented challenges in some cases. For example, none of the RSP
engines supported geographic querying, and they typically lacked support for
datetime arithmetic. These features are essential in many event processing
scenarios, and although they can be handled by implementing task-specific
EPAs this adds to the complexity of the pipeline, and each step introduces
additional latency. Managing the communication using message-oriented mid-
dleware made it easy to integrate several instances of independent RSP en-
gines within the same application pipeline, and drastically increased the po-
tential scalability of the system compared with a minimalistic pipeline.

1https://w3id.org/rsp/spin
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Appendix A
RSP-SPIN Vocabulary

@prefix : <http :// w3id.org/rsp/ spin# > .
@prefix sp: <http :// spinrdf .org/sp# > .
@prefix owl: <http :// www.w3.org /2002/07/ owl# > .
@prefix rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 - rdf -syntax -ns# > .
@prefix rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf - schema# > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .

<http :// w3id.org/rsp/spin >
rdf:type owl: Ontology ;
owl: imports <http :// spinrdf .org/sp > ;

.

# Register as
: hasOutputStream

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment "Set the name of the result stream of a query ."^^ xsd: string

↪ ;
rdfs: domain sp: Query ;
rdfs: range rdfs:Resource , sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.

# Output stream operator
: hasOutputStreamOperator

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the output stream operator of a

↪ query ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain sp: Query ;
rdfs: range : OutputStreamOperator ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
: OutputStreamOperator

rdfs: comment " Stream output operator ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
rdfs: subClassOf sp: Element ;

.
: Dstream

rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
rdfs: comment " States that the output stream operator is Dstream (i.e.,

↪ return results that are in the previous window but not the current
↪ one)."^^ xsd: string ;

rdfs: subClassOf : OutputStreamOperator ;
.
: Istream

rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
rdfs: comment " States that the output stream operator is Istream (i.e.,

↪ return results that are in the current window but were not present
↪ in the previous one)."^^ xsd: string ;

rdfs: subClassOf : OutputStreamOperator ;
.
: Rstream

rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
rdfs: comment " States that the output stream operator is Rstream (i.e.,

↪ return all results that are in the current window )."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: subClassOf : OutputStreamOperator ;
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8. Appendix A

# Named window
: fromNamedWindow

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to define a named window for a

↪ query ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain sp: Query ;
rdfs: range : NamedWindow ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
: NamedWindow

rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
rdfs: comment "A named window over a stream ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: subClassOf sp: ElementGroup ;

.
: windowNameNode

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the name of a window ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: range rdfs: Resource ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
: streamUri

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the stream of a window ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : NamedWindow ;
rdfs: range rdfs:Resource , sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
: windowUri

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the name of a window ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : NamedWindow ;
rdfs: range rdfs: Resource ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.

# Logical window
: LogicalWindow

rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
rdfs: comment "A logical window defined using range and step expressed as

↪ durations ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: subClassOf : NamedWindow ;

.
: logicalRange

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the duration of a logical

↪ range ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : LogicalWindow ;
rdfs: range xsd:duration , sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
: logicalStep

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the duration of a logical

↪ step."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : LogicalPastWindow , : LogicalWindow ;
rdfs: range xsd: duration ;
rdfs: range sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.

# Logical past window
: LogicalPastWindow

rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
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rdfs: comment "A logical past window defined using a lower and an upper
↪ time bound ."^^ xsd: string ;

rdfs: subClassOf : NamedWindow ;
.
:from

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the start of a window relative to the

↪ current time."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : LogicalPastWindow ;
rdfs: range xsd:duration , sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
:to

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the end of a window relative to the

↪ current time."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : LogicalPastWindow ;
rdfs: range xsd:duration , sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.

# Physical window
: PhysicalWindow

rdf:type rdfs: Class ;
rdfs: comment "A physical window defined using size and step expressed as

↪ number elements ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: subClassOf : NamedWindow ;

.
: physicalRange

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the size of a window expressed as number

↪ of elements ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : PhysicalWindow ;
rdfs: range xsd:integer , sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
: physicalStep

rdf:type rdf: Property ;
rdfs: comment " Property to set the step of a window expressed as number

↪ of elements ."^^ xsd: string ;
rdfs: domain : PhysicalWindow ;
rdfs: range xsd:integer , sp: Variable ;
rdfs: subPropertyOf sp: systemProperty ;

.
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RSP-SPIN Example Query

@prefix : <http :// w3id.org/rsp/ spin# > .
@prefix ex: <http :// example .org# > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# > .
@prefix debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# > .
@prefix prov: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/ prov# > .
@prefix sp: <http :// spinrdf .org/sp# > .

[ a sp: Construct ;
sp: templates ( _:b9 _:b0 ) ;
sp: where ( _:b7 _:b6 _:b2 ) ;
: fromNamedWindow [ a : PhysicalWindow ;

: physicalRange "1000"^^ xsd:int ;
: physicalStep "1000"^^ xsd:int ;
: streamUri ex: trips ;
: windowUri ex:w1

] ;
: fromNamedWindow [ a : LogicalPastWindow ;

:from "PT3H"^^ xsd: duration ;
: logicalStep "PT1M"^^ xsd: duration ;
: streamUri ex: trips ;
:to "PT1H"^^ xsd: duration ;
: windowUri ex:w3

] ;
: fromNamedWindow [ a : LogicalWindow ;

: logicalRange "PT2H"^^ xsd: duration ;
: logicalStep "PT1M"^^ xsd: duration ;
: streamUri ex: trips ;
: windowUri ex:w2

] ;
: hasOutputStream ex: my-stream ;
: hasOutputStreamOperator : Istream

] .

_:b0 sp: object [ sp: varName "time" ] ;
sp: predicate prov: atTime ;
sp: subject [ sp: varName "g" ] .

_:b1 sp: object [ sp: varName "time" ] ;
sp: predicate prov: atTime ;
sp: subject [ sp: varName "g" ] .

_:b2 a : NamedWindow ;
sp: elements ( _:b3 ) ;
: windowNameNode ex:w3 .

_:b3 sp: object [ sp: varName "time" ] ;
sp: predicate prov: atTime ;
sp: subject [ sp: varName "g" ] .

_:b4 sp: object [ sp: varName "time" ] ;
sp: predicate prov: atTime ;
sp: subject [ sp: varName "g" ] .

_:b5 sp: object [ sp: varName "o" ] ;
sp: predicate [ sp: varName "p" ] ;
sp: subject [ sp: varName "s" ] .

_:b6 a : NamedWindow ;
sp: elements ( _:b1 ) ;
: windowNameNode ex:w2 .
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_:b7 a : NamedWindow ;
sp: elements ( _:b8 _:b4 ) ;
: windowNameNode ex:w1 .

_:b8 a sp: NamedGraph ;
sp: elements ( _:b5 ) ;
sp: graphNameNode [ sp: varName "g" ] .

_:b9 a sp: NamedGraph ;
sp: elements ( _:b10 ) ;
sp: graphNameNode [ sp: varName "g" ] .

_:b10 sp: object [ sp: varName "o" ] ;
sp: predicate [ sp: varName "p" ] ;
sp: subject [ sp: varName "s" ] .

RSP-QL Sample Queries

PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >

REGISTER STREAM : query1 AS

SELECT ( count (?ride) AS ? rideCount )
FROM NAMED WINDOW :win ON : trips [ RANGE PT1H STEP PT1H]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :win
{ ?ride debs: distance ? distance

FILTER ( ? distance > 2 )
}

}

PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ pred# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >

REGISTER STREAM : query2 AS

SELECT ? location ( count ( distinct ?taxi) AS ? taxinumber )
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON : trips [ RANGE PT1H STEP PT30M]
WHERE

{ ? location <type > : dropoffLocation
WINDOW :w

{ ?taxi debs: dropoff ? location }
}

GROUP BY ? location
HAVING ( ? taxinumber >= 20 )
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PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ pred# >

REGISTER STREAM : query3 AS

CONSTRUCT ISTREAM
{ ? location debs: profit ? totalamount }

FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :s [ RANGE PT30M STEP PT15M]
WHERE

{ { SELECT (sum(? amount ) AS ? totalamount ) ? location
WHERE

{ WINDOW :w
{ ?taxi debs: pickup ? location .

? location debs: amount ? amount
}

}
GROUP BY ? location
ORDER BY DESC(? totalamount )
LIMIT 3

}
}
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PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX geo: <http :// www. opengis .net/ont/ geosparql# >
PREFIX wgs84 : <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# >
PREFIX geof: <http :// www. opengis .net/def/ geosparql / function />
PREFIX time: <http :// www.w3.org /2006/ time# >
PREFIX units : <http :// unit# >
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >
PREFIX geodata : <http :// linkedgeodata .org/ ontology /addr %3A>

REGISTER STREAM : query4 AS

SELECT ?time ? district
FROM NAMED WINDOW :wind ON : rides [ RANGE PT6H STEP PT6H]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :wind
{ ?ride debs: dropoff_latitude ?lat .

?ride debs: dropoff_longitude ?lng .
?ride debs: dropoff_datetime ?time .
?time time:hour ? drop_hour .
? feature geo: hasGeometry ? dropGeom .
? feature wgs84 :lat ?lat .
? feature wgs84 :lng ?lng .
? feature geodata : district ? district
FILTER ( ? drop_hour < 4 )
FILTER ( 22 < ? drop_hour )

}
WINDOW :wind

{ ?ride debs: pickup_latitude ?lat .
?ride debs: pickup_longitude ?lng .
?ride debs: pickup_datetime ?time .
?time time:hour ? pick_hour .
? place geo: hasGeometry ? pickGeom .
? place wgs84 :lat ?lat .
? place wgs84 :lng ?lng .
? place geodata : district ? district
FILTER ( ? pick_hour < 4 )
FILTER ( 22 < ? pick_hour )

}
FILTER ( ( ? pick_hour - ? drop_hour ) > 1 )
FILTER geof: distance (?dropGeom , ?pickGeom , units :mile , 0.1)

}

PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >

REGISTER STREAM : query5 AS

SELECT ? distance (( ( ( ? amount - ?tax ) - ?tips ) - ? tolls ) AS ? profit )
FROM NAMED WINDOW :wind ON : rides [ RANGE PT1H STEP PT1H]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :wind
{ ?ride debs: trip_distance ? distance .

?ride debs: total_amount ? amount .
?ride debs: mta_tax ?tax .
?ride debs: tip_amount ?tips .
?ride debs: tolls_amount ? tolls

}
}
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PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX ex: <http :// example .org/>
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >

REGISTER STREAM : query6 AS

SELECT ? luckyRide
FROM NAMED WINDOW :win ON : rides [ RANGE PT1H STEP PT1H]
WHERE

{ WINDOW :win
{ ? luckyRide debs: byTaxi ?taxi

FILTER NOT EXISTS {? luckyRide ex: stoppedAt ? trafficLight }
}

}

# The original query contained several issues . This
# modified version should represent intent of the original .
PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX ex: <http :// example .org/>
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >
PREFIX geof: <http :// www. opengis .net/def/ geosparql / function />
PREFIX gn: <http :// www. geonames .org/ ontology# >

REGISTER STREAM : query7 AS

SELECT ? neighbourhood (( count (? newPickups ) / count (? oldPickups ) ) AS
↪ ? increase )

FROM gn: geonames
FROM NAMED WINDOW : newPickups ON : rides [ RANGE PT1H STEP PT1H]
FROM NAMED WINDOW : oldPickups ON : rides [FROM NOW-P T2H TO NOW-P T1H STEP

↪ PT1H]
WHERE

{ ? oldPickups gn: neighbourhood ? neighbourhood .
? newPickups gn: neighbourhood ? neighbourhood
WINDOW : newPickups

{ ? newPickups debs: pickup_latitude ?nlat .
? newPickups debs: pickup_longitude ?nlon

}
WINDOW : oldPickups

{ ? oldPickups debs: pickup_latitude ?olat .
? oldPickups debs: pickup_longitude ?olon

}
}

GROUP BY ? neighbourhood
HAVING ( ? increase >= 1.2 )
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# This query could not be parsed since nested constructs
# are not supported in RSP-QL
PREFIX : <http :// debs2015 .org/ streams />
PREFIX debs: <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto# >
PREFIX ogc: <http :// www. opengis .net/ont/ geosparql# >
PREFIX geom: <http :// geovocab .org/ geometry# >
PREFIX wgs84 : <http :// www.w3.org /2003/01/ geo/ wgs84_pos# >
PREFIX geonames : <http :// linkedgeodata .org/ ontology />
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >

REGISTER STREAM : query8 AS

SELECT ? strName ? profit
FROM <http :// www. example .org/ geonames >
WHERE {

?poi geonames : street ? strName ;
geom: geometry ? point .

{ SELECT (SUM(? total - ?tax - ?tips ) AS ? profit ) ? point
#FROM NAMED WINDOW :spot ON : stream [ RANGE PT6H STEP PT6H]
WHERE {

WINDOW :spot {
?ride debs: fare_amount ? total ;

debs: mta_tax ?tax ;
debs: tip_amount ?tips .

{ CONSTRUCT {
?ride <http :// debs2015 .org/ onto#dropPoint > ? point .
? point a geom:Geometry , geom: Point ;

ogc: asWKT ? wktLit ;
wgs84 :lat ?lat ;
wgs84 :long ?lng .

}
WHERE {

?ride debs: dropoff_latitude ? dropLat ;
debs: dropoff_longitude ? dropLong ;

BIND( STRDT (?dropLat , xsd: double ) AS ?lat)
BIND( STRDT (?dropLong , xsd: double ) AS ?lng)

}
}

}
}
GROUP BY ? point

}
}
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CSRBench Queries

PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />

REGISTER STREAM : query1 AS

SELECT ? sensor ?obs
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT10S STEP PT10S ]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;

om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
}
FILTER (? value > 80)

}

PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />

REGISTER STREAM : query2 AS

SELECT ? sensor ?obs
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT1S STEP PT1S]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;

om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
}
FILTER (? value > 80)

}
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PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />

REGISTER STREAM : query3 AS

SELECT ? sensor ?obs ? value
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT4S STEP PT4S]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _RelativeHumidity ;

om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
}
FILTER (? value < 49)
FILTER (? value > 24)

}

PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />

REGISTER STREAM : query4 AS

SELECT (AVG(? value ) AS ?avg)
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT4S STEP PT4S]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;

om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
}
FILTER (? value > 80)

}

PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />

REGISTER STREAM : query5 AS

SELECT ? sensor ?obs
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT5S STEP PT1S]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?obs om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;

om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : result ?res .

?res om-owl : floatValue ? value .
}
FILTER (? value > 80)

}
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8. Appendix A

PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />

REGISTER STREAM : query6 AS

SELECT ? sensor ?ob1 ? value1 ?obs
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT5S STEP PT5S]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?ob1 om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;

om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;
om-owl : result [ om-owl : floatValue ? value1 ] .

?obs om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;
om-owl : result [ om-owl : floatValue ? value ] .

}
FILTER (? value1 - ? value > 0.5)
FILTER (? value > 75)

}

PREFIX om-owl : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ sensor-observation .owl# >
PREFIX weather : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/ont/ weather .owl# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX sens-obs : <http :// knoesis . wright .edu/ssw/>
PREFIX : <http :// ex.org/ streams />

REGISTER STREAM : query1 AS

SELECT ? sensor ?ob1
FROM NAMED WINDOW :w ON :test [ RANGE PT5S STEP PT5S]
WHERE {

WINDOW :w {
?ob om-owl : procedure sens-obs : System_C1190 ;

om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;
om-owl : result [ om-owl : floatValue ? value ] .

?ob1 om-owl : procedure ? sensor ;
om-owl : observedProperty weather : _AirTemperature ;
om-owl : result [ om-owl : floatValue ? value1 ] .

}
FILTER (? value1 > ? value )

}
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Appendix B
Scenario 1: CQELS queries

PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer />
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf-schema# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

CONSTRUCT
{

? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status .
? tweet twitter : hasText ?text .
? tweet event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident .
? tweet twitter : createdAt ? createdAt .
? tweet traffic : hasLocation ? location .
? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace .
? location rdfs: label ? locationLabel .
? location spatial : northing ? northing .
? location spatial : easting ? easting .
? location traffic : source " place " .

}
WHERE

{ STREAM <http :// traffic .org/ data#twitter > [ RANGE 2s] {
? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status ;

twitter : hasText ?text ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
twitter : hasPlace ? location .

? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;
rdfs: label ? locationLabel .

}
_:b0 rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;

rdfs: label ? locationLabel ;
spatial : easting ? easting ;
spatial : northing ? northing

}



8. Appendix B

PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer />
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf-schema# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

CONSTRUCT
{

? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status .
? tweet twitter : hasText ?text .
? tweet event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident .
? tweet twitter : createdAt ? createdAt .
? tweet traffic : hasLocation ? location .
? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace .
? location rdfs: label ? locationLabel .
? location spatial : northing ? northing .
? location spatial : easting ? easting .
? location traffic : source " account " .

}
WHERE

{ STREAM <http :// traffic .org/ data#twitter > [ RANGE 2s] {
? tweet twitter : hasText ?text ;

event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
twitter : hasAccount ? account .

? account rdf:type twitter : Account ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location .

? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;
rdfs: label ? locationLabel .

}
_:b0 rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;

rdfs: label ? locationLabel ;
spatial : easting ? easting ;
spatial : northing ? northing

}
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PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer />
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf-schema# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

CONSTRUCT
{

? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status .
? tweet twitter : hasText ?text .
? tweet event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident .
? tweet twitter : createdAt ? createdAt .
? tweet traffic : hasLocation ? location .
? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace .
? location spatial : northing ? northing .
? location spatial : easting ? easting .
? location traffic : source " status " .

}
WHERE

{ STREAM <http :// traffic .org/ data#twitter > [ RANGE 2s] {
? tweet rdf:type twitter : Status ;

twitter : hasText ?text ;
event : isSubEventObjectOf ? incident ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location .

? location rdf:type gaz: NamedPlace ;
spatial : northing ? northing ;
spatial : easting ? easting .

}
}
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PREFIX : <http :// traffic .org/ data# >
PREFIX gaz: <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /50 kGazetteer />
PREFIX twitter : <http :// twitter .com/ ontology# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX rdfs: <http :// www.w3.org /2000/01/ rdf-schema# >
PREFIX spatial : <http :// data. ordnancesurvey .co.uk/ ontology /

↪ spatialrelations />
PREFIX event : <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/cp/owl/

↪ eventprocessing .owl# >
PREFIX traffic : <http :// trafficincident .com/ ontology# >

SELECT ?text ? createdAt ? easting ? northing ? contentSimilarity
↪ ? spatialDistance ? temporalDistance

WHERE
{ STREAM <http :// traffic .org/ data#stream4 > [ RANGE 5H] {

? tweet twitter : hasText ?text ;
twitter : createdAt ? createdAt ;
traffic : hasLocation ? location ;
traffic : hasRelevance ? relevance .

? location spatial : easting ? easting ;
spatial : northing ? northing .

? relevance traffic : hasContentSimilarity ? contentSimilarity ;
traffic : hasSpatialDistance ? spatialDistance ;
traffic : hasTemporalDistance ? temporalDistance .

}
FILTER ( ? contentSimilarity > 2 )
FILTER ( ? spatialDistance < 50000 )

}
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Scenario 2: CQELS and C-SPARQL queries

PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >

CONSTRUCT
{

? observation rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation .
? observation anpr: hasCamera ? camera .
? observation anpr: hasObservationTime ?time .
? observation anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .
? vehicle rdf:type anpr: Vehicle .
? vehicle anpr: hasVehicleStatus anpr: Blacklisted .
? vehicle anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
WHERE

{ STREAM <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream /anpr > [ RANGE 1s] {
? observation rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation ;

anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .

? vehicle rdf:type anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
_:b0 rdf:type anpr: Vehicle ;

anpr: hasRegno ? regno ;
anpr: hasVehicleStatus anpr: Blacklisted

}
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PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >

CONSTRUCT
{

? personObservation rdf:type anpr: PersonObservation .
? personObservation anpr: observationOfPerson ? person .
? personObservation anpr: derivedFrom ? observation .
? personObservation anpr: hasObservationTime ?time .
? observation rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation .
? observation anpr: hasCamera ? camera .
? observation anpr: hasObservationTime ?time .
? observation anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .
? vehicle rdf:type anpr: Vehicle .
? vehicle anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
WHERE

{ STREAM <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream /anpr > [ RANGE 1s] {
? observation rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation ;

anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .

? vehicle rdf:type anpr: Vehicle ;
anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
_:b0 rdf:type anpr: Vehicle ;

anpr: hasRegno ? regno ;
anpr: ownedBy ? person .

? crime rdf:type anpr: Crime ;
anpr: hasSuspect ? person

BIND( bnode () AS ? personObservation )
}
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REGISTER STREAM vehicleroutes AS

PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >

CONSTRUCT
{

_:c0 rdf:type anpr: VehicleRoute .
_:c0 anpr: hasStartTime ? minTime .
_:c0 anpr: hasEndTime ? maxTime .
_:c0 anpr: hasVehicleObservation ? observation .
? observation rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation .
? observation anpr: hasCamera ? camera .
? observation anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle .
? observation anpr: hasObservationTime ?time .
? observation anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

}
FROM STREAM <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream / blacklisted > [ RANGE 30m STEP 10s]
WHERE

{
{ SELECT ? regno (MAX(?time) AS ? maxTime ) (MIN(?time) AS ? minTime )

WHERE
{ ? event anpr: hasVehicle /anpr: hasRegno ? regno .

? event anpr: hasObservationTime ?time
}

GROUP BY ? regno
} .
? observation rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation ;

anpr: hasCamera ? camera ;
anpr: hasVehicle ? vehicle ;
anpr: hasObservationTime ?time .

? vehicle anpr: hasRegno ? regno .
}
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REGISTER STREAM rendezvous AS

PREFIX : <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream />
PREFIX anpr: <http :// ns. valcri .org/ ontology / anpr# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >

CONSTRUCT
{

_:c0 rdf:type anpr: Rendezvous .
_:c0 anpr: hasPersonObservation ? personObservation1 .
_:c0 anpr: hasPersonObservation ? personObservation2 .

}
FROM <http :// ns. valcri .org/data >
FROM STREAM <http :// ns. valcri .org/ stream / personsofinterest > [ RANGE 5m STEP

↪ 10s]
WHERE

{ ? personObservation1
rdf:type anpr: PersonObservation ;
anpr: observationOfPerson ? person1 ;
anpr: derivedFrom ? observation1 .

? observation1
rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera1 .

? personObservation1
rdf:type anpr: PersonObservation ;
anpr: observationOfPerson ? person2 ;
anpr: derivedFrom ? observation2 .

? observation2
rdf:type anpr: VehicleObservation ;
anpr: hasCamera ? camera2 .

? crime anpr: hasSuspect ? person1 ;
anpr: hasSuspect ? person2

}
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Scenario 3: C-SPARQL queries

REGISTER STREAM cleantv AS

PREFIX : <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX dul: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/ont/dul/DUL.owl# >
PREFIX time: <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / timeinterval .owl# >
PREFIX event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# >
PREFIX sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

CONSTRUCT
{

_:c0 rdf:type event : ComplexEvent .
_:c0 dul: isObservableAt _:c1 .
_:c0 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor .
_:c0 sosa: hasSimpleResult ? value .
_:c1 rdf:type dul: TimeInterval .
_:c1 time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? maxTime .
_:c1 time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? minTime .

}
FROM STREAM <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream#tv > [ RANGE 10s STEP 10s]
WHERE

{ { SELECT ? sensor (AVG(? value ) AS ?avg) (MAX(? upper ) AS ? maxTime )
↪ (MIN(? lower ) AS ? minTime )
WHERE

{
_:b0 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;

sosa: hasSimpleResult ? value ;
dul: isObservableAt _:b1 .

_:b1 time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? upper ;
time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? lower .

}
GROUP BY ? sensor

}
BIND(if (( ?avg < 20 ), false , true) AS ? value )
BIND(now () AS ?time)
FILTER bound (? sensor )

}
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REGISTER STREAM cleancouch AS

PREFIX : <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX dul: <http :// www. ontologydesignpatterns .org/ont/dul/DUL.owl# >
PREFIX time: <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / timeinterval .owl# >
PREFIX event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# >
PREFIX sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

CONSTRUCT
{

_:c0 rdf:type event : ComplexEvent .
_:c0 dul: isObservableAt _:c1 .
_:c0 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor .
_:c0 sosa: hasSimpleResult ? value .
_:c1 rdf:type dul: TimeInterval .
_:c1 time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? maxTime .
_:c1 time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? minTime .

}
FROM STREAM <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream#couch > [ RANGE 10s STEP 10s]
WHERE

{ { SELECT ? sensor (MAX(? upper ) AS ? maxTime ) (MIN(? lower ) AS ? minTime )
WHERE

{
_:b0 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;

dul: isObservableAt _:b1 .
_:b1 time: hasUpperTimeStampValue ? upper ;

time: hasLowerTimeStampValue ? lower .
}

GROUP BY ? sensor
}
{ SELECT ? sensor ( COUNT (? sensor ) AS ? isTrue )

WHERE
{

_:b2 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult true .

}
GROUP BY ? sensor

}
{ SELECT ? sensor ( COUNT (? sensor ) AS ? isFalse )

WHERE
{

_:b3 sosa: isObservedBy ? sensor ;
sosa: hasSimpleResult false .

}
GROUP BY ? sensor

}
BIND (( ? isTrue / ( ? isTrue + ? isFalse ) ) AS ?avg)
BIND(if (( ?avg >= 0.9 ), true , if (( ?avg < 0.1 ), false , ?avg)) AS
↪ ? value )

BIND(now () AS ?time)
}
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REGISTER STREAM partitioned AS

PREFIX : <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream# >
PREFIX xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema# >
PREFIX event : <http :// w3id.org/ ecareathome / patterns / event .owl# >
PREFIX rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf-syntax-ns# >
PREFIX sosa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/sosa/>

CONSTRUCT
{

? subject ? predicate ? object .
}

FROM STREAM <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream#tv_cleaned > [ RANGE 10s STEP 10s]
FROM STREAM <http :// ecareathome .org/ stream#couch_cleaned > [ RANGE 10s STEP

↪ 10s]
WHERE

{ ? event rdf:type event : ComplexEvent .
? event (!<>)* ? subject .
? subject ? predicate ? object

}
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